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Overview

On January 1, 2006, California businesses will

be subjected to one of the most costly and

inefficient pieces of labor law legislation ever

created. California’s Senate Bill 2 (referred to

in this study interchangeably as SB  2, the

Health Insurance Act of 2003, HIA, and

Proposition 72) requires all employers in

California with more than 20 employees to

provide full medical insurance for their

employees. This study estimates the costs—

both in terms of dollars and jobs—of this dev-

astating legislation. Overall, Dr. Yelowitz esti-

mates that SB 2 will cost California employers

between $12.4 billion and $12.9 billion a year.

In addition, SB 2 will destroy between 67,000

and 150,000 jobs.  

There is currently a ballot initiative

(Proposition 72) before the voters that will

decide the ultimate fate of this legislation. This

study provides California residents and policy-

makers with the most complete and up-to-date

accounting of the costs while evaluating the

divergent cost estimates of this legislation. The

range of these estimates stems primarily from

the incomplete and inaccurate attempts (of

other authors) to determine the far-reaching

coverage of SB 2. 

Many supporters of SB 2 claim that the leg-

islation affects primarily the uninsured, but

this group actually makes up only a small por-

tion of the spending under SB 2. The largest

group of employees who are affected already

have employer-provided insurance; the cost is

created by firms having to meet the rich man-

dated benefit package established under SB 2.

As employers react to these dramatically high-

er costs by decreasing employment, many of

these employees who have insurance will face

decreased employment opportunities.

The poor targeting and high cost of SB 2

means that it will cost over $6,600 per newly

insured individual, significantly more than the

cost of coverage. The majority of spending will

not benefit the uninsured, and the majority of

the uninsured will remain without coverage. As

this study shows, SB 2 will do little to address

the problem of the uninsured while doing a lot

to hurt California’s least-skilled employees. 

SSBB 22 DDeettaaiillss
The California legislature passed SB 2 on

September 12, 2003. The bill was signed into

law by Governor Gray Davis on October 5,

2003. SB 2 creates a “pay-or-play” system

whereby employers can either “pay” a fee to

the government (which will operate an insur-

ance system for the working uninsured) or

they can “play” by offering a minimum level of

health coverage. All employees who work over

100 hours a month (approximately 23 hours

TThhee EEccoonnoommiicc IImmppaacctt ooff PPrrooppoossiittiioonn 
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per week) for three months qualify for

coverage. SB 2 mandates different levels of

coverage based on firm size. Employers with

more than 200 employees are required to

offer family coverage to their employees.

Firms with 50–199 employees are required to

offer individual coverage. Those with 20–49

employees will be required to offer single cov-

erage, contingent upon the legislature passing

a tax  credit covering 20 percent of the

employer’s increased costs. Businesses with

fewer than 20 employees are currently

exempted from the mandate. This law will go

into effect in 2006 for firms with more than

200 employees and in 2007 for all other firms.

In addition to requiring certain levels of cov-

erage, SB 2 explicitly mandates the minimum

employer premium contribution. Employers

are required to pay 80 percent of either the fee

to the government or the cost of the health

insurance plan they offer (regardless of the

cost of the plan). Employees are required to

pay 20 percent of the cost of the mandate.

This premium-sharing mandate is responsible

for more of the cost of SB 2 than any other

provision. Under SB 2, employees are required

to take up coverage and employers are author-

ized to deduct the employee portion of the fee

from wages. 

DDaattaa
This study utilizes a series of data sets to esti-

mate the cost of SB 2. The primary data set

utilized is the Current Population Survey

(CPS) Annual Social and Economic Survey.

This widely used data set is produced by the

joint efforts of the United States Census

Bureau and the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Data from the CPS is augmented by data

from the County Business Patterns (CBP), an

annual series of data put out by the Census

Bureau that provides economic data by

industry at various levels of geographic

aggregation.  In addition, this study uses pre-

mium and cost-sharing information from the

Kaiser Family Foundation California

Employer Health Benefits Survey (CEHBS).

The CEHBS is a commonly used source for

premium information by health economists.

SSBB 22 CCoovveerraaggee
According to Census data, there are over 35

million people living in California. Over 18

million of these residents have health insur-

ance through their employer, 5.8 million

have insurance solely through government

programs, and 6.4 million are uninsured.

This study estimates that 17.8 million

California residents meet the firm-size and

work-effort requirements to be covered by

the Health Insurance Act.1

Of the 17.8 million residents affected, 13.5

million have insurance through their employer.

Only 1.9 million affected residents covered by

SB 2 are uninsured. This makes up a minority

of the uninsured population in California, leav-

ing 69 percent of the uninsured without any

new coverage. Over 1 million of the affected

residents currently have government-provided

health insurance. As these estimates clearly

show, the primary individuals affected by SB 2

are not the uninsured. 
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CCoosstt ooff SSBB 22
The degree to which employers bear the cost of

SB 2 ultimately depends on their behavioral

response to the mandate. Accounting for expect-

ed employer responses (which will be discussed

later) this study estimates the cost of SB 2 to be

between $12.4 billion and $12.9 billion.2 This

cost is higher than the estimate in Yelowitz

(2003), primarily due to the increased cost of

insurance premiums since his original analysis.3

The vast majority of the costs under SB 2 are

not spent on the uninsured. In fact, only one-

third of the total cost of the mandate actually

goes toward providing new insurance to

California residents. The largest cost increase

for a group is for those who already have

employer-provided insurance. Because SB 2

requires employers to pay 80 percent of the

cost of coverage, many employers already cov-

ering their employees will see significant

increased costs. The premium-sharing and

dependent requirements under SB 2 entail

costs of between $5.8 billion and $6.0 billion

for employers. This is approximately 45 per-

cent of the total cost of SB 2. 

Another significant portion of the cost is cre-

ated by employees who currently receive gov-

ernment health coverage. The cost of covering

these employees will be shifted from public

spending to private businesses. In total, between

$1.4 billion and $1.7 billion of the increased

costs of SB 2 will be caused by this shift. 

DDiiffffeerriinngg CCoosstt EEssttiimmaatteess
There have been several studies attempting to

estimate the actual cost of SB 2. These studies

have produced estimates ranging from $1.3 bil-

lion to the $12.9 billion estimate in this study.

While there are several reasons for this disparity,

the most significant difference relates to the esti-

mates of mandated coverage and not the cost of

insurance. This study is the only currently

released report that accounts for all affected

employee groups and not simply the cost result-

ing from the uninsured. Ignoring the costs asso-

ciated with currently insured employees unreal-

istically decreases the estimated cost of the bill.

The two largest groups ignored by the

majority of studies analyzing SB 2 are:

1. Individuals wwith eemployer-pprovided iinsur-
ance: SB 2 requires not only insurance

for the uninsured but also a minimum

premium-sharing level (80 percent paid

by the employer and 20 percent paid by

the employee). This study reveals that 25

percent of businesses in California offer-

ing insurance do not pay 80 percent of

the cost of coverage for an individual,

and, more significantly, 50 percent of

California businesses do not pay 80 per-

cent of the cost of family coverage. As a

result, companies already paying for

health insurance for their employees are

responsible for approximately $6 billion

in new costs under SB 2.

2. Government iinsurance: Nearly 2 million

of the affected employees under SB 2

already have government-provided insur-

ance through Medicaid, Medicare, and/or

Champus/Tricare. Between $1.4  billion

and $1.7 billion of the costs generated by
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SB 2 come from the transfer of the costs

for these individuals from government to

private businesses.  Even more troubling,

since SB 2 does not consider supplemen-

tal insurance to be “playing,” many of

these individuals may see a reduced level

of coverage as a result of the mandate. 

The actual cost projections for the unin-

sured in this study are not significantly differ-

ent from many other cost estimates of SB 2.

The difference between the estimates results

from the fact that the solitary focus on the

costs generated by the uninsured ignores the

majority of net new costs created by SB 2. 

LLaabboorr MMaarrkkeett CCoonnsseeqquueenncceess
In addition to estimating the cost to employers

from SB 2, this study examines the potential

labor market consequences of this costly man-

date. The literature on mandated benefits sug-

gests that—in the long run and when possible—

employers will shift 100 percent of the cost of

the mandate to employees. It is less clear that

employers will be able to shift the cost to

employees in the short term, when decreasing

real wages is more difficult.  

For low-wage employees, the California min-

imum wage creates a limit on how much

employers can transfer the cost to their

employees. In the case of a binding minimum

wage, employers will respond to the increased

costs by decreasing employment. If employers

are able to fully shift the cost to wages—an

unlikely scenario in the short term—this study

estimates that SB 2 will destroy 67,000 jobs. In

addition, employees who keep their jobs under

this scenario will see significant decreases in

wages and salaries as a result of the shifted

cost. In the event of full wage shifting, the

California government would also receive

between $665 million and $860 million less in

income tax revenues. 

In the short term it is unlikely that this full

wage shifting can occur. In the case of no wage

shifting, SB 2 will destroy approximately 150,000

jobs. In either scenario, the labor market conse-

quences of SB 2 are severe. The legislation will

cause either significantly lower salaries for all

employees and over 67,000 fewer jobs for low-

wage employees, or over 150,000 fewer jobs

throughout the entire economy. 

The employees who lose their jobs as a

result of SB 2 will tend to be younger, poorer,

less educated, and disproportionately minori-

ties. For example, while high school dropouts

make up only 17 percent of the California

workforce, they make up 27 percent of the job

loss in the case of no wage shifting (and 40

percent in the case of full wage shifting). And,

while Hispanics make up 30 percent of the

workforce, they account for 44 percent of the

job loss resulting from SB 2 (53 percent in the

case of full wage shifting). 

More than 60,000 (32,000 in the case of full

wage shifting) of the Californians who will

lose their jobs as a result of SB 2 were unin-

sured before the mandate. This means that SB

2 cost these individuals their jobs without

granting them new insurance coverage. Even

more troubling, over 32,000 (6,700 in the case

of full wage shifting) displaced employees had

employer-provided insurance before SB 2 and
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would now have neither insurance nor a job.

Overall, the labor market consequences of SB

2 are severe, and they appear to concentrate their

negative effects on the low-skilled and uninsured

workers this legislation intended to assist. 

IImmpplliiccaattiioonnss ffoorr tthhee UUnniinnssuurreedd
While SB 2 is an extremely costly mandate,

some may argue that this cost is appropriate if

it solves the problem of the uninsured in

California. This study clearly demonstrates,

however, that SB 2 will do little to address the

problem of the uninsured. Only 31 percent of

uninsured Californians would receive new cov-

erage as a result of SB 2. This poor targeting

creates a situation where the cost of SB 2 per

newly insured individual exceeds $6,600, sig-

nificantly more than the cost of coverage. 

Overall, only 30 to 35 cents of every dollar

spent under SB 2 goes toward covering the

uninsured. This is less than the amount that

will be spent on individuals who already have

insurance through their employer. 

CCoonncclluussiioonn
When evaluating legislation such as SB 2, it is

important to heed the words of the former

Clinton administration Treasury Secretary and

the current president of Harvard University,

Larry Summers, who stated, “There is no sense

in which benefits become ‘free’ just because the

government mandates that employers offer

them to workers.” This study fully documents

the significant costs created by SB 2. In total, SB

2 is expected to cost between $12.4  billion and

$12.9 billion per year. In addition, it is expected

that SB 2 will destroy between 67,000 and

150,000 jobs, with the range depending on the

amount of wage shifting employers will be able

to accomplish. Even the lower bound of the job-

loss number will result in billions of dollars in

lost income to California employees.

While providing insurance to the uninsured is

a laudable goal for government, it is clear that

attempting to reach that goal by mandated

employer-paid coverage in this manner is a poor

public finance decision that dramatically

increases costs while hurting the very employees

the legislation is intended to help. Policymakers

who are truly interested in addressing the prob-

lem of the uninsured should examine the effi-

ciency of alternative plans such as Medicaid

expansion and/or individual tax credits. 

1.This number assumes that firms with 20 or more employees are covered and includes 11 million employees and 6.8

million dependents. If only firms with 50 or more employees are covered, 16.7 million residents are affected.

2.This cost accounts for the “savings” that result from the laid-off employees discussed later in this report. Ignoring these

savings, SB 2 would cost between $12.8 billion and $13.2 billion. If SB 2 covers only firms with 50 or more employ-

ees, the cost would be between $11.3 billion and $11.9 billion, again ignoring the savings resulting from any layoffs.

3.Yelowitz (2003) utilized 2001 premium data—the most recent available at the time. This study utilizes 2002 data, the

most recent currently available from the CPS. Between 2001 and 2002, the Kaiser Family Foundation estimates an

increase in the cost of health insurance premiums in California of 10 percent. In addition, the composition of the insur-

ance market in California changed. These factors primarily accounted for the increased cost estimate in this study.

— Craig Garthwaite
Director of research
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This study provides a comprehensive evalua-

tion of the economic impact of the 2003

Health Insurance Act (HIA), using the most

recent data available. A number of important

results emerge. This “pay-or-play” mandate

results in 1.98 million previously uninsured

Californians receiving employer-provided

health insurance, nearly double the number

cited by most advocates. This represents 31 per-

cent of the uninsured in California. Despite its

modest impact on reducing the number of

uninsured, the HIA is nonetheless much more

expensive than previous studies have indicated.

The cost for employers is between $12.8 billion

and $13.2 billion. The cost for the uninsured,

approximately $4.4 billion, represents about

one-third of the total employer cost. Between

$1.5 billion and $1.7 billion represents a cost

shift from government health insurance to

employer-provided health insurance. By far the

largest single group cost is for those who

already have employer-provided health insur-

ance. The premium-sharing and dependent

requirements of HIA entail costs of between

$5.8 billion and $6.0 billion for employers.

The degree to which employers bear these

costs ultimately depends on the types of behav-

ioral responses that may occur, on which the

existing literature on HIA is largely silent. One

likely possibility is that employers will attempt

to shift the cost of the HIA onto employees in

the form of lower wages. If employers can

shift the entire cost of the HIA onto employ-

ees in the form of lower wages, tax revenue

will fall substantially. The loss in tax revenue

could be as high as $4.9 billion from such

wage shifting. Between $665 million and $860

million of this loss is from reduced income tax

collections for California. For many low-wage

workers, it will prove impossible for employers

to shift wages, because of the California mini-

mum wage. This study finds that there are

more than 680,000 California workers earning

less than $9.31 per hour for large employers

who are either uninsured or on government

insurance. The HIA could cause a substantial

number of these workers to lose their jobs,

since employers cannot fully shift the cost of

the mandate through wages. This study esti-

mates that more than 67,000 employees are

expected to lose their jobs when wage shifting

is possible, and more than 151,000 employees

are expected to lose their jobs when wage

shifting is not possible as a result of the HIA.
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1. IIntroduction1

The Health Insurance Act (HIA) of 2003, or

Senate Bill 2 (SB 2), is a “pay-or-play” man-

date that requires California employers to

pay a fee to the state to provide health insur-

ance unless the employer provides health

insurance coverage directly, in which case the

fee is waived. The bill was passed by the leg-

islature on September 12, 2003, and signed

by then-Governor Gray Davis on October 5,

2003. A referendum on the November ballot,

Proposition 72, will allow voters to decide

whether the legislation he signed will stand,

where a “yes” vote on Proposition 72 will

approve HIA, while a “no” vote will repeal it.

In the event that an employer chooses to

“play” (and offer health insurance), it must

offer the minimum benefit as specified by

the Knox-Keene act of 1975 or a variety of

other regulations. All Knox-Keene licensed

plans must provide a set of basic minimum

benefits: inpatient and outpatient care, physi-

cian services, preventive services, lab and

radiology, home health, hospice, and emer-

gency services. This coverage must also

include a prescription drug benefit plan.2 In

the event that an employer chooses to “pay,”

the employer is responsible for paying 80

percent of an  undetermined fee established

by the Managed Risk Medical Insurance

Board (MRMIB).3

The mandate imposes different require-

ments based on firm size. For employers with

200 or more California employees, the man-

date begins January 1, 2006, and requires cov-

erage for both the worker and his or her

dependents (including spouses and same-sex

domestic partners). For employers with 50 to

199 California employees, the mandate begins

January 1, 2007, and requires coverage for

workers but not dependents. Employers with

20 to 49 employees are exempt unless the state

of California provides a tax credit equal to 20

percent of the employer’s net cost of the fee,

in which case they face the same requirements

as those with 50 to 199 employees. Smaller

employers are entirely exempt.

HIA is more than a mandate to cover unin-

sured workers. It also introduces a new

“premium-sharing” mandate for currently cov-

ered workers. Employers are required to con-

tribute at least 80 percent of premium costs

for all eligible workers.4 This provision was

presumably intended to minimize the financial

impact of HIA on newly covered employees,

many of whom may have difficulty paying for

a substantial share of their own health premi-

ums. One estimate from 2002 reveals that 58

percent of employees who turned down cover-

TThhee EEccoonnoommiicc IImmppaacctt ooff PPrrooppoossiittiioonn 
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age (and did not have health insurance cover-

age elsewhere) could not afford their share of

the premiums.5 The provision also reflects

political sentiment to “level the playing field”

between employers who provide and pay for a

significant amount of health premiums and

those who do not.6 For low-wage workers, the

employer cost is even higher. In firms required

to pay for individual (family) care, enrollee

contributions for workers whose wages are less

than 200 percent of the poverty line for a

household of one (three) are capped at 5 per-

cent of wages, further raising the employer’s

cost. As it is written, HIA counts only individ-

ual earnings, as opposed to family income, for

this poverty determination.7

The mandate specifies that employees quali-

fy if they work 100 hours a month for three

months. Those who meet this work require-

ment, and are employed at firms of an appro-

priate size, are required to pay (at most) 20

percent of the cost of coverage. HIA allows

employers to deduct this payment from their

employees’ paychecks.

In addition to providing new coverage to

some uninsured workers and imposing a

premium-sharing mandate, HIA also entails

substantial shifting of costs onto employers

because it “crowds out” other forms of health

insurance.8 In addition to the costs of the

uninsured, which has been the main focus of

almost all existing studies, there is a substantial

shifting of responsibility for paying for health

insurance from the government to employers

(akin to a tax increase), from currently covered

employees to employers, and across employers

(although this cost is often not counted as a

new one to employers since it is an inter-

employer transfer).9,10

HIA mandates that employers provide cov-

erage for workers already receiving benefits

through government-sponsored insurance pro-

grams such as Medicaid, Medicare, and

Champus/Tricare, programs targeted to the

poor, elderly, and those in the Armed Forces.

In doing so, the bill vastly expands its reach to

the more than 1 million individuals in

California who currently receive coverage

through only these programs. In addition, the

bill creates a massive cost shift from these gov-

ernment programs to private businesses. This

is particularly damaging due to the fact that

these programs are at least partially, and often

fully, funded by federal dollars.11 Currently,

many employers offer only a supplement to

employees who qualify for government insur-

ance. Under HIA, the provision of this sup-

plement does not count as “playing,” and

employers must provide full health coverage to

recipients regardless of their current insurance

status or employee desire.12

Employees who qualify for full medical

insurance through government programs and

are currently working at least 100 hours per

month are classified as enrollees and are

mandated to pay for coverage under HIA.

Enrollees may voluntarily provide to MRMIB

the information necessary to determine eligi-

bility for Medi-Cal (the name of Medicaid in

California) or the Healthy Families Program.

In the event that an enrollee is determined to

be eligible for these benefits, or is currently
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receiving the benefit, the enrollee contribu-

tion is refunded. The employer’s contribu-

tion, however, is not refunded and is used to

pay the state’s contribution under the match-

ing funds portion of Medicaid. In the event

that the enrollee is receiving Medicare or

Champus/Tricare coverage, the enrollee is

also provided coverage through either the

employer’s private plan or a contribution to

the state fund. Any wrap-around plan to sup-

plement the government insurance programs

would have to be offered in addition to this

mandated coverage.

It is difficult to arrive at a precise calculation

of the impact of HIA because a number of key,

unknown variables will come into play if the

law takes effect. Some of the provisions of the

law leave a great deal of room for interpreta-

tion or are simply unknown. Perhaps most

important, it is not known what the annual

“fee” per employee will be from the “pay” part

of the mandate. Moreover, the legislation gives

the state the power to determine what is cov-

ered by the state plan against which private

coverage is measured. If employers provide

“inadequate” health coverage, they will be

forced to find other coverage or have their

workers covered by the state plan.

Despite these difficulties, the goal of this

study is to evaluate the economic impact of

HIA on employers in California. It is clear

that the uninsured present a real problem for

policymakers to try to solve, but the key ques-

tion is whether HIA is a good way to solve it

relative to other policy options. The key rea-

son this study focuses on employers is that

passing the health care obligation to them has

the potential for many labor market distor-

tions, including job loss and wage shifting.

These sorts of rational employer reactions to

the HIA mandate create economic inefficien-

cy (known as “deadweight loss”) for three

critical reasons. First, some low-skilled and

less experienced workers who would other-

wise be able to find jobs and add value to the

economy instead become unemployed.

Second, HIA has far reaching effects on many

insured workers by placing greater regulation

on premium cost sharing and benefits

offered. To the extent that employers and

employees already have agreed on an accept-

able compensation package, this sort of inter-

vention makes both parties worse off. Third,

by reinforcing the link between employment

and health insurance, HIA potentially exacer-

bates issues like “job lock.”13

In the current analysis of employer costs, I

assume that the generosity of the state’s plan

(and the fee) is equivalent to the expense of the

median health insurance plan. With the current

ambiguity in the law, many researchers have

taken an approach like this. With that in mind,

a number of important results emerge from this

study. The fully phased in mandate (covering

employers with 20 or more employees) results in

1,983,420 previously uninsured Californians

receiving employer-provided health insurance.

This represents 31 percent of the 6.4 million

uninsured in California. Despite its modest

impact on reducing the number of uninsured

individuals, HIA is nonetheless much more

expensive than previous studies have indicated.
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The cost for employers from the full mandate is

between $12.8 billion and $13.2 billion.14 The

cost for the uninsured, approximately $4.4 bil-

lion, represents about one-third of the total

employer cost. Between $1.5 billion and $1.7 bil-

lion represents a cost shift from government

health insurance to employer-provided health

insurance. By far the largest single-group cost is

for those who currently have employer-provided

insurance. The premium-sharing and dependent

requirements of HIA entail costs of between

$5.8 billion and $6.0 billion for employers.

The degree to which employers bear these

costs ultimately depends on the behavioral

responses that may occur, on which the existing

literature is largely silent. Based on existing eco-

nomic studies, one likely possibility is that

employers will attempt to shift the cost of the

mandate to employees in the form of lower

wages (Gruber, 1994). When employers can

shift the entire cost of the mandate to employ-

ees in the form of lower wages, tax revenue falls

substantially. The overall loss in tax revenue

could be as high as $4.9 billion. Between $665

million and $860 million of this loss is from

reduced income tax collections on the part of

California. For many low-wage workers, it will

prove impossible for employers to shift wages,

because the California minimum wage is $6.75

per hour. This study finds, for example, that

there are more than 680,000 workers earning

less than $9.31 per hour in large employers who

are either uninsured or on government insur-

ance. The family mandate could cause a sub-

stantial number of these workers to lose their

jobs since employers cannot fully shift the cost

of the mandate to them. Using reputable

employment-elasticity estimates from the eco-

nomics literature, 67,521 employees are expect-

ed to lose their jobs when wage shifting is pos-

sible, and 151,482 employees are expected to

lose their jobs when wage shifting is not possi-

ble, as a result of HIA.15

The remainder of the paper is arranged as

follows. Section 2 reviews previous cost esti-

mates for HIA and explains why such diver-

gent results emerge from the different studies.

Section 3 reviews the three microdata sets

used in the economic analysis. The first two,

the Current Population Survey (CPS) and

County Business Patterns (CBP) are both pub-

lished by the Census Bureau. The third, the

California Employer Health Benefits Survey

(CEHBS) is published by the Kaiser Family

Foundation and Health Research and

Educational Trust (KFF/HRET). This section

also contrasts features of the CPS with the

California Health Interview Survey (CHIS), a

data set promoted by some researchers.

Sections 4 and 5 analyze the coverage and cost

effects of the legislation, assuming no behav-

ioral responses on the part of the employers.

Section 6 then presents evidence on two likely

avenues through which employers will adjust

their behavior—wage shifting and layoffs.

Because layoffs result in fewer workers being

covered under HIA, this section also revises

the cost estimates in light of these responses.

Finally, it studies the impact of HIA on differ-

ent socioeconomic groups. Section 7 con-

cludes with remaining open questions and pol-

icy alternatives to HIA.
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2. WWhy AAre tthe PProposition 772
Cost EEstimates SSo DDivergent?

22aa.. EExxiissttiinngg eessttiimmaatteess
Broadly, there are five groups that have pro-

duced widely cited and wildly different esti-

mates of the impact of SB 2 on employers in

various reports or “fact sheets.” These groups

include the Employment Policies Institute,

California Chamber of Commerce, UCLA

Center for Health Policy Research, Institute

for Industrial Relations, and California

Medical Association (CMA).16

The range of costs to employers varies by

an order of magnitude. The estimates from

the California Chamber of Commerce (and

to a lesser extent the Employment Policies

Institute) are often used by opponents of

Proposition 72. This current study is the sec-

ond report I have written for the

Employment Policies Institute. In Yelowitz

(2003), I found that the cost to employers

for the fully phased in mandate was $11.4 bil-

lion, based on data from 2001 (and

expressed in 2001 nominal dollars). In this

current study, which uses newer cost data,

the cost to employers of the full mandate is

between $12.8 billion and $13.2 billion (and

expressed in 2003 nominal dollars).17

Two reports have been produced by the Los

Angeles County Economic Development

Corporation (LAEDC) and are associated with

the California Chamber of Commerce. In

Kyser et al. (2003), the authors find that the

HIA mandate would cost employers $5.7 bil-

lion (expressed in 2003 nominal dollars). In a

more recent paper, Baker et al. (2004) find a

sharply lower bottom-line cost to employers of

$3.4 billion (again, expressed in 2003 nominal

dollars). By inflating the cost estimate to nom-

inal 2007 dollars using double-digit growth

rates, their employer cost of $5.3 billion

appears similar to the previous Kyser et al.

(2003) study.

The figures from the UCLA Center for

Health Policy Research, Institute for

Industrial Relations at Berkeley, and the

CMA are often used by advocates of

Proposition 72. It is important to note that

of these groups, only the CMA has a widely

published cost estimate for employers. The

researchers associated with the UCLA Center

for Health Policy Research have not pub-

lished a total cost estimate to employers, but

they have published a sheet estimating that

1,070,000 uninsured people will be covered

by SB 2 (Brown et al., 2003). Nonetheless,

several researchers affiliated with the UCLA

group apparently believe the cost of HIA will

be much lower. In a recent court filing criti-

cizing the Kyser et al. (2003) study, E.

Richard Brown stated, “A better estimate of

the cost of extending coverage to currently

uninsured employees under Proposition 72

would be no higher than $2.7 billion, and

likely far lower than that” (Brown, 2004).

Another researcher affiliated with the center,

Gerald F. Kominski, also stated in a court fil-

ing that using the UCLA study’s estimates on

the number of uninsured, the total after-tax

cost to employers and employees would be

$1.8 billion, and with the Kyser et al. (2003)
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estimates of the uninsured, no more than

$2.7 billion (Kominski, 2004).18 Kominski

believes that it is a “near impossibility” that

Proposition 72 will cost $7 billion to employ-

ers and employees.

Three reports have been produced by the

researchers affiliated with the Institute for

Industrial Relations at Berkeley. As with the

UCLA group, the Berkeley affiliates have not

published a bottom-line estimate on the cost

to employers. In Dube and Reich (2003), the

authors estimate that the median covered

California business will see annual increases in

costs of $1,343 per worker it newly insures,

after deducting corporate income tax deduc-

tions and expressed in 2002 dollars. In Dube

(2003b), the author finds that 1.56 million

people (1.16 million workers) would be cov-

ered by SB 2, based on 2001 data. Presumably,

using the numbers from these two studies

would produce an estimated employer cost for

the uninsured of roughly the same magnitude

as the UCLA researchers, perhaps $1.6 billion

(the product of $1,343 per worker and 1.16

million workers, and expressed in nominal

2002 dollars). In a final study, which is no

longer posted on the Berkeley web site, Dube

(2003a) finds that 650,000 Medicaid recipients

are eligible for SB 2, and that by shifting the

responsibility for their coverage from the fed-

eral government and state government to

employers, California would save $620 million

annually. As the author notes, however, “Since

the employer’s plan will become the primary

insurer, the bulk of this cost will be shifted

from the taxpayers to the employers” (Dube,

2003a, p. 3). Since the state pays only half of

the Medicaid cost (the federal match rate is 50

percent), an implication of the Medicaid shift-

ing would be that the pretax cost to employers

is in the range of an additional $1.24 billion

beyond the cost of covering the uninsured.

Finally, the CMA has published a widely

cited estimate that is usually thought of as the

“lower bound” for the costs of HIA.19 In a

one-page fact sheet (CMA, undated), the CMA

estimates that the cost for extending the man-

date to employers with 50 or more employees

is $1.3 billion. It also estimates that the fully

phased in mandate for the uninsured would

cost employers $1.7 billion.20 In announcing

these estimates, the CMA also stated that

“This legislation is also expected to provide

$700 million in savings to the state’s Medi-Cal

system and reduce inappropriate use of emer-

gency rooms and the workers’ comp system by

workers who lack health insurance” (CMA,

2003c). As in the Dube (2003a) study, this

Medi-Cal savings comes at the expense of

employers, but the CMA neglects to include

this in the employer’s cost. Their estimate

implies that the pretax cost of Medi-Cal shift-

ing is in the range of an additional $1.4 billion

to employers.

22bb.. HHooww aarree ccoossttss ccoouunntteedd??
There are several key reasons why the pub-

lished estimates of the cost to employers of

SB 2 vary so much. First, the treatment of cur-

rently covered employees in firms that pay less

than 80 percent of premiums varies. Related to

this, the treatment of the “poverty subsidy”
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varies. Second, the treatment of insured work-

ers who are not covered by their own employ-

er plan varies, where “insured” can mean cov-

erage through government insurance, private

insurance, or a spouse’s plan. Third, the count

of the number of uninsured workers (and

dependents) varies. Fourth, the treatment of

corporate tax deductions varies. Finally, the

treatment of health care inflation varies.

The first issue is how the studies deal with

the premium-sharing part of the SB 2 mandate.

HIA mandates that employers with 50 to 199

employees provide health insurance for single

workers and pay for at least 80 percent of the

premium cost. It also mandates that employers

with 200 or more employees provide and pay

for at least 80 percent of the cost of a single or

family plan (as applicable for the employee). If

a tax credit were implemented for employers

with 20 to 49 employees, employers would be

responsible for 64 percent of the premium cost

of a single plan. This premium-sharing part of

the mandate is ignored by all of the studies on

employer costs except the Employment Policies

Institute studies. If the employer provides

health insurance but pays less than the man-

dated percentage, the legislation entails redis-

tribution from the employer to the employee

and is a true cost to the business.21 Even

though California employers nearly meet the

premium-sharing part of the mandate require-

ments on average, there is a great deal of dis-

persion, with some employers paying more

than 80 percent and others paying far less.

KFF/HRET used the CEHBS to estimate that

in 2002, 20 percent of small or medium

employers and 21 percent of large employers

did not cover 80 percent of the premium costs

of a single plan, and approximately 50 percent

of large employers did not cover 80 percent of

the premiums for a family plan.22 The results in

Section 4 of my current study reveal that near-

ly 500,000 Californians who qualify for HIA

are covered by employer insurance where the

employer pays for none of the costs. From the

employer’s viewpoint, the additional cost of

paying for these individuals is the same as for

uninsured individuals under the mandate.

In addition to this premium-sharing mandate

for all eligible employees, HIA also mandates

that low-wage employees pay no more than 5

percent of wages toward the cost of their health

insurance. In this case, the employer would be

responsible for more than 80 percent of the pre-

mium costs.23 In firms required to pay individ-

ual health care, enrollee contributions for indi-

viduals whose wages are less than 200 percent of

the poverty line, or $18,620 in 2004, are capped

at 5 percent of wages. For employers that are

required to offer family coverage, enrollee con-

tributions are capped at 5 percent of wages for

employees earning less than 200 percent of the

poverty line for a family of three, $31,340 in

2004.24 For a full-time, full-year worker, these

limits correspond to hourly wage rates of $8.95

and $15.06, respectively. As it is written, HIA

counts only individual earnings, as opposed to

family income or full-time equivalent earnings at

various wage rates toward this poverty determi-

nation. In Yelowitz (2003, Table 7), I found that

based on this narrow “individual earnings” meas-

ure, as many as 2.8 million Californians would
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qualify for the poverty subsidy and cost employ-

ers even more. Despite the potential for this

poverty subsidy to raise costs, I have not includ-

ed this factor in my cost estimates because of its

ambiguity. Ignoring it yields underestimates of

the true cost to employers.

The second factor for the widely varying

employer costs is the treatment of people who

are covered through Medicaid, Medicare,

Champus/Tricare, privately purchased health

insurance, or a spouse’s plan. Crowding out

Medicaid, Medicare, and Champus/Tricare in

favor of employer insurance represents a shift-

ing of costs from the state and federal govern-

ment to employers. Crowding out privately

purchased health insurance represents a shift-

ing of costs from the employee to the employ-

er. The last group, crowding out a spouse’s

plan for a worker’s own plan, is a shifting of

costs from one employer to another, and thus

is not viewed as a new cost to employers as a

whole (though the logic is not as simple as

this).25 From the summary above, it appears

that many researchers are aware of these sorts

of crowding out, but only the EPI studies

count this as a legitimate cost to business.26

Third, all researchers agree that uninsured

workers and dependents who are covered by

SB 2 are a cost to the employer. But there is dis-

agreement on the count of uninsured workers

(and dependents) covered by SB 2. Some studies

have used insurance counts from the CHIS (for

example, Brown et al., 2003). Others (Dube

2003a, 2003b; Yelowitz, 2003, 2004) have pri-

marily used the CPS. Finally, others (Dube and

Reich, 2003; Baker et al., 2004; Kyser et al.,

2003) have relied primarily on aggregate employ-

ment data or firm-level data, supplemented with

auxiliary data sources. The key difference here is

that the CHIS data gives substantially lower esti-

mates of the number of the uninsured than the

CPS, and some researchers seem to believe the

CHIS is a better data set.27 A discussion of the

merits of the data sources is postponed until

Section 3. For all its discussion, however, the

debate about the correct number of uninsured

people covered by SB 2 is a relatively minor

factor in the total employer costs. For exam-

ple, in my current study, if the costs of the

uninsured were cut in half, the cost to employ-

ers would still be between $10.6 billion and

$11.1 billion, rather than the estimated $12.8

billion to $13.2 billion.28

Fourth, the treatment of federal and state

corporate income tax deductions varies.

Every cost estimate touted by advocates of

SB 2 discounts the cost of the mandate by

the presumed “tax savings” from reduced

corporate income tax payments. One recent

study promoted by opponents of SB 2

(Baker et al., 2004) also discounts employer

costs for the corporate income tax, but sev-

eral others do not (Yelowitz 2003, 2004;

Kyser et al., 2003). The studies that do

include this tax savings often use a tax rate

in the range of 40 percent, which inevitably

leads to a substantial discount of employer

costs.29 For example, in one study touted by

opponents, the estimate of the employer’s

cost falls from $5.775 billion to $3.423 bil-

lion by including this tax savings (Baker et

al., 2004, Table 8).
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It is important to understand that the cor-

porate income tax is a tax on corporate prof-

its. Thus, even some large corporations with

many assets holdings and high market valua-

tions will face low corporate tax rates because

accounting profits can be volatile from year to

year. Joel Friedman of the Center on Budget

and Policy Priorities recently published an

informative paper that illustrates the true reach

(or lack of reach) of the corporate income

tax.30 Friedman (2003) states that of the 27

million businesses that filed tax returns in

2000, only 2.2 million (or about 8 percent)

were subject to the corporate income tax

(Friedman, 2003, p. 4). He also clears up the

perception that the statutory federal rate of 35

percent is the most appropriate number. He

reports that

“The corporate income tax rate is typi-

cally thought to be 35 percent. The

reality is more complicated. The 35

percent rate is the highest statutory

corporate rate; lower levels of corpo-

rate income are taxed at lower rates.

The first $50,000 of taxable corporate

income faces a 15 percent tax rate, and

the next $25,000 is subject to a 25 per-

cent rate. From $75,000 to $10 million

of taxable profits, corporations pay a

34 percent rate. For taxable income

above $10 million, the rate is 35 per-

cent. These lower graduated rates

phase out for corporations with larger

incomes” (Friedman, 2003, p. 6).

Friedman (2003) cites a Congressional

Research Service (CRS) study that shows the

corporate income tax rate has averaged 26.3

percent for nonfinancial, domestic corpora-

tions, or about one-quarter lower than the 35

percent statutory rate. Finally, the Friedman

(2003) study notes that “C” corporations are

subject to the corporate income tax, but the

profits of businesses other than “C” corpora-

tions are subject to the individual rather than

the corporate income tax. The number of

“C” corporations peaked at 2.6 million in

1986 and has declined since then. At the

same time, there has been rapid growth in

another type of corporation, known as “S”

corporations. “S” corporations do not pay

corporate income tax but rather pass through

profits to their shareholders, who in turn

include this business income on their individ-

ual income tax returns.31

Finally, a recent, revealing study by the

Government Accountability Office (GAO,

2004), covering the “boom years” of 1996 to

2000, offers other insights on the corporate

income tax. The GAO compared tax liabilities

of foreign and U.S.-controlled corporations

from 1996 to 2000 by examining the Internal

Revenue Service’s Statistics of Income (SOI)

samples of corporate tax returns and found

that a majority of all corporations reported no

tax liability during these years.32 Overall, 71.3

percent of foreign-controlled corporations

(FCCs) and 61.3 percent of U.S.-controlled

corporations (USCCs) paid no tax (GAO,

2004, p. 15, Table 4). In addition, 94 percent

of USCCs and 89 percent of FCCs reported
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tax liabilities of less than 5 percent of their

total income (GAO, 2004, p. 7). Even among

large corporations—those with assets of at least

$250 million or gross receipts of at least $50

million in constant 2000 dollars—an estimated

82 percent of USCCs and 76 percent of FCCs

reported a tax liability of less than 5 percent of

their income (GAO, 2004, pp. 16–17, Tables 5

and 6).

These tax return findings from the GAO

show the efforts of corporations to minimize

their tax liabilities.33 Corporations that pay

zero federal corporate income tax clearly do

not face a marginal federal income tax rate of

35 percent on average, but one that is much

lower. Thus, the tax savings by assuming the

highest marginal rate is overstated. The GAO

report shows that an overwhelming percentage

of corporations face an average tax rate of less

than 5 percent, again indicating that they are

not close to this part of the tax schedule.

Based on the Friedman (2003) report, the

CRS survey, and the GAO findings, one can

reasonably conclude that the importance of

discounting the mandate’s cost for the corpo-

rate income tax has been overstated and mis-

applied by the studies touted by advocates of

SB 2. Given these findings, the burden of

proof should be to demonstrate that business-

es affected by SB 2 do, in fact, face the kinds

of marginal tax rates that are assumed in some

studies. To date, not one of those studies has

cited any evidence on the effective tax rates

that businesses really face.34

Finally, the treatment of health care inflation

varies across studies. Most of the studies use

outdated premium data, which tends to under-

state the true impact of the law on businesses.

For example, Yelowitz (2003) relies on health

coverage and health premium data from

2001.35 It is widely recognized that premiums

have increased dramatically over the past three

years and will likely increase even more prior

to the implementation date of the SB 2 man-

date in 2006. According to the KFF/HRET,

health insurance premiums in California grew

by 15.8 percent in 2003, 13.4 percent in 2002,

and 10 percent in 2001.36 Even advocates of

Proposition 72 concede that premiums have

grown dramatically.37 Most of the widely avail-

able current studies do not account for the

dramatic premium increases in recent years

and therefore provide outdated underestimates

of the cost impact of SB 2 to employers.

22cc.. RReevviieeww ooff eexxiissttiinngg rreesseeaarrcchh oonn HHIIAA
With this background in mind, this subsection

will review how each of the widely cited stud-

ies on HIA accounts for the various cost

issues. It will follow the ordering of the stud-

ies from Section 2a. Table 1 summarizes the

key assumptions used by various studies that

compute employer costs from HIA. Excluded

from the table are studies that do not provide

explicit cost estimates.

First, Yelowitz (2003) analyzed data from a

number of sources, the most important being

the March 2002 CPS Annual Demographic

Survey. The CPS is administered by the Bureau

of Labor Statistics and the Census Bureau.38

This survey provides health insurance esti-

mates for the 2001 calendar year. The study
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also relied on data from California’s

Employment Development Department (EDD)

and the 1977 National Medical Care

Expenditure Survey (NMCES).

The study revealed that the total cost to

employers of the SB 2 mandate is $9.96 billion

if it covers only employers with 50 or more

employees, and it is $11.36 billion if it covers

employers with 20 or more employees

(Yelowitz, 2003, Table 5, p. 6). For the larger

mandate, $4.56 billion is spent on the unin-

sured. This represents approximately 40 per-

cent of the newly mandated cost. An addition-

al $4.39 billion is spent on raising the employ-

er’s premium-sharing percentage to 80 percent

threshold for those with more modest employ-

er coverage or covering dependents. The study

also found that there are significant costs to

employers from the state of California shifting

those with government health insurance onto

the employers, as intended by HIA. The newly

mandated cost for employers from those with

government insurance (Medicaid, Medicare, or

Champus) exceeded $1 billion.

The estimates of coverage and costs con-

tained in Yelowitz (2003) were significantly

higher than other publicly released estimates

because other estimates ignored several cate-

gories of individuals. These groups include

employees currently receiving government

insurance (such as Medicaid, Medicare, or

Champus) or choosing to pay for their own

private coverage—groups specifically covered

under HIA. Moreover, HIA requires employers

to pay for at least 80 percent of the premiums

for a single or family plan (depending on firm

size). Many employers pay far less than this

percentage, and their costs will go up as a

result of the mandate. Excluding these large

categories of people, and assuming that all

Assumptions uused iin bbottom-lline ccost eestimates oof pprevious sstudiesTTaabbllee 11

1. Counts uninsured as a cost to employers?

2.  Counts shift from government health insurance as cost 
to employers?

3.  Counts shift from private health insurance as cost to
employers?

4.  Counts “premium mandate” as cost to employers?

5.  Discounts cost for corporate income tax?

6.  Uses up-to-date health premium information?

7.  Correctly accounts for additional costs from inter-employer
transfers?

8.  Provides cost estimates accounting for employer
behavioral responses?

9.  Computes additional cost to employers from “poverty
subsidy”?

Modeling AAssumption
CMA

(undated)
Kyser eet aal.

(2003)
Baker eet aal.

(2004)
Yelowitz
(2003)

Yelowitz
(2004)

Notes:  Shaded areas indicate authors included corresponding modeling assumption.
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employer-provided insurance will meet the rich

mandated benefits of the “play” portion of

HIA significantly understates the true cost and

impact of this mandate.

The cost estimates from Yelowitz (2003)

ignored several issues that would modestly

affect the conclusions. First, although the

number of workers who would receive the

“poverty subsidy” was computed, the

increased cost from such workers to the

employer was not calculated. Second, the cost

estimates use information from 2001, while

premiums have increased dramatically since

that time. Third, the analysis relied solely on

health insurance premium data contained in

the CPS, even though the KFF/HRET publi-

cations generally suggested higher premium

costs. Fourth, the costs did not include any

discount for corporate tax savings. As dis-

cussed in the previous section, my reading of

the literature is that the importance of the

corporate income tax, with regard to cost sav-

ings, has been massively overstated, and if the

decision boils down to ignoring corporate

income taxes or assuming the highest margin-

al tax rate, the evidence strongly suggests the

first option is more realistic.39 Fifth, the

study counted as an employer cost the crowd-

ing out of a spouse’s plan for a worker’s own

plan. As discussed earlier, although the inter-

employer transfer is not neutral in terms of

employer costs, there are admittedly some

cost savings to small and medium employers.

The current study correctly accounts for this

issue, but the substantive conclusions remain

unchanged.40

In Kyser et al. (2003), the authors find that

the HIA mandate would cost employers $5.7

billion (expressed in 2003 nominal dollars)

and that the total cost would be $7.2 billion

(Table 6, p. 14). The authors relied on publicly

available aggregate employment data from

Report 524 of the California EDD for the

third quarter of 2001, as well as aggregate

health insurance information from the 2002

CEHBS publication produced by the

KFF/HRET.41 The authors compute the num-

ber of workers not offered health insurance by

firm size (using information from Chart 2 in

the KFF/HRET publication) and find

1,031,858 such workers in firms with 20 or

more employees (Table 4). They also find that

1,068,052 workers were offered coverage but

refused, using a take-up rate of offered insur-

ance of 90 percent (Table 5). Thus, they find

that 2,099,910 workers would be eligible for

the full HIA mandate, in various firm-size

groupings. They compute an employer cost of

approximately $3.7 billion for workers in

medium employers (using 80 percent of the

single premium from the KFF/HRET publica-

tion), and a cost of approximately $2.1 billion

for workers in large employers (using 80 per-

cent of a weighted average of the premiums

for single and family plans).42 They argue that

because of the poverty subsidy, their estimates

of SB 2 costs to businesses are conservative.

The Kyser et al. (2003) study has received a

great deal of attention and was prominently

promoted by the California Chamber of

Commerce. It also received a fair amount of

criticism. One of the most germane is the
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number of uninsured workers covered by

SB 2.43 In a recent court filing, Brown (2004)

questions the “LAEDC estimate of 2,099,910

employees not currently receiving health care

coverage at work and presumably eligible for

Proposition 72 coverage. That estimate is

almost double what it should be.” Brown et al.

(2003) find that 1,070,000 uninsured workers

and dependents are covered by SB 2. A more

careful reading reveals that these authors esti-

mate only 698,000 workers eligible for SB 2,

so the gap between their estimates is even larg-

er. Based on my own work, and that of Dube

(2003b), I believe that both the LAEDC and

UCLA estimates of the number of covered

workers are wrong. Dube (2003b) reports that

1.2 million workers are eligible through their

own employer in 2001, and in unpublished tab-

ulations of my own work, I found that 1.7 mil-

lion uninsured workers were eligible. Both of

these findings come from the March 2002

CPS. In my current study, using March 2003

data, I find that 1.5 million uninsured workers

would be covered by their own employer.

One valid criticism that Brown (2004) offered

is that a substantial number of workers who turn

down coverage from their employer may have

insurance from a spouse; he argues that nearly

three-quarters of those who turn down coverage

are, in fact, insured. To the extent that these

workers are covered by a working spouse whose

employer meets the mandate’s requirements,

then the costs generated by these workers do

represent a neutral inter-employer transfer. To

the extent that those workers are covered by a

spouse’s plan that does not meet all of the man-

date’s requirements, or to the extent they are

covered by government or privately purchased

health insurance, then some or all of the costs

generated by these workers are indeed a new

cost to employers.

Baker et al. (2004) provide revised estimates

from the earlier study by many of the same

authors. Although these authors continue to

use the same California EDD data from 2001,

they use an updated chartbook from the 2002

CEHBS produced by KFF/HRET that was pre-

pared to shed light on the SB 2 mandate; the

new chartbook grouped employers according

to the mandate’s provisions.44 In addition,

premium information was taken from 2003

rather than 2002. In the new study, the

authors found that 1,773,394 uninsured work-

ers (from 2001) would be eligible for the SB 2

mandate, a number much closer to my own

tabulations for the 2001 calendar year from

the March 2002 CPS.

The authors use updated premium informa-

tion (and then convert their estimates into

nominal 2007 dollars), incorporate a rough

measure of the impact of the poverty subsidy,

and adjust their cost estimate downward by

assuming that the aggregate federal and state

corporate marginal income tax rate is 40.72

percent. In doing so, they find a cost to

employers of $3.4 billion in 2003 dollars and

$5.3 billion in 2007 dollars.45

Although one can debate about the precise

costs to employers for uninsured workers from

the two studies produced by the California

Chamber of Commerce (and legitimate con-

cerns about overestimating the number of the
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uninsured), my fundamental criticism is that

they miss the costs from workers who already

have insurance. Their bottom-line estimates for

the cost to employers make no adjustment for

workers and dependents on government insur-

ance, although this group is discussed in Baker

et al. (2004, Section VI). More surprisingly, they

do not account for the effects of premium

mandates on employers even though

KFF/HRET has published estimates of the dis-

tribution of premiums. Although my own work

would suggest lower employer costs for unin-

sured workers than either of the two reports

(when taking the most similar comparisons),

because the LAEDC/Chamber reports ignore

these other legitimate employer costs, my

results remain much higher. Because of these

methodological concerns, the cost estimates in

Kyser et al. (2003) and Baker et al. (2004)

should be viewed with considerable skepticism.

Another study that has received a great deal

of attention is a fact sheet of Brown et al.

(2003). Although this fact sheet does not pro-

vide any estimates of costs, Brown (2004, p. 3)

states that he believes it is “the one relied upon

by the Legislative Analyst’s Office in its Fiscal

Impact Statement for Proposition 72.” The

authors find that 1,070,000 uninsured would

be covered by full SB 2 mandate. They also

estimate that 698,000 workers are eligible for

SB 2. Virtually all advocates for Proposition 72

use the Brown et al. (2003) estimate of the

number of uninsured.

The authors use the CHIS in conjunction

with the March 2001 and 2002 CPS to provide

estimates for relevant factors not included in

CHIS. Their CHIS sample included uninsured

people who were aged 18 to 64, worked for an

employer for wages, worked at least 23 hours

per week and had been employed in the same

position for at least three months. They

excluded workers with any insurance coverage.

The CPS is used to impute dependent cover-

age for these uninsured workers.

There are many serious criticisms of this

approach. First, the authors provide no cost

estimates for employers, so it is far less ambi-

tious than some other studies. Second, the

focus on uninsured workers misses many of

the costs to employers, even for the uninsured.

With this focus, the authors cannot assess the

impact of HIA on those with government and

privately purchased health insurance.

Moreover, by excluding workers with insur-

ance, they understate the number of uninsured

dependents. Their method implies that an

insured worker with single coverage at a large

employer whose children have no insurance

would not be included in counts of the unin-

sured or employer costs. Thus, even if one

agrees with their use of the CHIS, the number

of uninsured eligible for SB 2 must be under-

stated. Brown et al. (2003) also estimate far

fewer workers eligible for SB 2 than other

sources, including Dube (2003b), who is a

coauthor of this study. Third, by focusing on

the uninsured, the authors ignore the impact

of workers who received employer-provided

health insurance that pays for less than 80 per-

cent of the premiums. Fourth, by screening

exclusively on workers under the age of 65,

Brown et al. (2003) ignore the wasteful,
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redundant mandated employer costs for older

workers who already have Medicare coverage.

Another study that has received a great deal of

attention is Dube and Reich (2003). They ana-

lyze the 2003 California Establishment Survey

(CES), which surveyed business and nonprofit

establishments with five or more employees

(except for the agricultural industry). The CES

was designed by Reich, funded by the University

of California Institute for Labor and

Employment, and conducted during the summer

of 2003 by the UC Berkeley Survey Research

Center.46 The response rate is not reported in

their study, but they construct weights that they

claim solve any nonresponse issues.

The CES finds that 64 percent of all “busi-

nesses respondents” support the health insur-

ance mandate, as do 59 percent of “business

respondents” at employers that do not offer

health coverage.47 It is important to note that

according to the authors, the overwhelming

majority—91 percent—of “business respon-

dents” were not the owners whose profits

would be lowered but rather hired employees

such as personnel department officials who

very well could personally benefit from the

mandate even if profitability falls. There is no

explanation by these authors whether such

employee responses are the official positions

of the businesses or the respondents’ own per-

sonal positions.

Interestingly, one of the CES findings is that

90 percent of the employers that currently do

not offer health benefits are in markets where

their competitors do not provide such benefits

either. This finding seems to invalidate one of

the arguments put forth by advocates for

Proposition 72, namely that the mandate levels

the playing field for “responsible” companies.

The argument—that companies that do not pro-

vide affordable health care to their employees

have an advantage over companies that do—

appears to not be terribly important, because

the “race to the bottom” has already occurred.48

The most widely cited and used finding

from Dube and Reich (2003), however, is

their cost per newly covered worker. While

many advocates for Proposition 72 use the

Brown et al. (2003) study for their estimate of

the affected uninsured, they often use the

Dube and Reich (2003) study for the per-

employee cost. This study finds that the medi-

an covered California business will see annu-

al increases in costs of $1,343 per worker it

newly insures (after deducting corporate

income tax deductions). To arrive at this

number, they use average health premium

costs from the 2002 CEHBS published by the

KFF/HRET. The total premium was $2,845

for a single plan and $7,471 for a family plan

from the 2002 survey. They also estimate a

marginal cost per dependent of $2,085, using

the aggregate number of dependents in fami-

ly plans in the CPS.49 The employer is

responsible for 80 percent of these costs, or

$2,276 for a single plan, $5,976.80 for a fam-

ily plan, and $1,668 per newly covered

dependent. For employers with 20 to 49

workers, the mandated cost from the single

plan would be even lower, $1820.80, because

of the state tax credit. From there, they

assume a combined federal/state marginal
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corporate income tax rate of 40 percent,

which is very close to the maximum possible

rate for most businesses once the federal

deduction for taxes paid to the state is taken

into account. After taking into account this

tax savings, the annual per-employee cost for

a newly insured worker would be $1,092.48

for employers with between 20 and 49

employees, $1,365.60 for employers with

between 50 and 199 employees, $3,586.08 for

family coverage in firms with 200 or more

employees, and $1,000.80 per dependent.

To arrive at their estimate of $1,343 per

newly insured worker, they adjust these single

plan baseline values for the fact that “some of

these workers who are not insured through

their own employer are dependents of spous-

es. These individuals do not represent added

costs to employers but rather shifts in costs

between employers.” For large employers, they

also add the expected number of dependents

per insured worker and the cost per depend-

ent to the calculation.

Their estimate of $1,343 fails to account for

at least some of the issues discussed in Section

2b. First, through no fault of the authors, the

findings use outdated premium information.

Analogous premium data for 2003 would be

$3,102 for a single plan and $8,504 for a fami-

ly plan (rather than $2,845 for a single plan and

$7,471 for a family plan). Second, without pre-

senting additional evidence on the marginal tax

rates that corporations face in reality, it is not

compelling to discount the cost estimates by the

maximum rate. Third, and importantly, their

number does not account for the premium

increases to the employer for already covered

employees. Fourth, they are not clear on how

they treated workers and dependents with gov-

ernment health insurance or privately purchased

health insurance. All that we can be sure about

is they downweighted the cost numbers for

inter-employer transfers, which they assume to

be neutral. Fifth, and most important, their

finding is for the median business, yet the dis-

tribution of mandated costs across covered

employers is clearly bimodal. HIA creates rela-

tively low costs for uninsured workers at

employers with 20 to 199 employees and a dis-

tinctly higher set of costs for uninsured work-

ers at employers with 200 or more employees.

Rather than computing the median cost for

each distinct group, Dube and Reich group all

of these firms together in coming up with their

estimate. They state, “The median California

covered business (i.e. with 20 or more employ-

ees) will see an annual increase in costs of

$1,343 per worker it newly insures.” The key

issue here is that the median business is not

informative about the cost of the family man-

date. Based on third-quarter 2001 California

EDD data, there were 1,075,523 businesses in

California, of which 133,957 had 20 or more

employees and a mere 6,664 had more than

250 employees.50 Clearly, the median covered

business does not face the family mandate,

only the single mandate. If Dube and Reich

(2003) had presented the median cost for newly

insured workers at medium and large employers sep-

arately, those figures would have been more inform-

ative (but still subject to the other criticisms).

Dube (2003a, 2003b) has also written two
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papers that have received relatively less atten-

tion. In fact, one of them (Dube 2003a) is no

longer available on the Institute of Industrial

Relations’ web site. In one paper (Dube,

2003b), he uses the March 2002 CPS to esti-

mate the impact of SB 2 on health insurance

coverage. He estimates that there were 6.72

million uninsured Californians in 2001, and

that by applying the provisions of the SB 2 leg-

islation for employers with 20 or more employ-

ees, 1.56 million uninsured Californians and

1.16 million uninsured workers would be cov-

ered by the law. The total number of unin-

sured people who are covered, which is based

on the same data as in my earlier study, is

somewhat lower than my estimate of 1.95 mil-

lion uninsured in firms with 50 or more

employees, and much lower than my estimate

of 2.29 million uninsured Californians, using

firms with 20 or more employees (Yelowitz,

2003, Table 4). It is also 45 percent higher

than the Brown et al. (2003) estimate of 1.07

million, however, and is only infrequently cited

in public policy discussions.

In a second piece, (Dube, 2003a), he again

uses the March 2002 CPS, this time to esti-

mate the impact of SB 2 on Medi-Cal costs.

He finds that 650,000 Medi-Cal enrollees are

SB 2-eligible working family members in firms

with 20 or more employees. This figure is vir-

tually identical to the count of 641,239 newly

mandated Medicaid enrollees that I found

(Yelowitz, 2003, Table 4) for employers with

50 or more employees, but it is considerably

lower than the 693,160 enrollees I found in

firms with 20 or more employees. His cost sav-

ings to the state is estimated to be $620 mil-

lion annually, while the estimated cost to

employers in Yelowitz (2003, Table 5) is $675

million. Overall, the differences in findings

between this study and my own are relatively

modest.

Dube (2003a) also raises the interesting

point that federal Medicaid matching dollars

could be lost if employers decide to “play”

rather than “pay.” If the employer provides

health insurance for the current Medi-Cal

enrollee (and dependents), then “Medi-Cal

will become at most a supplementary insurer”

(Dube, 2003a, p. 2). In this situation, Medicaid

will provide wraparound coverage, covering

benefits like vision or dental care that may not

be provided by the employer. Because

Medicaid enrollment falls, both state and fed-

eral expenditure fall at the expense of employ-

ers. If the employer “pays,” then the worker

would still receive Medicaid, but the statewide

employers’ pool would compensate the

Department of Health and Human Services

for the state’s portion of covering Medicaid

enrollees. Thus, the federal match is not lost

for these recipients in this situation. Finally,

Dube is candid about the shifting of costs to

employers in this situation: “Since the employ-

er’s plan will become the primary insurer, the

bulk of this cost will be shifted from the tax-

payers to the employers” (Dube, 2003a, p. 3).

Overall, Dube (2003a, 2003b) provides only

fragments of the information needed to assess

the costs to employers. Nonetheless, his use of

the CPS for health insurance statistics supports

the notion that it is an appropriate data set to
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use for evaluations like these. Moreover,

although Dube’s methodology for imputing SB 2

coverage clearly differs from my own, his num-

bers are only modestly smaller than my own.

Finally, the CMA has produced a widely cited

one-page sheet that estimates the cost of SB 2 to

employers at $1.341 billion for employers with

50 or more employees and $1.689 billion for

employers with 20 or more employees (CMA,

undated). It uses a count of the uninsured (1.56

million) from the Dube (2003b) study. It

assumes an annual gross cost of $2,400 per

worker or adult dependent and $1,100 per

dependent minor. The actual marginal cost per

dependent in its study is $1,616.40. Thus, the

CMA is assuming that 60.3 percent of depend-

ents in large employers are children and 39.7

percent are adults. It also assumes a corporate

tax rate of 40 percent but acknowledges that it

“may be less for some employers.”

The CMA estimate is a straightforward, but

naive, estimate of the costs to employers. First,

it provides only weak justification for its pre-

mium numbers, and those numbers are con-

siderably smaller than those from other

sources. Second, it ignores the impact of the

premium-sharing part of the HIA mandate, as

well as the additional poverty subsidy for low-

wage workers. Third, it ignores the costs to

employers from workers who currently receive

government health insurance or privately pur-

chased health insurance. Fourth, although it

concedes that some employers face lower mar-

ginal tax rates, it provides no evidence on the

percentage of employers that do face such

high tax rates. Fifth, its calculations do not

account for the dramatic increase in health

care premiums in the last three years. Because

of these problems, the CMA numbers have

very little credibility.

3. DData DDescription

33aa.. 22000033 MMaarrcchh CCuurrrreenntt PPooppuullaattiioonn
SSuurrvveeyy,, AAnnnnuuaall SSoocciiaall aanndd
EEccoonnoommiicc SSuurrvveeyy

The primary data set used in the analysis is the

2003 March CPS Annual Social and Economic

Survey (U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau

of the Census, 2003). The March CPS Annual

Social and Economic Survey (ASEC) was for-

merly called the Annual Demographic Survey.

The CPS is recognized as a credible and

widely respected survey. It currently surveys

nearly 80,000 households for the March sup-

plement and asks questions that specifically

address issues of health coverage and health

insurance. It is administered by the Bureau of

the Census for the Bureau of Labor Statistics

and has been conducted for more than 50

years.51 The response rate for the March sur-

vey is exceptionally high for a voluntary, house-

hold-based survey.52 The sample is scientifical-

ly selected to represent the civilian noninstitu-

tional population. The Census Bureau states

that the CPS sample provides estimates for the

nation as a whole and serves as part of model-

based estimates for individual states and other

geographic areas. The CPS is conducted by

telephone and in person (and thus includes

residences without telephones).

The March 2003 CPS ASEC surveyed
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216,424 people across the nation (78,310

households) and 16,779 people in California

(5,600 households).53 When appropriately

weighted, I derived a population count of

285,934,600 for the United States and a popu-

lation count for California of 35,159,001. The

count for California exactly matches published

Census tabulations, while the count for the

United States appears to be subject to a trivial

amount of rounding error.54 Unless otherwise

noted, all estimates in the paper are based on

the weighted data.

The ASEC identifies only  32 of 58 counties

in California (either individually or within an

MSA). The other 26 counties are not identified

in the ASEC. These counties are Alpine,

Amador, Calaveras, Colusa, Del Norte, Glenn,

Humboldt, Imperial, Inyo, Kings, Lake,

Lassen, Mariposa, Mendocino, Modoc, Mono,

Nevada, Plumas, San Benito, Santa Cruz,

Shasta, Sierra, Siskiyou, Tehama, Trinity, and

Tuolumne. Fortunately, these unidentified

counties are sparsely populated; the 32 sam-

pled counties contain roughly 95 percent of

California’s population. In total, the 26 unsam-

pled counties had a population of 1,540,112 in

the 2000 Census, out of 33,871,648 in the

state as a whole.55

In general, using the CPS would be prob-

lematic for constructing state-level estimates.

Fortunately, the California sample is sufficient-

ly large to overcome these concerns. State-level

estimates of the uninsured in the annual

March CPS are typically unreliable due to small

state sample sizes. Between 2,000 and 3,000

unweighted households are needed in a state

sample to generate reliable estimates of sub-

populations (such as uninsured children below

200 percent of the poverty line).56

The ASEC asks detailed questions about

health insurance and work behavior for the

entire previous calendar year.57 Health insur-

ance status is asked for all household mem-

bers; the survey includes questions about

employer-provided health insurance, private

health insurance, and government insurance.

The CPS does not directly ask people whether

they are uninsured. The survey asks about spe-

cific types of insurance, and respondents who

answer “no” to all of the categories are con-

sidered uninsured. The March 2003 CPS asks

about health insurance coverage in 2002. It

asked respondents about coverage at any time

during the preceding calendar year, so being

uninsured reflected lack of health insurance

throughout the calendar year. It is thought that

the CPS misclassifies insurance status for some

people.58 In the analysis that follows, I use

health insurance definitions identical to those

of the Census Bureau.59

The CPS is useful as a source of estimates of

the insured and uninsured populations at the

state level. According to the Census Bureau,

the March CPS is perhaps the most widely

used source of data on health insurance cover-

age in the United States.60 It is the official

source of estimates used to allocate federal

funding to states for the State Children’s

Health Insurance Program (SCHIP), which

amounted to $3.7 billion in federal fiscal year

2002. The March CPS provides reliable esti-

mates of the net change in the number of unin-
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sured people from one year to the next. Even

critics of the CPS concede, “Despite its limita-

tions, the CPS provides a useful measure of

changes over time in health insurance coverage

and uninsurance” (Brown et al., 2002, p. 61).

Employment information is elicited for all

household members over the age of 15. The

survey includes questions on usual hours

worked per week, annual earnings, weeks

worked per year, industry, and firm size for all

adults. In contrast, almost all of the labor mar-

ket information in the CHIS refers to the sam-

ple respondent only.61 Typically, a single CPS

respondent reports for everyone in the house-

hold, although telephone call-backs to obtain

particular items of information known only by

someone else in the household are fairly com-

mon.62 Even researchers who have found

“modest” effects of SB 2 have used the CPS

labor market questions in their research to

construct estimates of the mandate’s impact

(Dube and Reich 2003; Brown et al., 2003).

The CPS also provides state- and county-

level geographic identifiers, as well as demo-

graphic information for all respondents on

age, education, race, ethnicity, gender, marital

status, and immigrant status. It also provides

sufficient information to identify family rela-

tionships across household members, which is

critical in forming the “health insurance units”

defined by HIA.

The Census Bureau also provides imputa-

tions for a number of variables that are of

policy interest, including the fungible value

of Medicare and Medicaid, the employer’s

contribution for health insurance, and state

and federal income tax liabilities. The subse-

quent analysis will make use of the employer

contribution imputations as well as the tax

imputations.63

33bb.. 22000033 CCaalliiffoorrnniiaa EEmmppllooyyeerr HHeeaalltthh
BBeenneeffiittss SSuurrvveeyy64

The CEHBS is a joint product of

KFF/HRET.65 The survey was designed and

analyzed by researchers at the KFF and HRET,

and administered by National Research LLC

(NR). The findings are based on a random

sample of 864 interviews with employee bene-

fits managers of private employers in

California. NR conducted interviews from

May to August 2003. The sample of employers

was drawn from the Dun & Bradstreet list of

private employers with three or more workers.

The survey is based on a national employer

survey conducted annually by KFF/HRET.

The survey asked questions about the fol-

lowing types of health plans: conventional (fee-

for-service) plans, health maintenance organi-

zations (HMOs), preferred provider organiza-

tions (PPOs), and point-of-service (POS) plans.

Conventional plans comprise a very small

share of the California market.

The CEHBS is the source of health premium

information in numerous studies, including

Dube and Reich (2003), Kyser et al. (2003),

Baker et al. (2004), and the current study. The

CEHBS will be used to merge premium-and

cost-sharing information for single and family

plans by industry and firm size to individual

CPS respondents. By merging this CEHBS

data to the CPS, I am able to derive an alter-
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native set of cost estimates that do not rely on

the CPS employer contribution imputations

provided by the Census Bureau. I work with

the 2003 CEHBS data rather than that of ear-

lier years for several reasons. First, and most

important, the premium information for 2003

better reflects current conditions in the health

care market. Second, in years prior to 2003,

the CEHBS sample of employers was post-

stratified using frequency distributions from

Dun & Bradstreet. Concerns about the volatil-

ity of counts in recent years led KFF/HRET to

use the Statistics of U.S. Businesses conducted

by the U.S. Census as the basis for the post-

stratification adjustment in 2003. Due to this

change, KFF/HRET recalculated the weights

for survey years 2000 to 2002. This change in

weighting has little impact on worker-based

estimates, but it did have an impact on esti-

mates expressed as a percentage of employers.

Two different samples are drawn from the

CEHBS. One sample consists of all 3,222

firms that provided answers about their firm

size. The other sample consists of 864 com-

pleted interviews that provided detailed

answers about their health plans; of these

firms, 760 offered health insurance plans and,

when appropriately weighted, represent

7,863,192 covered employees at these firms.

33cc.. 22000011 CCoouunnttyy BBuussiinneessss PPaatttteerrnnss66

While the CPS data provides a reasonable esti-

mate of firm size in six intervals, I augment these

responses with information from the 2001 CBP,

the most recent year available. As will be shown

in Section 4, one can make more accurate impu-

tations of SB 2 eligibility by exploiting the fact

that the CPS respondent reports firm size, coun-

ty of residence, and industry.

The CBP is an annual series that provides

economic data by industry at various levels of

geographic aggregation. The series is useful for

studying the economic activity of small areas

and analyzing economic changes over time, and

as a benchmark for statistical series, surveys,

and databases between economic censuses.

The CBP covers most of the country’s eco-

nomic activity. The series excludes data on self-

employed individuals, employees of private

households, railroad employees, agricultural

production employees, and most government

employees. Beginning in 1998, data is tabulat-

ed by industry as defined in the North

American Industry Classification System

(NAICS). This series has been published annu-

ally since 1964 and at irregular intervals dating

back to 1946.

The CBP provides data on the total number

of establishments, mid-March employment,

first quarter and annual payroll, and number of

establishments by nine firm-size groups by

detailed industry for all counties in the United

States and the District of Columbia.

Most geographic codes are derived from the

physical location address reported in Census

Bureau programs. The Internal Revenue

Service provides supplemental address infor-

mation. Those employers without a fixed loca-

tion within a state (or of unknown county loca-

tion) are included under a “statewide” classifi-

cation at the end of the county tables. This

incomplete detail causes only slight understate-
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ment of county employment.

An establishment in the CBP is a single phys-

ical location at which business is conducted or

services or industrial operations are per-

formed. It is not necessarily identical with a

company or enterprise, which may consist of

one or more establishments. When two or

more activities are carried on at a single loca-

tion under a single ownership, all activities

generally are grouped together as a single

establishment. The entire establishment is clas-

sified on the basis of its major activity and all

data is included in that classification.

Establishment-size designations are determined

by paid employment in the mid-March pay

period. The firm-size group “1 to 4 employees”

includes establishments that did not report any

paid employees in the mid-March pay period

but paid wages to at least one employee at

some time during the year.

Establishment counts represent the number

of locations with paid employees any time dur-

ing the year. This series excludes government

establishments except for wholesale liquor

establishments, retail liquor stores, federally

chartered savings institutions, federally char-

tered credit unions, and hospitals.

Paid employment consists of full- and part-

time employees, including salaried officers

and executives of corporations, who are on

the payroll in the pay period including March

12. Included are employees on paid sick

leave, holidays, and vacations; not included

are proprietors and partners of unincorpo-

rated businesses.

Some data in the CBP is withheld from pub-

lication because of risk of disclosure of the

operations of an individual employer. The

number of establishments in an industry clas-

sification and the distribution of these estab-

lishments by firm size group are not consid-

ered to be disclosures, so this information may

be released even though other information is

withheld from publication.

In total, 5,371 observations are available at var-

ious levels of aggregation in California; most of

the analysis using the CBP will rely on the

highest-quality, most disaggregated data, result-

ing in 1,991 industry-county observations.67 In

particular, the baseline models will rely on indus-

tries broken out by a three-digit NAICS code,

focusing on the same geographic coverage as the

CPS and including only observations with cor-

rectly coded employment data.

4. CCoverage EEffects

44aa.. IInnssuurraannccee ccoovveerraaggee iinn CCaalliiffoorrnniiaa
According to data from the CPS, California

had a population of 35.2 million in 2002, up

from 34.5 million in 2001. Nearly 82 percent

of this population had health insurance either

through an employer, private coverage, gov-

ernment coverage, or some combination of

the three. Table 2 shows a breakdown of insur-

ance coverage by provider in California.

Over 57 percent of Californians had insur-

ance solely through their employer or private

coverage. The number of people with employ-

er or private coverage increased by more than

615,000 between 2001 and 2002. Nearly 6 mil-

lion Californians receive their medical insur-
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ance coverage solely through Medicare,

Medicaid or Champus, increasing by about

43,000 between 2001 and 2002. Even with no

mandate in place, the number of uninsured fell

by more than 320,000, from 6.7 million in

2001 to 6.4 million in 2002.

44bb.. IImmppaacctt ooff SSBB 22 mmaannddaattee 
oonn ccoovveerraaggee

While advocates of Proposition 72 frequently

state that its intent is to provide coverage to

employees whose employers provide no

insurance, a more careful reading of the leg-

islation shows the actual coverage is signifi-

cantly broader.68

Table 3 shows that, in total, nearly 18 mil-

lion Californians are covered by HIA require-

ments, including nearly 11 million workers. As

shown in the more detailed Appendix Tables 1

and 2, only 3.6 million Californians (and 2.3

million eligible workers) receive fully funded

health insurance from their employers.69

Assuming the employer is providing an accept-

able level of coverage to be classified as “play-

ing,” it can be said with certainty that this cat-

egory, and only this category, is entirely unaf-

fected by the HIA mandate.

Over 10.6 million Californians (6.5 million

eligible workers) currently receive health cov-

erage from their employer but are forced to

pay a portion of the premium, with over

488,000 people (over 316,000 eligible workers)

paying the entire cost of coverage.70 In terms

of the employer’s cost from HIA, these work-

ers are just as expensive as uninsured workers.

Many of the 6.5 million eligible workers will

require additional coverage to meet the mini-

mum standards under HIA in terms of both

cost and quality of coverage.

Previously uninsured individuals make up a

PPooppuullaattiioonn bbrreeaakkddoowwnn ooff iinnssuurraannccee ccoovveerraaggee iinn CCaalliiffoorrnniiaa bbaasseedd oonn tthhee 22000033 CCPPSSTTaabbllee 22
Type oof CCoverage # oof IIndividuals % oof PPopulation

Employer-based coverage only 18,020,439 51.25
Private nonemployer coverage only 2,038,819 5.8
Government coverage only 5,870,183 16.7
Employer-based coverage and
government coverage 1,974,700 5.6
Private nonemployer coverage and
government coverage 857,050 2.4
Uninsured 6,397,810 18.2
TOTAL 35,159,001 100.00
Notes:  Author’s tabulation of the March 2003 CPS, Annual Social and Economic Survey. 
The numbers here are identical to those published by the Census Bureau; see
http://ferret.bls.census.gov/macro/032003/health/h05_000.htm for Census Bureau tabulations.
Health insurance definitions derived from http://www.census.gov/hhes/hlthins/hlthinsvar.html.
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minority of those employees who are affected

by this legislation. Under HIA, only 1.98 mil-

lion individuals who previously had no insur-

ance receive new coverage.71 This means that

approximately 69 percent of currently unin-

sured Californians will still have no health cov-

erage as a result of HIA. Even if one excludes

employees and dependents who previously

received limited benefits (employer coverage

below the level acceptable to be considered

“playing”), those without any insurance

account for only 57 percent of those affected

by the legislation.72

Over 1.5 million individuals (nearly 700,000

workers) who currently have nonemployer

health insurance coverage will receive additional

coverage as a result of the legislation.73 These

individuals include the more than 360,000

Californians who choose to purchase private

coverage and over 1 million Californians (more

than 415,000 workers) currently receiving cover-

age through government programs.74

5. EEstimated CCost oof CCoverage

55aa.. BBaacckkggrroouunndd oonn hheeaalltthh iinnssuurraannccee
ccoossttss iinn CCaalliiffoorrnniiaa

Before assessing the impact of the HIA on

employer costs, it is useful to examine the

employer health insurance market in

California. KFF/HRET has published annual

surveys about California’s health insurance

market using the CEHBS from 1999 onward.

These surveys form the basis for many of the

cost estimates of SB 2 (Dube and Reich 2003;

Kyser et al., 2003; Baker et al., 2004;

Kominski, 2004).

The 2003 CEHBS completed interviews

with benefits managers for each of 864 firms;

760 of the firms offered health insurance

Population ccoverage eeffects oof tthe HHIA mmandate, bbased oon tthe 22003 CCPSTTaabbllee 33

Employer-based coverage only 12,787,774 7,554,532 13,460,298 8,404,015

Private nonemployer coverage only 320,392 215,548 360,326 258,180

Government coverage only 1,029,879 350,676 1,087,792 415,051

Employer-based coverage and
government coverage 833,420 365,406 853,124 396,996

Private nonemployer coverage and
government coverage 58,935 18,673 61,323 21,061

Uninsured 1,643,479 1,115,586 1,983,420 1,472,089

TTOOTTAALL 1166,,667733,,887799 99,,662200,,442211 1177,,880066,,228833 1100,,996677,,339922

Notes:  Author’s tabulation of the March 2003 CPS, Annual Social and Economic Survey. Firm size was imput-
ed using CPS questionnaire supplemented with information from the CBP. Numbers above reflect no behav-
ioral responses on the part of employees or firms.

TTyyppee ooff 
CCoovveerraaggee WWoorrkkeerrss &&

DDeeppeennddeennttss
WWoorrkkeerrss OOnnllyy WWoorrkkeerrss &&

DDeeppeennddeennttss
WWoorrkkeerrss OOnnllyy

Firms wwith 220 oor mmore eemployeesFirms wwith 550 oor mmore eemployees
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plans. When these 760 firms are appropriate-

ly weighted, they represent 7,863,192 covered

employees with health insurance at these

firms.75 Questions were asked about four

types of health plans: conventional plans,

HMOs, PPOs, and POS plans. The question-

naire specifically asked about premiums for

each of the four health plans; the premiums

used here are a weighted average based on

actual participation rates in the plans.

Premium questions were asked separately for

single plans and family plans (covering a fam-

Health iinsurance ppremium ccosts ffrom tthe CCalifornia EEmployee HHealth
Benefits SSurvey, 22003TTaabbllee 44

All industries / firm sizes Single Plan $3,102 $2,565 $3,001 $3,496
Family Plan $8,504 $7,235 $8,345 $9,786

Mining Single Plan $2,615 $2,306 $2,513 $2,887
Family Plan $6,681 $6,035 $6,179 $7,689

Construction Single Plan $2,750 $2,306 $2,916 $3,111
Family Plan $8,386 $6,941 $8,235 $9,071

Manufacturing Single Plan $2,934 $2,372 $2,960 $3,224
Family Plan $8,387 $7,059 $8,345 $9,144

Transportation / Utilities / Communications Single Plan $3,193 $2,704 $3,022 $3,592
Family Plan $9,264 $7,562 $9,815 $9,929

Wholesale Single Plan $3,060 $2,501 $2,974 $3,168
Family Plan $8,460 $7,200 $8,806 $9,170

Retail Single Plan $2,838 $2,353 $2,791 $3,234
Family Plan $8,075 $6,882 $7,597 $9,328

Financial Single Plan $3,178 $2,759 $3,059 $3,600
Family Plan $8,683 $7,836 $8,356 $9,478

Service Single Plan $3,269 $2,669 $3,094 $3,534
Family Plan $8,601 $7,402 $8,435 $9,827

Health care Single Plan $3,061 $2,318 $2,941 $3,541
Family Plan $8,333 $6,947 $8,071 $9,368

Firm size 1–9 Single Plan $2,932 $2,172 $2,724 $3,348
Family Plan $7,850 $6,468 $7,800 $9,368

Firm size 10–24 Single Plan $3,185 $2,828 $3,048 $3,617
Family Plan $7,969 $6,960 $7,859 $8,824

Firm size 25–99 Single Plan $2,911 $2,466 $2,796 $3,176
Family Plan $8,275 $6,976 $8,024 $9,706

Firm size 100–499 Single Plan $3,090 $2,471 $3,024 $3,526
Family Plan $8,635 $7,119 $8,504 $9,890

Firm size 500–999 Single Plan $3,216 $2,600 $2,999 $3,647
Family Plan $8,772 $7,042 $8,353 $9,989

Firm size 1000+ Single Plan $3,166 $2,659 $3,026 $3,496
Family Plan $8,700 $7,562 $8,508 $9,815

Notes:  Author’s tabulation of 864 completed interviews from the 2003 CEHBS, produced by the Kaiser Family
Foundation and the Health Research and Educational Trust. Of these firms, 760 offered health insurance plans; they rep-
resent 7,863,192 covered employees at these firms. The dollar amounts represent a composite for all types of health
care plans, and family coverage is defined as health coverage for a family of four. The firm size categories correspond to
those reported in the March CPS. When the sample is restricted to firms with 50 or more employees, the median premi-
um is $3,022 for a single plan, and $8,482 for a family plan, slightly higher than the $3,001 and $8,345 figures report-
ed here. Dollar amounts are rounded to nearest dollar.

Mean
25tthh

Percentile
50tthh

Percentile
75th

Percentile
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ily of four). The benefits manager at a firm

with 20 or more employees was asked both

about the employee’s premium contribution

to the most popular plan in each plan type

and the employee’s total payment for

COBRA continuation coverage (which is

then adjusted to reflect total premiums). In

firms with 19 or fewer employees, similar

questions were asked about the employee’s

contribution and the total payment (COBRA

continuation coverage is not mandated for

such firms). From these responses, the often-

cited premium numbers emerge.

Table 4 shows the results on total health pre-

miums. The averages in the first two cells of

the first column of data, $3,102 and $8,504,

exactly replicate the widely cited results used

in other studies and are identical to figures

produced in Chart 10 of KFF/HRET (2004).

The remaining numbers in the table have not

been previously disseminated. As expected, the

median cost is modestly lower than the mean

because of some outliers; the median cost of a

single plan was $3,001 and the median cost of

a family plan was $8,345.76 The lower median

cost will be used as a benchmark throughout

the cost analysis. The first two rows, based on

all industries and firm sizes, also show sub-

stantial variation across plans—the 75/25 per-

centile range is more than $900 for a single

plan and more than $2,500 for a family plan.

These averages mask variation across industry

and firm size. The remaining rows show the

results from the CEHBS data. There is substan-

tial variation in total health premiums across

industry. For single plans, the median cost for a

plan varies from $2,513 in mining to $3,094 in

the service sector. When grouped by firm size

(according to the CPS categories, e.g., “1 to 9

employees,” “10 to 24 employees,” “25 to 99

employees,” “100 to 499 employees,” “500 to

999 employees,” and “1,000 or more employ-

ees”), it is interesting to note that the premium

costs for employees in the largest firms are only

trivially smaller than covered employees in firms

with 10 to 24 workers, and they are much more

expensive than for employees in firms with 1 to

9 workers. This could call into question whether

the firm-size cutoffs in HIA are justified on equi-

ty grounds. For family plans, the median cost for

a plan again varies substantially across industry—

from $6,179 in mining to $9,815 in transporta-

tion/utilities/communications. A fairly clear pat-

tern emerges with family premiums by firm size:

premiums tend to increase with firm size. The

lowest family premiums are for employees in

firms with 1 to 9 workers (at $7,800) and high-

est for employees in firms with 1,000 or more

workers (at $8,508).

This table also reveals a potential problem in

the cost estimates of others who have relied on

the aggregated premium costs for all firms.

Based on the CEHBS data, the mean cost of a

family plan is higher in large firms (“100 to

499 employees,” “500 to 999 employees,” and

“1,000 or more employees”) than the pub-

lished aggregate estimate would indicate. For

larger firms, the cost estimates used in other

studies may be understated by as much as 3.2

percent (for firms with 500 to 999 employees).

Finally, Table 4 could provide guidance on

the industries that are most likely to “pay”
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rather than “play” in response to the HIA man-

date. Employees in the transportation/

utilities/communications, financial, and serv-

ice industries have the highest health insurance

premiums for both single and family plans. If

the MRMIB sets one fee for the single plan for

all participants and one fee for the family plan

for all participants, then the employees in

these industries could see their employers opt

in to government-run health care if the fee is

Employee ccost ssharing ffrom tthe CCalifornia EEmployee HHealth BBenefits SSurvey, 22003TTaabbllee 55

Mean
25tthh

Percentile
50tthh

Percentile
75th

Percentile

All industries / firm sizes Single Plan 14% 0% 13% 20%
Family Plan 30% 13% 25% 44%

Mining Single Plan 12% 0% 20% 20%
Family Plan 25% 3% 20% 31%

Construction Single Plan 16% 2% 14% 24%
Family Plan 38% 8% 37% 66%

Manufacturing Single Plan 17% 7% 16% 25%
Family Plan 27% 17% 25% 33%

Transportation / Utilities / Communications Single Plan 11% 5% 14% 15%
Family Plan 16% 8% 12% 17%

Wholesale Single Plan 16% 10% 13% 19%
Family Plan 35% 13% 34% 50%

Retail Single Plan 17% 0% 18% 19%
Family Plan 34% 20% 32% 55%

Financial Single Plan 13% 0% 8% 23%
Family Plan 34% 20% 28% 48%

Service Single Plan 13% 0% 10% 21%
Family Plan 30% 9% 27% 46%

Health care Single Plan 10% 0% 8% 16%
Family Plan 34% 13% 29% 58%

Firm size 1–9 Single Plan 10% 0% 0% 12%
Family Plan 34% 9% 31% 56%

Firm size 10–24 Single Plan 9% 0% 0% 18%
Family Plan 43% 27% 45% 55%

Firm size 25–99 Single Plan 13% 0% 9% 20%
Family Plan 40% 16% 42% 67%

Firm size 100–499 Single Plan 15% 0% 14% 25%
Family Plan 34% 17% 31% 53%

Firm size 500–999 Single Plan 15% 7% 15% 21%
Family Plan 27% 14% 21% 34%

Firm size 1,000+ Single Plan 15% 3% 14% 20%
Family Plan 21% 11% 17% 30%

Notes:  Author’s tabulation of 864 completed interviews from the 2003 CEHBS, produced by the Kaiser Family
Foundation and the Health Research and Educational Trust. Of these firms, 760 offered health insurance plans; they rep-
resent 7,863,192 covered employees at these firms. The percentages represent a composite for all types of health care
plans, and family coverage is defined as health coverage for a family of four. The firm-size categories correspond to those
reported in the March CPS. When the sample is restricted to firms with 50 or more employees, the median employee cost
sharing is 14 percent for a single plan and 21 percent for a family plan, compared with the 13 percent and 25 percent
figures reported here. Percentages are rounded to nearest whole number.
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lower than their premiums.

Table 5 shows the percentage of premiums

that employees pay for; recall that one impor-

tant aspect of HIA is the premium-sharing

mandate that limits employee contributions to

20 percent. The percentages in the first two

cells of the first column of data, 14 percent for

single plans and 30 percent for family plans,

exactly replicate the results produced in Chart

12 of KFF/HRET (2004). The most striking

finding from the aggregate numbers is that

many currently covered employees in firms

that already provide health insurance to fami-

lies will be affected by the HIA provisions. The

employee’s share of premiums for a family

plan for the median employee is 25 percent;

under HIA, this would fall to 20 percent.

Indeed, at least one-quarter of all covered

employees pay at least 44 percent of the fami-

ly plan premiums. Those covered employees

affected by the HIA mandate would have their

contributions reduced by more than 50 per-

cent; the employees would have to absorb

these additional costs under HIA. Table 5

shows that because of the premium sharing

mandate, HIA has a far more expansive reach

than advocates often claim.77

The disaggregated results again call into

question the justifications for the firm-size cut-

offs in the HIA. For single plans, the median

employee cost share percentage is the lowest

for small firms, and even the 75th percentile is

under the HIA requirement. With several

exceptions, it appears that the premium-

sharing part of the HIA single mandate is not

terribly binding. The table makes clear, howev-

er, that the premium-sharing part of the family

mandate is extremely important for costs. With

the exception of employees in transporta-

tion/utilities/communications, the premium-

sharing part of the family mandate would be

binding for at least one-quarter of the covered

employees in all other industries. Employees in

construction, retail, and wholesale industries

would be most affected by the premium-

sharing part of the family mandate. In con-

struction, for example, nearly half of the cov-

ered employees would see their contribution

for family plans fall by approximately 50 per-

cent; the employer would be responsible for

the additional cost.

55bb.. EEssttiimmaatteedd ccoossttss ooff tthhee HHIIAA mmaannddaattee
Two different methods are used to estimate the

costs of HIA; one relies on imputed CPS

employer contributions and the other relies on

the CEHBS premium and cost-sharing informa-

tion. The technical discussion of how the costs

are calculated is postponed to Appendix 2.

Table 6 presents the results using these dif-

ferent methods. It is estimated that the fully

phased-in HIA will cost employers between

$12.8 billion and $13.2 billion. The difference

between these two figures is based on the

assumptions about how health insurance pre-

miums are assigned to CPS respondents. In the

event that the mandate was restricted only to

firms with 50 or more employees, the costs are

estimated to be between $11.3 billion and

$11.9 billion. By comparing across columns,

the estimated cost for businesses with 20 to 49

employees is approximately $1.3 billion to $1.5
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billion. This cost already nets out the savings

from the 20 percent tax credit that these

employers would receive.

In the case when the largest number of

uninsured receive new coverage (when firms

with 20 or more employees are included), this

coverage breaks down to nearly $6,500 per

newly covered individual. As the percentages

show, the reason for this relatively high cost

is that nearly two-thirds of the costs associat-

ed with this bill involve providing insurance

to individuals who already have it. This cost

Cost oof tthe HHIA mmandateTTaabbllee 66

Employer-based coverage only $5,385,303,679 47.6 $5,807,186,701 45.2

Private nonemployer coverage only $692,800,091 6.1 $791,597,189 6.2

Government coverage only $1,313,235,168 11.6 $1,462,420,361 11.4

Employer-based coverage and
government coverage $278,522,368 2.5 $303,974,939 2.4

Private nonemployer coverage and
government coverage $57,302,147 0.5 $62,836,193 0.5

Uninsured $3,591,488,005 31.7 $4,417,662,282 34.4

TTOOTTAALL $$1111,,331188,,665511,,445599 110000..00 $$1122,,884455,,667777,,666666 110000..00

TTyyppee ooff CCoovveerraaggee FFiirrmmss wwiitthh 5500 oorr
MMoorree EEmmppllooyyeeeess

%% ooff TToottaall FFiirrmmss wwiitthh 2200 oorr
MMoorree EEmmppllooyyeeeess

%% ooff TToottaall

EEssttiimmaattee 11:: CCPPSS pprreemmiiuumm ddaattaa

Employer-based coverage only $5,641,932,438 47.3 $6,025,173,436 45.5

Private nonemployer coverage only $696,648,463 5.8 $778,529,188 5.9

Government coverage only $1,605,333,960 13.4 $1,728,975,160 13.1

Employer-based coverage and
government coverage $262,173,849 2.2 $281,994,950 2.1

Private nonemployer coverage and
government coverage $52,311,739 0.4 $56,898,227 0.4

Uninsured $3,681,179,558 30.8 $4,365,893,480 33.0

TTOOTTAALL $$1111,,993399,,558800,,000066 110000..00 $$1133,,223377,,446644,,444400 110000..00

Notes:  Author’s tabulation of the March 2003 CPS, Annual Social and Economic Survey.  Firm size was imputed using
CPS questionnaire supplemented with information from the CBP.  Numbers above reflect no behavioral responses on the
part of employees or firms.  In particular, there is no wage shifting or disemployment.  Estimate 1 uses a total “fee” for
family coverage of $5,914 per year and single coverage of $3,621, both from the median CPS estimates of premiums for
the calendar year 2002.  Estimate 2 uses the 2003 CEHBS premium data and is based on 864 completed employer
interviews, which, when weighted, are representative of employers in California.  Premiums were imputed to CPS data
using firm size and industry code; premiums were drawn from the empirical distribution within firm size-industry cell in
the CEHBS data.  This estimate uses a total “fee” for family coverage of $8,345 per year and single coverage of $3,001,
both from the median CEHBS estimates for 2003.  Dollar amounts are rounded to nearest dollar and percentages are
rounded to one decimal place (thus, percentages may not add up to 100 percent).

TTyyppee ooff CCoovveerraaggee FFiirrmmss wwiitthh 5500 oorr
MMoorree EEmmppllooyyeeeess

%% ooff TToottaall FFiirrmmss wwiitthh 2200 oorr
MMoorree EEmmppllooyyeeeess

%% ooff TToottaall

EEssttiimmaattee 22:: CCEEHHBBSS pprreemmiiuumm ddaattaa
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number recognizes the full impact of the

mandate on the currently insured, which is

neglected by other authors. For every dollar

spent under HIA, only 30 to 35 cents benefit

the previously uninsured.

The estimates of coverage above are signif-

icantly higher than other publicly released

estimates. The costs for the uninsured,

approximately $4.4 billion, represent about

one-third of the total employer cost. This pre-

tax estimate for the uninsured is substantially

lower than Kyser et al., (2003) and moderate-

ly lower than Baker et al. (2004), but it is also

substantially higher than CMA (undated).

Neglected in these studies, however, and by

far the largest single-group cost, for those

who currently have employer-provided insur-

ance. The premium-sharing and dependent

requirements of HIA entail costs of between

$5.8 billion and $6.0 billion for employers.

Those with employer-based coverage only and

employer-based coverage and government

coverage represent roughly one-half of the

cost of the mandate.

Between $1.5 billion and $1.7 billion repre-

sents a cost shift from government health

insurance to employer-provided health insur-

ance. This is roughly consistent with the claims

of Dube (2003b) and CMA (2003c), who

emphasize the flip side—the savings to the state

of California. Currently, more than 8.7 million

Californians receive insurance through

Medicare, Medicaid, and Champus/Tricare.

Of these, over 2 million are affected by the

HIA mandate due to their work effort, tenure,

or the size of the firm where they work. 

Enrollees are given the option of providing

the necessary information to MRMIB in order

to determine eligibility for either Medi-Cal or

HFP. Eligible enrollees will be enrolled in these

Medicaid wraparound coverage and refunded

their enrollee contribution. Employer contribu-

tions will be used to pay the state’s portion of

the matching funds for Medicaid. In this way,

HIA amounts to a tax of at least $791 million

(using CPS premiums) on employers to fund

Medicaid, or the tax could be as high as $887

million (using CEHBS premiums).

In addition to Medicaid recipients, enrollees

who qualify for Medicare and Champus/Tricare

will now receive additional, possibly redundant,

coverage from their employer. The reason the

coverage is redundant is that HIA prohibits

employers from providing wraparound coverage

for these people—rather they must receive the

full menu of health benefits, even though many

of those benefits were already provided by gov-

ernment insurance. Currently, many of these

employees receive supplemental coverage that

provides vital benefits such as vision care, dental

services, and prescription drugs. Under HIA, the

provision of the supplemental benefits will not

qualify an employer as “playing.” Instead,

employers will be forced to provide upwards of

$800 million of coverage to individuals who

already have basic insurance. As a result, few

employers will retain the incentive to continue to

provide this supplemental coverage. Due to the

fact that Medicare and Champus/Tricare are

funded solely through federal dollars, the state

government will see no cost savings. Private busi-

nesses, however, will supplement Medicare and
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Champus/Tricare with $643 million (using CPS

premiums) or $812 million (using CEHBS), with

around 85 percent of this cost going to

Champus/Tricare.

There are several issues in estimating the

HIA costs that were ignored. First, there is no

adjustment for the poverty subsidy. This would

increase the employer’s cost. The key problem

in incorporating the poverty subsidy is that it

is unclear how far-reaching it actually is. The

provisions of HIA note that the subsidy is

based on individual earnings, not family

income. But the provisions do not state clear-

ly whether the subsidy is triggered by actual

annual earnings or full-time, full-year equivalent

earnings. It is possible for a part-time worker

earning a higher wage to be eligible for the

poverty subsidy, while a full-time worker earn-

ing a lower wage to be ineligible. It is highly

unlikely that this is the intent of HIA, but

rather poor wording on the part of the bill’s

sponsors. Thus, I am reluctant to include the

“poverty subsidy” until there is additional clar-

ification about this. Second, I do not account

for the corporate income tax deduction, for

the reasons explained in Section 2. Third, I use

an hours cutoff of 25 hours per week (rather

than 23, which is closer to the mandate’s actu-

al provision). This higher cutoff will tend to

understate costs. Fourth, even though HIA

intends to extend its reach to seasonal workers

and those with multiple jobs, I do not explic-

itly try to classify them as eligible for HIA.

HIA (2003, p. 4) states “It is the further intent

of the Legislature that workers who work on a

seasonal basis, for multiple employers, or who

work multiple jobs for the same employer

should be afforded the opportunity to have

health coverage in the same manner as those

who work full-time for a single employer.”

Fifth, even though the data is as up-to-date as

possible, the latest premium data comes from

2003. Even within the past year, there has been

a substantial increase in health care costs for

employers and employees.

6. LLabor MMarket RResponses

My reading of the literature indicates that none

of the existing studies account for potential

behavioral responses on the part of employers

in a serious fashion. Whenever possible, profit-

maximizing employers will react to HIA by shift-

ing costs onto employees in the form of lower

wages, and a number of credible, peer-reviewed

studies suggest this is likely. In this case, the

employee rather than the employer bears the

cost of the mandate. In the case of the least-

skilled workers, however, wage shifting is simply

not an option. In my study, the CPS data shows

that employers will be unable to shift the cost

of the mandate onto a substantial number of

employees. These employees are at risk of los-

ing their jobs, either through labor-force cuts or

competition from more-experienced workers

attracted by the new benefits.

66aa.. TThheeoorryy aanndd eevviiddeennccee oonn mmaannddaatteedd
bbeenneeffiittss

Because the HIA mandate has not yet been

implemented, there are no studies of the actu-

al effects of the law. In addition, there are very
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few states (and certainly none comparable to

California) that have enacted such a sweeping

mandate, so there is little direct evidence on

the mandate’s potential impact.78

Summers (1989) presents theoretical argu-

ments for mandated benefits relative to public

provision of a good. He notes that “if employers

and employees can negotiate freely over the

terms of the compensation package, they will

reach a mutually efficient outcome.” Yet

Summers argues that there are potential market

failures that could lead to the case for public

provision or mandated benefits. These market

failures include “merit goods,” irrational con-

sumers, externalities, and adverse selection.

Figure 1 shows the typical supply and demand

framework used to analyze a tax or mandated

benefit. Ignoring the presence of the minimum

wage, efficient labor market equilibrium occurs

at the intersection of the worker’s labor supply

(S0) and employer’s labor demand curves (D0).

This give the equilibrium quantity of labor (L0)

and equilibrium wage rate (w0). Assuming that

the labor market is competitive and there are no

market failures or government distortions, the

employment level and wage rate are economi-

cally efficient.

Under a typical tax imposed on employers (the

demanders of labor), the demand curve shifts

down to D1, and the new labor market equilib-

rium is (L1,w1). This is shown in Figure 2.

The tax imposes economic inefficiency,

known as deadweight loss, represented by the

gray triangle. Government intervention lowers

the employment level and wage rate.

As Summers (1989, p. 180) notes,
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“Mandated benefits do not give rise to dead-

weight losses as large as those that arise from

government tax corrections.” The reason is

that because the mandated benefit is poten-

tially valuable to the employee, the labor sup-

ply curve shifts downward as well. The new

employment level is given in Figure 3 by the

intersection of the new labor demand curve,

D1, and the new labor supply curve, S1.

This equilibrium represents a situation with

lower employment than without any govern-

ment interference but higher employment than

with tax-financed provision of a benefit. The

new labor market allocation (L2,w2) also has

lower wages for workers than either tax-

financed provision or no government interven-

tion. The inefficiency from such a mandated

benefit is given by the smaller gray triangle.

The allocation with mandated benefits could

therefore involve substantial wage reductions

for employees.

This straightforward framework ignores sev-

eral important features, however. First, as

Summers (1989, p. 180) points out, the “man-

dated benefits represent a tax at a rate equal to

the difference between the employer’s cost of

providing the benefit and the employee’s valu-

ation of it, not a rate equal to the cost of the

employer of providing the benefit.” One criti-

cal issue then becomes the employee’s valua-

tion of the benefit. Under HIA, more than

1.08 million current recipients of government

health care will have that insurance crowded

out by employer-provided health insurance.

For these enrollees, the additional value of the

benefits from the HIA mandate are surely
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quite small, so the economic inefficiency and

employment losses look more like Figure 2.

The same is also probably true for the unin-

sured who are eligible for, but not participating

in, Medicaid. Brown et al., (2002, p. 48) esti-

mate that 1.12 million adults and children are

eligible for Medi-Cal or HFP but not participat-

ing. With modest steps, these people could

receive free government health care. It is also

likely that some of the uninsured—    especially

younger, healthier adults—do not put a very

large valuation on health insurance.

Second, as Summers (1989, p. 181) notes, if

there is a binding minimum wage, then “wages

cannot fall to offset employers’ cost of provid-

ing a mandated benefit, so it is likely to create

unemployment.” As will be shown below, there

are 4.3 million Californian workers with wages

below $9.31 per hour, including more than

680,000 workers in large firms who are either

uninsured or on government insurance. It is

likely that wages would not be able to fully

adjust downward for such workers. More gen-

erally, when wages are rigid and do not move

downward in response to the mandate (which

is especially likely in the short run), then the

larger inefficiencies illustrated in Figure 2

become more likely.

Finally, the framework above shows that

mandated benefits are still a government tax,

even if they are not explicitly called a tax.

Summers (1989, p. 182) cautions about the

government’s use of mandated benefits. He

says, “There is no sense in which benefits

become ‘free’ just because the government

mandates that employers offer them to work-

ers.” Reinhardt (1987, p. 124) notes that “the

fiscal flows triggered by mandate would not
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flow directly through the public budgets does

not detract from the measure’s status of a

bona fide tax.”

Although there are a number of empirical

studies that examine the impact of employer

mandates for family leave and workers’ com-

pensation, the study that provides the closest

(albeit not that close) analog to the HIA man-

date is Gruber (1994). Gruber (1994) studied

several state and federal mandates that man-

dated comprehensive childbirth benefits in

health insurance policies and therefore sub-

stantially raised the cost of insuring women

of childbearing age. Between 1975 and 1978,

some states passed laws that prohibited treat-

ing pregnancy differently from “comparable

illnesses.” In October 1978, the federal gov-

ernment passed the Pregnancy Discrimination

Act, which prohibited any differential treat-

ment of pregnancy in the employment rela-

tionship. Using the CPS, Gruber finds shift-

ing of the costs of the mandates from the

employer to the employee in the form of

lower wages on the order of 100 percent. In

fact, some of his specifications suggest over-

shifting of wages.

Thus, Gruber (1994) provides strong evidence

that firms will lower wages (when possible) to

“pay” for the mandate. Even those who have

higher wages are affected by the mandate if their

employer does not provide coverage. The 1.08

million current recipients of government health

care who will have that insurance crowded out

by employer-provided health insurance will likely

see lower wages but no commensurate increase

in health benefits.

66bb.. EEmmppllooyyeerr rreessppoonnsseess ttoo HHIIAA
In the context of HIA, there are a number of

responses that the simple supply and demand

framework captures, and other responses for

which it is less suited. The “pay-or-play” man-

date should lead to wage shifting and employ-

ment losses, similar to Figure 2 or Figure 3

(depending on the additional valuation from

employer-coverage).79 But HIA also creates

“employment notches” by dramatically raising

the cost of hiring the 20th, 50th, or 200th

worker.80 The cutoffs in the law mean that for

a firm that was not previously providing health

insurance, it would have to provide and/or pay

more for health insurance for all of the infra-

marginal employees by hiring the marginal

20th, 50th, or 200th worker. Thus, in addition

to the typical disemployment effect from the

tax, the employment notches of HIA present

important barriers to growth for certain firms

and also create incentives for firms to down-

size or consolidate part-time jobs. HIA also

creates “hours notches” by defining eligible

employees as those who work 100 or more

hours per month for three months. This poten-

tially creates incentives for employers to limit

weekly hours to 23 or fewer per month and to

increase turnover for short-term employees.

In principle, HIA tries to legislate away eco-

nomic responses. HIA (2003, p. 11) states, “It

shall be unlawful for an employer to designate

an employee as an independent contractor or

temporary employee, reduce an employee’s

hours of work, or terminate and rehire an

employee if a purpose of which is to avoid the

employer’s obligations under this part.” To the
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extent that employers are unable to minimize

HIA’s cost impact by limiting hours, the likeli-

hood of other economic adjustments (like wage

shifting and job loss) becomes more likely.81

66cc.. WWaaggee sshhiiffttiinngg aanndd uunneemmppllooyymmeenntt
As shown in Table 7, the California labor mar-

ket consisted of 17,883,738 workers during the

2002 calendar year. This includes CPS respon-

dents who answered affirmatively to the follow-

ing questions: “Did ... work at a job or business

at any time during 2002?” or “Did ... do any tem-

porary, part-time, or seasonal work even for a

few days during 2002?” Slightly more than two-

thirds of these workers had employer health

insurance. Approximately 9 percent of workers

had some form of government insurance.

Overall, nearly 3.6 million workers, or 20 per-

cent, were uninsured in 2002. This estimate is

slightly higher than the Baker et al. (2004) esti-

mate, which finds 3.4 million workers were unin-

sured (based on 2001 California EDD data).

The final two columns of Table 7 show

insurance characteristics for low-wage work-

ers.82 Two cutoffs are used: $9.31 per hour

and $10.36 per hour.83 For the first group,

nearly 38 percent are uninsured, and nearly 16

percent have government insurance. Only 41

percent currently have some form of employer

health insurance. For the second group, the

results are fairly similar—nearly 36 percent of

workers lack insurance, nearly 15 percent have

government insurance, and nearly 45 percent

have employer coverage.

Table 8 explores these low-wage groups fur-

ther. Even though there are 4.3 million work-

Gauging tthe eemployment llosses: IInsurance ccoverage ffor CCalifornia wworkers
based oon tthe 22003 CCPSTTaabbllee 77

Employer-based coverage only 18,020,439 11,477,030 1,673,628 2,243,086

Private nonemployer coverage only 2,038,819 1,128,779 344,347 394,991

Government coverage only 5,870,183 945,238 513,875 573,678

Employer-based coverage and
government coverage 1,974,700 599,843 128,322 154,621

Private nonemployer coverage and
government coverage 857,050 140,279 50,969 68,319

Uninsured 6,397,810 3,592,569 1,633,738 1,930,443

TTOOTTAALL 3355,,115599,,000011 1177,,888833,,773388 44,,334444,,887799 55,,336655,,113388

Notes:  Author’s tabulation of the March 2003 CPS, Annual Social and Economic Survey.  The hourly wage rate is imputed
by dividing annual wage and salary earnings by the product of usual hours worked per week and number of weeks
worked per year.  The figures above include individuals with imputed wages under the California minimum wage in the
CPS data.  The hourly wage cutoffs for the “at-risk” group were arrived at by computing the full-time, full-year earnings for
a worker at the California minimum wage (e.g., $6.75*2080 hours) and adding to that the CPS or CEHBS family premium
cost ($5,914 and $8,345), with the assumption that the firm is responsible for 90 percent of the premium costs (instead
of 80 percent) because of the additional poverty subsidy.  Employment is based on any work in the 2002 calendar year.
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ers under $9.31 per hour (and 5.4 million

under $10.36 per hour), many will not work at

large or medium-size firms, and others do have

some sort of employer coverage. For workers

earning under $9.31 per hour, more than 1.6

million are uninsured, and more than 500,000

have government coverage. A significant num-

ber of these workers are employed in large

firms that would be potentially responsible for

paying for 80 percent (or more) of the costs of

a family plan. Nearly 480,000 uninsured work-

ers earning under $9.31 per hour work at large

Insurance ccoverage aand aadditional ccosts ffor CCalifornia eemployeesTTaabbllee 88

Employer-based coverage only 1,673,628 781,029 245,558 180,253 466,788
$801 $1,272 $992 $572 $0

Private nonemployer coverage only 344,347 168,016 20,696 13,897 141,738
$1,142 $2,015 $1,205 $2,144 $0

Government coverage only 513,875 199,814 79,006 52,129 182,926
$1,531 $2,637 $2,131 $1,750 $0

Employer-based coverage and
government coverage 128,322 71,097 4,233 9,151 43,841

$479 $730 $511 $814 $0
Private nonemployer coverage and
government coverage 50,969 22,401 4,726 1,763 22,079

$841 $1,616 $1,411 $0 $0
Uninsured 1,633,738 479,543 232,421 202,897 718,877

$1,339 $2,438 $2,505 $2,149 $0

TTyyppee ooff
CCoovveerraaggee

All EEmployees

In FFirms wwith
200 oor MMore
Employees

In FFirms wwith
50–199

Employees

In FFirms
with 220–49
Employees

UUnnddeerr $$99..3311 ppeerr hhoouurr
In FFirms wwith
19 oor FFewer
Employees

Employer-based coverage only 2,243,086 1,049,310 341,061 239,478 613,237
$666 $1,122 $637 $410 $0

Private nonemployer coverage only 394,991 178,907 37,311 19,382 159,391
$1,087 $2,044 $1,042 $1,274 $0

Government coverage only 573,678 229,240 85,033 60,070 199,335
$1,916 $3,765 $1,707 $1,512 $0

Employer-based coverage and
government coverage 154,621 89,416 8,420 9,151 47,634

$286 $405 $286 $612 $0
Private nonemployer coverage and
government coverage 68,319 23,995 7,902 3,704 32,718

$690 $1,611 $1,075 $0 $0
Uninsured 1,930,443 567,130 262,521 244,120 856,672

$1,321 $2,805 $2,006 $1,772 $0
Notes:  Author’s tabulation of the March 2003 CPS, Annual Social and Economic Survey. In each case, the number of
employees in the group is in the first cell, and the marginal cost per employee from the HIA mandate is in the second cell.
Costs use the CPS premium imputations for workers under $9.31 per hour and use CEHBS premium imputations for
workers under $10.36 per hour. Dollar amounts are rounded to nearest dollar.
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firms, and more than 567,000 uninsured work-

ers earn under $10.36 per hour at such firms.

Approximately 200,000 additional workers

under $9.31 per hour have government health

insurance at such firms, as do nearly 230,000

workers under $10.36 per hour.

The additional cost to employers to pro-

vide the mandated coverage to these workers

is likely to be high. Below each raw count of

low-wage workers is the average mandated

cost per worker (the employer cost presented

here assumes the employer’s share is 80 per-

cent of the total mandated cost). As can be

seen by these figures, the employer cost per

low-wage worker of the mandate is highest

for large firms. One pattern that clearly

emerges from these numbers is that unin-

sured workers and government-insured work-

ers entail the highest cost to business. In large

firms, the average cost of providing coverage

to low-wage uninsured workers is between

$2,438 and $2,805. The cost to a worker who

currently has government insurance is

between $2,637 and $3,765. Workers covered

by private coverage can be quite expensive,

too, with costs greater than $2,000 in large

firms. One other finding that comes out of this

table is that workers with current employer-

provided health insurance coverage are not

“free”—the average cost at a large firm for

such a worker is in the range of $1,200, while

the average cost from HIA in a medium firm

is in the range of $600 to $1,000. These costs

suggest that both the premium-sharing provi-

sions and the dependent provisions in the

HIA mandate are quite costly.

As suggested by the theoretical framework

and existing empirical evidence, one strong

possibility is that employers will try to pass

the HIA costs onto employees in the form of

lower wages. Table 9 examines the implica-

tions for tax revenue from such wage shift-

ing, assuming that wages fully adjust for all

workers (which is unrealistic, especially in

the short run).84

As in previous tables, results are presented

using both the CPS health insurance premiums

and the CEHBS premiums. Under these

assumptions, between $4.6 billion and $4.9 bil-

lion of tax revenue is lost to the federal and state

government.85 Of this, around half is a loss in

federal tax revenue. The loss to the state of

California is between $800 million and $860

million per year from these wage reductions.

The loss in payroll tax collections is more than

$1 billion. The effects on the earned income tax

credit (EITC) are a more modest $136 million to

$147 million, but these losses mask the sub-

sidy/tax nature of the credit. To the extent that

EITC recipients have their wages reduced in the

phase-out range, government tax revenue goes

down. But to the extent that the recipients have

their wages reduced in the phase-in range, the

government pays less in subsidy, so government

revenue goes up. The negative numbers in the

last column for some groups reflect this second

effect being stronger.

Although the previous literature on man-

dated benefits does provide guidance on the

possibility of wage shifting, such wage shift-

ing is unlikely for those near the minimum

wage. Table 10 recalculates the tax-loss num-
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bers, excluding approximately 1.4 million work-

ers for whom full wage shifting is not possible.86

These workers have actual mandated costs from

HIA that would preclude such shifting. The

results from Table 10 suggest much the same

story in terms of revenue loss, with the state of

California losing anywhere between $665 mil-

lion and $696 million in tax revenue, while the

total tax revenue loss is around $3.6 billion.

Employers of low-wage workers, however, will

be unable to shift the full burden of HIA costs

to their employees. The estimates above show

that wage shifting is constrained for approxi-

mately 1.4 million employees due to the current

TTaaxx lloosssseess dduuee ttoo wwaaggee sshhiiffttiinngg ffoorr aallll CCaalliiffoorrnniiaa wwoorrkkeerrss bbaasseedd oonn tthhee 22000033 CCPPSSTTaabbllee 99

Employer-based coverage
only 11,477,030 $2,430,349,476 $468,638,123 $1,378,748,468 $533,152,873 $49,810,011
Private nonemployer
coverage only 1,128,779 $274,012,412 $46,387,533 $155,685,128 $71,434,186 $505,566
Government coverage
only 945,238 $386,140,149 $57,118,860 $181,689,158 $136,410,878 $10,921,251
Employer-based coverage
and government coverage 599,843 $123,749,806 $23,209,636 $69,032,104 $28,265,682 $3,242,381
Private nonemployer
coverage and government
coverage 140,279 $11,940,988 $1,889,206 $7,009,749 $6,008,711 –$2,966,678
Uninsured 3,592,569 $1,377,657,236 $203,716,948 $683,649,175 $415,970,523 $74,320,589
TOTAL 17,883,738 $4,603,850,066 $800,960,306 $2,475,813,783 $1,191,242,854 $135,833,120

TTyyppee ooff
CCoovveerraaggee

All
Employees California Federal

Social
Security aand

Medicare

CCPPSS pprreemmiiuumm ddaattaa

EITCCumulative

Employer-based coverage
only 11,477,030 $2,650,337,514 $527,490,485 $1,568,226,773 $522,289,933 $32,330,264
Private nonemployer
coverage only 1,128,779 $268,925,592 $45,305,140 $153,120,192 $70,433,126 $67,133
Government coverage
only 945,238 $466,738,637 $66,267,948 $214,477,366 $160,968,076 $25,025,251
Employer-based coverage
and government coverage 599,843 $117,375,761 $21,491,653 $65,867,476 $26,044,137 $3,972,496
Private nonemployer
coverage and government
coverage 140,279 $8,007,158 $1,625,993 $5,809,516 $5,440,893 –$4,869,243
Uninsured 3,592,569 $1,366,287,402 $198,648,301 $666,481,007 $411,130,435 $90,027,724
TOTAL 17,883,738 $4,877,672,062 $860,829,519 $2,673,982,330 $1,196,306,601 $146,553,624

Notes:  Author’s tabulation of the March 2003 CPS, Annual Social and Economic Survey. The cost figures assume that the state, federal,
Social Security and Medicare, and EITC marginal tax rates remain unchanged (e.g., the household does not move into another tax bracket)
100 percent wage shifting; and no disemployment for low-wage workers. Revenue losses include both the employer’s and employee’s con-
tributions for health insurance. Marginal tax rates imputed using CPS tax questions and information from the California Franchise Tax
Board (http://www.ftb.ca.gov/forms/02_forms/02_rate.pdf), the Social Security Administration (http://www.ssa.gov/pubs/10003.html),
and the Internal Revenue Service (http://www.unclefed.com/IRS-Forms/2002/p596.pdf). Household is assumed to be a nonitemizer.
Costs use the CPS or CEHBS premium imputations. Dollar amounts are rounded to nearest dollar.
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California minimum wage of $6.75 per hour.

Operating under this constraint, employers are

faced with a similar situation to an increase in

the wage floor. They must accept lower profits,

raise prices, or alter employment levels and skill

levels to respond to the increased costs.

In studying the effect on increases in man-

dated wage levels, Neumark (1995) found that

current employees were often displaced by

higher-skilled individuals attracted by higher

wages. Lang (1995) found wage hikes shift

“employment towards teenagers and stu-

dents… [T]he competition from [these] higher

quality workers makes low-skill workers worse

Tax llosses ddue tto wwage sshifting ffor nnondisplaced CCalifornia wworkers bbased oon
the 22003 CCPSTTaabbllee 1100

Employer-based coverage
only 11,052,713 $2,089,653,883 $414,197,668 $1,210,084,619 $427,263,676 $38,107,869
Private nonemployer 
coverage only 1,013,749 $176,043,292 $33,758,304 $103,859,974 $35,977,088 $2,447,923
Government coverage
only 743,993 $284,865,159 $45,319,726 $145,325,254 $66,668,878 $27,551,303
Employer-based coverage
and government coverage 579,057 $113,972,772 $22,047,652 $64,452,466 $25,129,946 $2,342,704
Private nonemployer 
coverage and government
coverage 126,585 $6,629,265 $1,202,476 $3,518,381 $1,908,409 $0
Uninsured 2,922,820 $899,957,731 $148,943,531 $472,918,355 $220,751,969 $57,343,890
TOTAL 16,438,917 $3,571,122,103 $665,469,357 $2,000,159,050 $777,699,966 $127,793,688

TTyyppee ooff
CCoovveerraaggee

High-WWage
Employees California Federal

Social
Security aand

Medicare

CCPPSS pprreemmiiuumm ddaattaa

EITCCumulative

Employer-based coverage
only 11,129,918 $2,246,327,421 $458,084,586 $1,354,934,403 $402,087,910 $31,220,471
Private nonemployer
coverage only 1,013,266 $167,023,961 $31,508,372 $98,236,095 $33,825,331 $3,454,162
Government coverage
only 725,780 $275,921,800 $45,314,413 $144,216,492 $64,749,119 $21,641,779
Employer-based coverage
and government coverage 591,793 $111,354,570 $20,698,934 $62,531,358 $24,151,785 $3,972,496
Private nonemployer
coverage and government
coverage 126,585 $5,494,180 $996,584 $2,915,952 $1,581,644 $0
Uninsured 2,911,932 $831,473,471 $139,759,280 $445,326,682 $204,478,072 $41,909,422
TOTAL 16,499,274 $3,637,595,403 $696,362,168 $2,108,160,981 $730,873,861 $102,198,330

Notes:  Author’s tabulation of the March 2003 CPS, Annual Social and Economic Survey. The cost figures assume that the state, fed-
eral, Social Security and Medicare, and EITC marginal tax rates remain unchanged (e.g., the household does not move into another
tax bracket) and 100 percent wage shifting. Calculations ignore workers who might lose their jobs as a result of the legislation.
Marginal tax rates imputed using CPS tax questions and information from the California Franchise Tax Board
(http://www.ftb.ca.gov/forms/02_forms/02_rate.pdf), the Social Security Administration (http://www.ssa.gov/pubs/10003.html),
and the Internal Revenue Service (http://www.unclefed.com/IRS-Forms/2002/p596.pdf). Costs use the CPS or CEHBS premium
imputations. Household is assumed to be a nonitemizer. Dollar amounts are rounded to nearest dollar.
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off.” Neumark and Wascher (2000) convinc-

ingly reevaluate Card and Krueger’s (1994)

study of minimum wages in New Jersey and,

using payroll data, find an employment elastic-

ity of –0.22. In a prominent survey of labor

economists, Fuchs, Krueger, and Poterba

(1998) find that the mean estimate of employ-

ment elasticity for teenagers is –0.21 and the

median is –0.10. All of these findings suggest

that in the absence of full wage shifting, there

is a strong possibility of layoffs as a result of

HIA, especially for low-skilled workers.

I next examine the possibility of job loss,

using the Neumark and Wascher (2000) elastic-

ity estimate of –0.22. To compute the employ-

ment loss, I considered several different scenar-

ios. The first scenario assumes no wage shifting

for any worker, while the second assumes full

wage shifting until the minimum wage and dis-

employment effects thereafter. That is, the sec-

ond scenario shifts as much of HIA to the

worker as possible in the form of lower wages,

and only to the extent that wages would have to

be shifted below the California minimum wage

of $6.75 would employment losses ensue. For

example, if the total mandated HIA cost were

$2,080 for a worker, then this would translate

into a $1.00 per hour shift in wages. If the work-

er earned $7.50 per hour, only 75 cents of this

mandate could be passed along in the form of

lower wage; the remaining 25 cents is analogous

to a minimum-wage increase (where the per-

centage change in wages is 25 cents divided by

$6.75, or 3.7 percent). In the second scenario,

I apply the Neumark and Wascher (2000)

employment elasticity to this percentage to

compute the employment losses. In all cases,

the HIA mandate was converted into an hourly

wage rate increase based on full-time/full-year

work, which leads to the smallest possible dis-

employment effect. In other words, the per-

centage increase in the wage floor would be

larger using actual hours of work.

Focusing on the 1.4 million workers where

the wage floor would increase after wage shift-

ing occurred, the wage floor increase for the

mean (and median) worker is approximately

21 percent using CPS premiums. Ten percent

of workers would experience an increase in

the wage floor of 42 percent or more. The

results are similar using CEHBS premiums.

Table 11 shows the disemployment results,

using both sets of health premium data. When

wage shifting is possible, approximately 70,000

workers will lose their jobs as a result of HIA,

nearly 25 percent of whom already had employer-

provided health insurance. More than 32,000 of

these workers were uninsured, meaning that in

addition to not receiving health insurance, now

they also lose their jobs. Around 11,500 workers

with government insurance lose their jobs, mean-

ing they continue to keep this insurance instead

of being transferred to employer insurance.

When wage shifting is not possible (as is likely in

the short run), the results are even more dramat-

ic. Around 150,000 workers lose their jobs, with

roughly equal numbers coming from the unin-

sured and covered by employers.

66dd.. OOtthheerr llaabboorr mmaarrkkeett aaddjjuussttmmeennttss
The employment loss analysis using the supply

and demand framework above likely understates
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the job loss. HIA creates employment notches for

hiring the 20th, 50th, and 200th employee. Using

the median CEHBS premiums for 2003, for

example, a firm that was previously offering sin-

gle coverage could face a marginal cost to its

health care bill of approximately $850,000 for hir-

ing the 200th employee, because it would have to

offer all of its employees family coverage if they

qualified. Similarly, hiring the 20th employee

entails a marginal cost to its health care bill of

nearly $40,000, while hiring the 50th employee

entails a marginal cost of nearly $26,000 due to

the loss of the tax credit. Understanding how

employers respond to such notches is clearly

important in gauging the employment losses, but

there is no convincing evidence on this.87 HIA

Employment llosses ffor CCalifornia wworkers, bbased oon tthe 22003 CCPSTTaabbllee 1111

Employer-based coverage only 59,071 16,852 54,138 17,578

Private nonemployer coverage only 10,019 5,352 9,824 5,491

Government coverage only 20,367 11,570 24,179 15,134

Employer-based coverage and
government coverage 2,808 360 2,461 262

Private nonemployer coverage and
government coverage 1,032 732 939 684

Uninsured 60,785 32,655 59,941 33,199

TTOOTTAALL 115544,,008822 6677,,552211 115511,,448822 7722,,334488

TTyyppee ooff 
CCoovveerraaggee NNoo WWaaggee

SShhiiffttiinngg
110000%% WWaaggee

SShhiiffttiinngg WWhheenn
PPoossssiibbllee

NNoo WWaaggee
SShhiiffttiinngg

110000%% WWaaggee
SShhiiffttiinngg WWhheenn

PPoossssiibbllee

CEHBS PPremiumsCPS PPremiums

Wage under $7.00 53,714 53,379 52,976 52,652

Wage between $7.00 and $7.50 10,554 8,063 11,262 9,227

Wage between $7.50 and $8.00 8,499 3,779 7,331 3,619

Wage between $8.00 and $8.50 5,363 1,148 4,513 1,130

Wage between $8.50 and $9.00 5,790 890 5,805 2,091

Wage between $9.00 and $9.50 4,996 260 4,878 1,212

Wage between $9.50 and $10.00 8,897 2 8,947 1,899

Wage between $10.00 and $10.50 4,080 0 3,837 471

Wage over $11.00 52,189 0 51,933 47

TTOOTTAALL 115544,,008822 6677,,552211 115511,,448822 7722,,334488
Notes:  Author’s tabulation of the March 2003 CPS, Annual Social and Economic Survey.  Costs use the CPS and CEHBS
premium imputations.  Number in each cell is the number of job losses in absolute terms.

WWaaggee
CCaatteeggoorryy NNoo WWaaggee

SShhiiffttiinngg
110000%% WWaaggee

SShhiiffttiinngg WWhheenn
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110000%% WWaaggee
SShhiiffttiinngg WWhheenn

PPoossssiibbllee

CEHBS PPremiumsCPS PPremiums
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also creates the potential for an hours notch,

where employers limit workers to fewer than 23

hours per week. Although the legislation specifi-

cally outlaws reducing hours, it is likely that

through attrition and new hiring, the same sort of

outcome could be achieved. Evidence from

Thurston (1997) finds that a similar hours notch

in Hawaii did affect the work patterns of employ-

ees. The legal uncertainty that surrounds such

adjustments potentially raises the marginal cost of

doing such actions, shifting employer behavior to

the legal wage-shifting and layoff behavior dis-

cussed earlier.

66ee.. RReevviisseedd ccoosstt eessttiimmaatteess aanndd 
cchhaarraacctteerriissttiiccss ooff wwoorrkkeerrss

The disemployment effects computed in Table

11 potentially lead to the worker being worse off

but saving the employer money. This cost sav-

ings is substantial but affects only the overall

employer costs by a modest amount. For exam-

ple, when the largest number of workers lose

their jobs (when wage shifting is not possible)

the cost savings varies between $483,634,933

and $649,412,060; thus, the range of HIA costs

varies between $12.4 billion and $12.6 billion.

One question that arises in light of these

employer responses relates to what kinds of

characteristics these newly unemployed work-

ers possess. Table 12 compares the laid-off

workers with all workers in California.

First, these workers have much lower family

income than the typical worker. Average family

income for a California worker in 2002 was

approximately $73,000; for workers displaced

when there is no wage shifting, family income is

around $50,000. For the smaller group of work-

ers who lose their jobs when wage shifting is

possible, family income is much lower, approxi-

mately $38,000. This group of roughly 70,000

displaced workers has much lower wages and is

considerably younger than the typical California

worker. They are modestly less likely to be mar-

ried, male, or a veteran. In terms of educational

attainment, members of this group are far more

likely to be high school dropouts or high school

graduates. They are also much more likely to be

of Hispanic origin. The basic conclusion is that

those who suffer the most under HIA—workers

who lose their jobs—are already extremely disad-

vantaged in the labor market.

7. CConclusions aand EExtensions

This study finds a much larger cost estimate

than other existing studies, including studies

touted by opponents of Proposition 72. All of

these studies have failed to take account of the

full extent of HIA on employers’ costs. The

cost to employers of the legislation is expected

to be in the neighborhood of $13 billion;

much of this represents shifting of responsibil-

ity of paying for health care from other groups

to employers. The cost of HIA is nearly $6,500

per newly insured individual, because nearly

two-thirds of the costs associated with this bill

involve individuals who already have health

insurance. The likely employer responses

include wage shifting and layoffs.

A number of factors were not addressed in

this study, in part because of the considerable

ambiguity still surrounding the implementation
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of HIA. The most important is the question of

whether firms will “pay or play.” Baker et al.

(2004) provide an interesting discussion about

some of the issues surrounding this decision.

One key issue is the extent to which firms with

higher expected health costs (e.g., those with

older or unhealthier workers) opt in to the

state’s plan, and whether the fees associated

with participation in the plan are experience

rated, as are taxes for various social insurance

Average ccharacteristics oof ddisplaced wworkersTTaabbllee 1122

Total family income $73,419.70 $49,944.52 $37,257.70 $52,157.57 $39,042.76

Wage rate $21.36 $10.88 $6.94 $11.40 $7.10

Age 39.6 35.1 33.0 35.3 33.2

Married 55% 50% 43% 59% 52%

Male 55% 52% 50% 51% 48%

Veteran 7% 4% 3% 5% 3%

High school dropout 17% 27% 40% 29% 41%

High school diploma 23% 28% 27% 28% 28%

Non-white 21% 23% 20% 24% 22%

Hispanic 30% 44% 53% 46% 54%

Homeowner 60% 46% 40% 48% 41%

Telephone available 98% 97% 97% 97% 97%

Uninsured 20% 39% 48% 40% 46%

Private insurance 75% 47% 35% 44% 33%

Any employer insurance 68% 40% 25% 37% 25%

Employer insurance,
own name 53% 21% 10% 15% 6%

Direct purchase of insurance 8% 7% 8% 7% 9%

Any government insurance 9% 16% 19% 18% 22%

Medicaid 4% 10% 15% 11% 17%

Medicare 3% 1% 1% 1% 1%

Champus 3% 5% 3% 6% 5%

Weighted sample size 17,883,738 154,082 67,521 151,482 72,348

Unweighted sample size 8,155 2,713 709 2,432 685

Notes:  Author’s tabulation of the March 2003 CPS, Annual Social and Economic Survey.  All summary statistics are
based on weighted data.

No WWage
Shifting

100% WWage
Shifting WWhen

Possible

No WWage
Shifting

100% WWage
Shifting WWhen

Possible

CEHBS PPremiumsCPS PPremiums

All WWorkers
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programs. Ultimately, the decision to opt in to

state-run health care would boil down to com-

paring the difference in costs and benefits of

the state-run and private health care plans,

along with any other adjustments to the

employee’s compensation package. In cases

when the firm’s profitability and employees’

total compensation could both be increased

(e.g., for firms with high expected health care

costs), then the decision to “pay” rather than

“play” seems quite likely.

A final question is this: If HIA is the wrong

direction for health care reform, what is the

right direction? The goal of any health care

reform should be to reduce the number of unin-

sured people in a cost-effective way. One possi-

bility, though certainly not the only one, is an

aggressive Medi-Cal outreach program in

California. In Yelowitz (2003), I estimated, using

CPS data, that virtually all uninsured children in

California were eligible for some sort of govern-

ment health insurance program. Along the same

lines, Brown et al., 2002 (p. 48) estimate, using

CHIS data, that 355,000 uninsured children are

eligible but not participating in Medi-Cal, and

another 301,000 are eligible for Healthy

Families. In addition, they find that 413,000

uninsured parents are eligible but not participat-

ing in Medi-Cal, and another 52,000 nonelderly

adults are eligible for Medi-Cal. Thus, more than

1.1 million Californians would be eligible for

these government programs. The number of

nonparticipating eligibles for government pro-

grams in Brown et al. (2002) is larger than the

number of Californians that Brown et al. (2003)

estimate would gain coverage under the fully

phased in HIA. If the state of California had an

aggressive outreach campaign, this campaign

could produce much more bang per buck than

HIA, because the federal government would

absorb half of the Medicaid costs through the

match rate, and the employment loss that would

take place would be minimal.88
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Groupings uused iin ddetailed CCPS ccost aanalysisAAppppeennddiixx TTaabbllee 11

1 Employer-based coverage in own name, Not-in-universe (NIU) Plan 167,167
2 Employer-based coverage in own name, Employer Pays All 2,509,289
3 Employer-based coverage in own name, Employer Pays Some 6,289,498
4 Employer-based coverage in own name, Employer Pays None 435,074
5 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Covered under 0 plans, NIU 259,764
6 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Covered under 1 plan, NIU Plan 187,241
7 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Covered under 1 plan, Employer Pays All 1,833,584
8 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Covered under 1 plan, Employer Pays Some 5,634,015
9 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Covered under 1 plan, Employer Pays None 259,476

10 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Covered under 2 plans, NIU Plan 17,882
11 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Covered under 2 plans, Employer Pays All 162,189
12 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Covered under 2 plans, Employer Pays Some 260,895
13 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Covered under 2 plans, Employer Pays None 4,365
14 Private nonemployer coverage 2,038,819
15 Medicaid only 3,413,518
16 Medicare only 1,179,981
17 Champus only 406,217
18 Medicaid/Medicare 734,378
19 Champus/Medicare 106,470
20 Champus/Medicaid 17,126
21 Champus/Medicaid/Medicare 12,493
22 Employer-based coverage in own name, Medicare, Employer Pays All 242,018
23 Employer-based coverage in own name, Medicare, Employer Pays Some 396,789
24 Employer-based coverage in own name, Medicare, Employer Pays None 66,676
25 Employer-based coverage in own name, Medicaid, Employer Pays All 33,636
26 Employer-based coverage in own name, Medicaid, Employer Pays Some 72,229
27 Employer-based coverage in own name, Medicaid, Employer Pays None 7,422
28 Employer-based coverage in own name, Champus, Employer Pays All 86,203
29 Employer-based coverage in own name, Champus, Employer Pays Some 99,299
30 Employer-based coverage in own name, Champus, Employer Pays None 15,134
31 Employer-based coverage in own name, Medicare, Medicaid, Employer Pays All 19,497
32 Employer-based coverage in own name, Medicare, Medicaid, Employer Pays Some 20,925
33 Employer-based coverage in own name, Medicare, Medicaid, Employer Pays None 1,774
34 Employer-based coverage in own name, Champus, Medicaid, Employer Pays All 2,377
35 Employer-based coverage in own name, Champus, Medicaid, Employer Pays Some 4,721
36 Employer-based coverage in own name, Champus, Medicaid, Employer Pays None 0
37 Employer-based coverage in own name, Champus, Medicare, Employer Pays All 8,796
38 Employer-based coverage in own name, Champus, Medicare, Employer Pays Some 19,322
39 Employer-based coverage in own name, Champus, Medicare, Employer Pays None 1,064
40 Employer-based coverage in own name, Medicare, Medicaid, Champus, Employer Pays All 3,465
41 Employer-based coverage in own name, Medicare, Medicaid, Champus, Employer Pays Some 0
42 Employer-based coverage in own name, Medicare, Medicaid, Champus, Employer Pays None 0
43 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Medicare, Covered under 0 plans, NIU 8,973
44 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Medicare, Covered under 1 plan, NIU Plan 0
45 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Medicare, Covered under 1 plan, Employer Pays All 77,398
46 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Medicare, Covered under 1 plan, Employer Pays Some 118,545
47 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Medicare, Covered under 1 plan, Employer Pays None 17,898
48 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Medicare, Covered under 2 plans, NIU Plan 0
49 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Medicare, Covered under 2 plans, Employer Pays All 0
50 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Medicare, Covered under 2 plans, Employer Pays Some 0
51 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Medicare, Covered under 2 plans, Employer Pays None 0
52 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Medicaid, Covered under 0 plans, NIU 39,573
53 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Medicaid, Covered under 1 plan, NIU Plan 10,773
54 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Medicaid, Covered under 1 plan, Employer Pays All 86,299
55 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Medicaid, Covered under 1 plan, Employer Pays Some 250,168
56 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Medicaid, Covered under 1 plan, Employer Pays None 15,226
57 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Medicaid, Covered under 2 plans, NIU Plan 2,735

Code Label Population

Continued on next page

Appendix
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Groupings uused iin ddetailed CCPS ccost aanalysisAAppppeennddiixx TTaabbllee 11,, ccoonntt..

58 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Medicaid, Covered under 2 plans, Employer Pays All 2,981
59 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Medicaid, Covered under 2 plans, Employer Pays Some 16,709
60 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Medicaid, Covered under 2 plans, Employer Pays None 0
61 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Champus, Covered under 0 plans, NIU 0
62 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Champus, Covered under 1 plan, NIU Plan 1,525
63 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Champus, Covered under 1 plan, Employer Pays All 55,393
64 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Champus, Covered under 1 plan, Employer Pays Some 83,336
65 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Champus, Covered under 1 plan, Employer Pays None 6,847
66 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Champus, Covered under 2 plans, NIU Plan 0
67 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Champus, Covered under 2 plans, Employer Pays All 9,440
68 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Champus, Covered under 2 plans, Employer Pays Some 10,271
69 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Champus, Covered under 2 plans, Employer Pays None 0
70 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Medicare, Medicaid, Covered under 0 plans, NIU 0
71 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Medicare, Medicaid, Covered under 1 plan, NIU Plan 0
72 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Medicare, Medicaid, Covered under 1 plan, Employer Pays All 2,219
73 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Medicare, Medicaid, Covered under 1 plan, Employer Pays Some 21,616
74 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Medicare, Medicaid, Covered under 1 plan, Employer Pays None 0
75 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Medicare, Medicaid, Covered under 2 plans, NIU Plan 0
76 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Medicare, Medicaid, Covered under 2 plans, Employer Pays All 0
77 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Medicare, Medicaid, Covered under 2 plans, Employer Pays Some 1,563
78 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Medicare, Medicaid, Covered under 2 plans, Employer Pays None 0
79 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Champus, Medicaid, Covered under 0 plans, NIU 0
80 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Champus, Medicaid, Covered under 1 plan, NIU Plan 0
81 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Champus, Medicaid, Covered under 1 plan, Employer Pays All 12,456
82 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Champus, Medicaid, Covered under 1 plan, Employer Pays Some 6,290
83 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Champus, Medicaid, Covered under 1 plan, Employer Pays None 0
84 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Champus, Medicaid, Covered under 2 plans, NIU Plan 0
85 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Champus, Medicaid, Covered under 2 plans, Employer Pays All 0
86 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Champus, Medicaid, Covered under 2 plans, Employer Pays Some 0
87 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Champus, Medicaid, Covered under 2 plans, Employer Pays None 0
88 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Champus, Medicare, Covered under 0 plans, NIU 0
89 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Champus, Medicare, Covered under 1 plan, NIU Plan 0
90 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Champus, Medicare, Covered under 1 plan, Employer Pays All 0
91 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Champus, Medicare, Covered under 1 plan, Employer Pays Some 11,994
92 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Champus, Medicare, Covered under 1 plan, Employer Pays None 0
93 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Champus, Medicare, Covered under 2 plans, NIU Plan 0
94 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Champus, Medicare, Covered under 2 plans, Employer Pays All 0
95 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Champus, Medicare, Covered under 2 plans, Employer Pays Some 0
96 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Champus, Medicare, Covered under 2 plans, Employer Pays None 0
97 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Medicare, Medicaid, Champus, Covered under 0 plans, NIU 0
98 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Medicare, Medicaid, Champus, Covered under 1 plan, NIU Plan 0
99 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Medicare, Medicaid, Champus, Covered under 1 plan, Employer Pays All 3,125

100 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Medicare, Medicaid, Champus, Covered under 1 plan, Employer Pays Some 0
101 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Medicare, Medicaid, Champus, Covered under 1 plan, Employer Pays None 0
102 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Medicare, Medicaid, Champus, Covered under 2 plans, NIU Plan 0
103 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Medicare, Medicaid, Champus, Covered under 2 plans, Employer Pays All 0
104 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Medicare, Medicaid, Champus, Covered under 2 plans, Employer Pays Some 0
105 Employer-based coverage in other’s name, Medicare, Medicaid, Champus, Covered under 2 plans, Employer Pays None 0
106 Private nonemployer coverage/Medicare 635,537
107 Private nonemployer coverage/Medicaid 122,782
108 Private nonemployer coverage/Champus 24,911
109 Private nonemployer coverage/Medicare/Medicaid 35,738
110 Private nonemployer coverage/Champus/Medicaid 8,973
111 Private nonemployer coverage/Champus/Medicare 27,181
112 Private nonemployer coverage/Medicare/Medicaid/Champus 1,928
113 Uninsured 6,397,810

Code Label Population
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Groupings uused iin ddetailed CCPS ccost aanalysisAAppppeennddiixx TTaabbllee 22

1 167,167 100,901 93,406 112,909 109,915
2 2,509,289 1,695,946 1,569,128 1,883,684 1,778,975
3 6,289,498 4,919,148 4,716,260 5,324,870 5,179,813
4 435,074 278,575 242,604 289,471 257,361
5 259,764 97,385 22,434 97,385 22,434
6 187,241 64,219 27,013 66,797 29,591
7 1,833,584 1,020,050 208,304 1,043,185 250,265
8 5,634,015 4,101,004 621,857 4,129,337 720,021
9 259,476 156,644 36,247 158,758 38,361

10 17,882 13,613 0 13,613 0
11 162,189 135,036 4,111 135,036 4,111
12 260,895 203,334 13,168 203,334 13,168
13 4,365 1,919 0 1,919 0
14 2,038,819 320,392 215,548 360,326 258,180
15 3,413,518 645,826 184,188 700,201 240,580
16 1,179,981 63,523 25,721 67,061 29,259
17 406,217 290,518 129,762 290,518 134,207
18 734,378 19,710 7,928 19,710 7,928
19 106,470 7,834 3,077 7,834 3,077
20 17,126 2,468 0 2,468 0
21 12,493 0 0 0 0
22 242,018 31,964 21,834 34,367 24,237
23 396,789 69,135 57,572 74,330 62,767
24 66,676 6,014 3,873 6,014 3,873
25 33,636 21,209 18,527 25,133 22,451
26 72,229 57,348 50,838 58,610 53,242
27 7,422 1,763 0 1,763 0
28 86,203 67,007 60,766 69,792 63,551
29 99,299 71,211 68,950 71,211 68,950
30 15,134 8,245 8,245 10,636 10,636
31 19,497 0 0 0 0
32 20,925 5,442 5,442 5,442 5,442
33 1,774 0 0 0 0
34 2,377 2,377 2,377 2,377 2,377
35 4,721 4,721 4,721 4,721 4,721
36 0 0 0 0 0
37 8,796 1,680 1,680 1,680 1,680
38 19,322 4,337 4,337 4,337 4,337
39 1,064 0 0 0 0
40 3,465 0 0 0 0
41 0 0 0 0 0
42 0 0 0 0 0
43 8,973 0 0 0 0
44 0 0 0 0 0
45 77,398 15,371 0 15,371 0
46 118,545 46,005 2,379 46,005 2,379
47 17,898 8,358 2,141 8,358 2,141
48 0 0 0 0 0
49 0 0 0 0 0
50 0 0 0 0 0
51 0 0 0 0 0
52 39,573 17,414 0 17,414 0
53 10,773 0 0 0 0
54 86,299 50,542 5,009 50,542 5,009
55 250,168 147,828 8,074 149,572 12,986
56 15,226 6,714 0 6,714 0
57 2,735 2,735 0 2,735 0

Code Workers OOnly

Continued on next page

Workers &&
DependentsWorkers OOnlyWorkers &&

DependentsPopulation

Firms wwith 550 oor mmore eemployees Firms wwith 220 oor mmore eemployees
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Groupings uused iin ddetailed CCPS ccost aanalysisAAppppeennddiixx TTaabbllee 22,, ccoonntt..

58 2,981 2,981 0 2,981 0
59 16,709 11,829 0 11,829 0
60 0 0 0 0 0
61 0 0 0 0 0
62 1,525 1,525 0 1,525 0
63 55,393 46,499 6,932 46,499 12,325
64 83,336 69,398 24,420 69,398 24,420
65 6,847 4,510 2,327 4,510 4,510
66 0 0 0 0 0
67 9,440 9,440 0 9,440 0
68 10,271 2,171 2,171 2,171 2,171
69 0 0 0 0 0
70 0 0 0 0 0
71 0 0 0 0 0
72 2,219 0 0 0 0
73 21,616 16,524 0 16,524 0
74 0 0 0 0 0
75 0 0 0 0 0
76 0 0 0 0 0
77 1,563 1,563 0 1,563 0
78 0 0 0 0 0
79 0 0 0 0 0
80 0 0 0 0 0
81 12,456 8,762 0 8,762 0
82 6,290 6,290 0 6,290 0
83 0 0 0 0 0
84 0 0 0 0 0
85 0 0 0 0 0
86 0 0 0 0 0
87 0 0 0 0 0
88 0 0 0 0 0
89 0 0 0 0 0
90 0 0 0 0 0
91 11,994 2,791 2,791 2,791 2,791
92 0 0 0 0 0
93 0 0 0 0 0
94 0 0 0 0 0
95 0 0 0 0 0
96 0 0 0 0 0
97 0 0 0 0 0
98 0 0 0 0 0
99 3,125 1,717 0 1,717 0

100 0 0 0 0 0
101 0 0 0 0 0
102 0 0 0 0 0
103 0 0 0 0 0
104 0 0 0 0 0
105 0 0 0 0 0
106 635,537 12,416 6,313 12,416 6,313
107 122,782 28,340 10,766 28,340 10,766
108 24,911 18,179 1,594 20,567 3,982
109 35,738 0 0 0 0
110 8,973 0 0 0 0
111 27,181 0 0 0 0
112 1,928 0 0 0 0
113 6,397,810 1,643,479 1,115,586 1,983,420 1,472,089

Code Workers OOnly
Workers &&

DependentsWorkers OOnlyWorkers &&
DependentsPopulation

Firms wwith 550 oor mmore eemployees Firms wwith 220 oor mmore eemployees
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AAppppeennddiixx 11:: TTeecchhnniiccaall aassssuummppttiioonnss uusseedd ttoo iimmppuuttee HHIIAA eelliiggiibbiilliittyy
HIA clearly delineates different requirements based on whether a firm has 20 to 49

California employees, 50 to 199 employees, or 200 or more California employees. The

CPS, like most household surveys, asks respondents about firm size only in ranges, not

the exact firm size. The CPS question is worded as, “Counting all locations where this

employer operates, what is the total number of persons who work for ...’s employer?”

where firm size can range from 1 to 9 employees, 10 to 24 employees, 25 to 99 employ-

ees, 100 to 499 employees, 500 to 999 employees, and 1,000 or more employees.89

These groupings are shown in the first column of Appendix Table 3.

It is clear that workers who answer “1 to 9” can be classified as ineligible for HIA,

and that those who answer “500 to 999” or “1,000 or more” can be classified as eligible

for the HIA family mandate. The other three groups include a mix of workers who qual-

Imputing tthe HHIA mmandate tto tthe CCPS uusing rrespondents’ aanswers
to qquestions oon ffirm ssize, iindustry, aand ccounty oof rresidenceAAppppeennddiixx TTaabbllee 33

(1)
CPS FFirm SSize

(6)
Additional CCPS

Information
Needed

(5)
Will CCBP CChange
the IImputation?

(4)
County BBusiness
Pattern RRelevant

Cutoffs

(3)
Imputation
Assumption

(2)
Initial HHIA

Imputation

(7)
Imputation
Assumption

0. Not in
universe

None None N/A No None None

1. Under 10 None None No None None# firms 1–4
employees,
# firms 5–9
employees

2. 10–24 None, or taxpayer
subsidized

Uniform in firms
or employment

Yes INDUSTRY, GECO,
HG-MSAC

See equations 1a
and 1b below

# firms 10–19
employees,
# firms 20–49
employees

3. 25–99 Taxpayer 
subsidized or 
single

Uniform in firms
or employment

Yes INDUSTRY, GECO,
HG-MSAC

See equations 2a
and 2b below

# firms 20–49
employees,
# firms 50–99
employees

4. 100–499 Single or family Uniform in firms
or employment

Yes INDUSTRY, GECO,
HG-MSAC

See equations 3a
and 3b below

# firms 100–249
employees,
# firms 250–499
employees

5. 500–999 Family None No None None# firms 500–999
employees

6. 1,000+ Family None No None None# firms 1,000+
employees

Notes: The CPS firm-size question, NOEMP, is worded as, “Counting all locations where this employer operates, what is the total number
of persons who work for ...’s employer?” The six categories are given in column (1). The CPS industry question, INDUSTRY, gives the
industry of the longest job at a four-digit level that is then converted into a NAICS code.

Appendices
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ify for different entitlements under HIA. Some in the “10 to 24” category will qualify for

the single mandate if the state of California offers a 20 percent tax credit to businesses

with between 20 and 49 employees. The same is true for some of the workers in the

“25 to 99” category, while other workers in this group will qualify for the HIA single

mandate. In the “100 to 499” grouping, some workers will qualify for the HIA single

mandate and others for the family mandate. These classifications are shown in the sec-

ond column of Appendix Table 3.

Without any additional information, a researcher would have several options for these

other three groupings. One option would be to be extremely conservative (liberal) by

assuming that all firms in a certain grouping, such as the 25 to 99 group, are at the low-

est (highest) end of the scale, but this would clearly understate (overstate) the costs of

HIA. This conservative (liberal) assumption would say, for example, that all firms had

25 (99) employees, and the employees were therefore eligible for the single coverage

with a state tax credit (single coverage alone), and would systematically understate (over-

state) the cost of the mandate. A second option would be to assume that either firms

or employees are distributed uniformly across the distribution within a firm-size group-

ing, an assumption listed in the third column of Appendix Table 3. For example, there

are 75 separate groupings in the “25 to 99” category. If firms are distributed uniformly

across this category, then the likelihood of an employee falling into the 25 to 49 group

(and thus, eligible for single coverage with the state tax credit) would be only 19.9 per-

cent.90 This is because large firms have more employees and therefore contribute more

to the probability. If employees are distributed uniformly across this category, then the

likelihood of an employee falling into the 25 to 49 group would be much higher,

33.3 percent. For the distribution to be uniform in employment, there must be, for exam-

ple, three times as many 25-employee firms as there are 75-employee firms.

The options listed above appear to be the most relevant ones without additional data

sources. The intuition for using the 2001 CBP data is to avoid ad-hoc assumptions about

the distribution of employers or employees. The CBP, for example, provides information by

county and industry for the number of firms with 1 to 4 employees, 5 to 9 employees,

10 to 19 employees, 20 to 49 employees, 50 to 99 employees, 100 to 249 employees, 250

to 499 employees, 500 to 999 employees, and 1,000 or more employees. Assume that a CPS

respondent reports working at a firm with “25 to 99” workers, living in Los Angeles County,

and being employed in the “Food Services and Drinking Places” industry (NAICS code

722). In this case, the CBP groupings of “20 to 49 employees” and “50 to 99 employees”

can shed additional light on the HIA mandate. For purposes of illustration, assume that the

CBP reported zero firms in Los Angeles County in this industry in the “20 to 49” group,
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and a positive number in the “50 to 99” group. In this case, using the CBP data in con-

junction with the CPS data would generate a 100 percent probability of being affected by

the HIA mandate with “single coverage” and a 0 percent probability of being affected by

“single coverage with subsidy.” On the other extreme (again, for purposes of illustration),

assume that the CBP reported zero firms in the “50 to 99 employees” category and a pos-

itive number in the “20 to 49 employees” category. Now, using the CBP in conjunction with

the CPS data would generate a 100 percent probability of “single coverage with credit” and

a 0 percent probability of “single coverage.”

Clearly, both of those extremes are not likely to occur very often in the CBP data, so

how does one incorporate the CBP data with the CPS data in other situations? The prob-

ability will depend on the number of firms in the CBP categories (e.g., “20 to 49 employ-

ees” and “50 to 99 employees”) and average firm size for firms in each of the two cat-

egories. These numbers are used to compute covered employment and total employ-

ment. In addition, because the CBP actually groups firms into “20 to 49” employees

rather than using the CPS cutoff of 25 employees, another adjustment will need to be

made. Otherwise, some smaller firms with between 20 and 24 employees will inappro-

priately downweight the probability of single coverage from HIA.

The goal is to use this information to figure out the expected number of employees in

the “50 to 99” grouping and the expected number of employees in the “25 to 49” group-

ing. By doing so, dividing the employment count in the “50 to 99” grouping by the total

employment count in the “25 to 99” grouping gives us the probability that a CPS respon-

dent will receive single coverage from HIA. This expression is computed as follows:

where Pr(SING25–99,c,i) is the estimated probability that a CPS respondent who reports

being employed in a firm with 25 to 99 employees in county c and industry i is actually in

a firm large enough to receive single coverage under the HIA mandate (as opposed to sin-

gle coverage with the tax credit). The variables FIRM20–49,c,i and FIRM50–99,c,i are the

number of firms in each grouping (“20 to 49” and “50 to 99”) in county c and industry i

and come directly from the CBP data. The variables EMP20–49 and EMP50–99 are esti-

mates of firm size within each grouping (based on all industries and counties; the compu-

tation is discussed below). Finally, the product (EMP20–49*FIRM20–49,c,i) gives the total

employment in firms with 20 to 49 employees, but the denominator needs employment in

,
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firms with 25 to 49 employees. The variable PR25–49|20–49 (also discussed below) is the

probability  that an employee who works in a firm with a firm size of 20 to 49 employees

is actually working in a firm with 25 to 49 employees.

Return to the example of a CPS respondent who reports working at a firm with

“25 to 99” workers, living in Los Angeles county, and being employed in the “Food

Services and Drinking Places” industry. The 2001 CBP for Los Angeles County reveals a

total of 15,187 “Food Services and Drinking Places.” Of those, 3,000 establishments have

between 20 and 49 employees, and 883 have between 50 and 99 employees. Moreover,

for purposes of illustration, assume that the average firm size is 30 employees for firms

with 20 to 49 employees and is 70 employees for firms with 50 and 99 employees.

Finally, assume that the probability of an employee being in a firm with 25 to 49 employ-

ees, conditional on being in a firm with 20 to 49 employees, is 88 percent. The total

number of people employed in firms with 50 to 99 employees is therefore 61,810 work-

ers (883 establishments*70 employees). The total number employed in firms with 20 to

49 employees is 90,000 workers (3,000 establishments*30 employees). We derive the

number who work in firms with 25 to 49 employees as 79,200 workers (88 per-

cent*3,000 establishments*30 employees). As a consequence, 10,800 workers are in

firms size 20 to 24. The total number of workers in firms size 25 to 99 is therefore

141,010 (61,810 + 79,200). The probability of receiving single coverage for the CPS

respondent is therefore 43.8 percent (61,810/141,010). Thus, the probability of such a

CPS respondent receiving single coverage with a credit is 56.2 percent.

The above illustration provides general guidance on how HIA coverage was imputed

to CPS workers, but there are many additional details of the calculations that will be

filled in below. Before filling in those details, I first show the methodology used to com-

pute HIA eligibility for all of the groups in the analysis. Returning to Appendix Table 3,

only three groups offer any sort of ambiguity in the CPS.

The following probabilities (analogous to the equation above) are used in the analysis.

For CPS respondents reporting a firm size of “10 to 24 employees,” the following expres-

sions are used to compute the probability of receiving no coverage under HIA or single

credit coverage:

(1a) 

(1b)
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For CPS respondents reporting a firm size of “25 to 99 employees,” the following

expressions are used to compute the probability of receiving single-credit coverage or sin-

gle coverage under HIA:

(2a)

(2b)

Finally, for CPS respondents reporting a firm size of “100 to 499 employees,” the fol-

lowing expressions are used to compute the probability of receiving family coverage or

single coverage under HIA:

(3a)

(3b)

In equations (1a), (2a), and (3a), EMP10–19, EMP20–49, EMP50–99, EMP100–249, and

EMP250–499 are the median estimates of employment size within that category, based on a model

derived from the 2001 CBP and discussed later. The variables FIRM10–19, FIRM20–49, FIRM50–99,

FIRM100–249, and FIRM250–499 are raw CBP counts of the number of firms in each employee-

size grouping, based on the CPS respondent’s county c and industry i. Finally, PR25–49|20–49 and

PR200–249|100–249 are the estimated probabilities that an employee in the 20 to 49 (100 to 249)

grouping is actually in the 25 to 49 (200 to 249) category. Note that in equation (1a), by using

1–PR25–49|20–49=PR20–24|20–49, we are computing the number of employees in the CBP firms

size 20 to 49 who are actually in firms size 20 to 24 employees. As discussed later, PR25–49|20–49
and PR200–249|100–249 are weighted by employment.

The general idea of all of the above equations is, within each CPS firm size category, to compute

the expected employment above and below the HIA cutoff, in order to assign accurate eligibility to

CPS respondents. The two remaining details are related to EMP10–19, EMP20–49, EMP50–99,

EMP100–249, and EMP250–499—the estimated employment within a firm-size grouping, and
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PR25–49|20–49 and PR200–249|100–249—the estimated probabilities of falling into certain

groupings in the CBP data.

First, in order to impute HIA eligibility to CPS respondents, equations (1a)–(3b) need

estimates of firm size. One naive, but simple, assumption, would be to take the midpoint

of each firm size interval and use that as the estimate. In the previous example, this

would imply assuming that all firms in the “20 to 49” category had a firm size of 34.5,

while all firms in the “50 to 99” category had a firm size of 74.5. This is problematic,

Median rregression oof ttotal iindustry eemployment oon tthe nnumber
of ffirms iin eeach eemployment ccategory, bbased oon tthe 22001 CCBPAAppppeennddiixx TTaabbllee 44

# firms with 1–4 employees 1.502 1.497 1.477 1.476 1.466 1.497 1.455
(0.005) (0.002) (0.006) (0.002) (0.005) (0.003) (0.000)

# firms with 5–9 employees 7.162 7.138 7.431 7.413 7.232 7.246 7.275
(0.033) (0.017) (0.039) (0.017) (0.036) (0.023) (0.000)

# firms with 10–19 employees 12.504 12.664 12.309 12.440 12.593 12.316 12.601
(0.075) (0.038) (0.085) (0.036) (0.079) (0.050) (0.000)

# firms with 20–49 employees 30.022 29.935 29.942 29.859 30.008 30.081 29.905
(0.066) (0.033) (0.072) (0.031) (0.067) (0.042) (0.000)

# firms with 50–99 employees 70.429 70.320 70.599 70.477 70.130 70.502 70.262
(0.147) (0.074) (0.149) (0.064) (0.138) (0.082) (0.000)

# firms with 100–249 employees 146.934 147.102 146.689 147.029 146.831 147.748 147.748
(0.244) (0.122) (0.278) (0.118) (0.258) (0.156) (0.000)

# firms with 250–499 employees 349.580 349.420 350.305 349.776 349.489 346.615 346.769
(0.586) (0.294) (0.663) (0.282) (0.616) (0.379) (0.000)

# firms with 500–999 employees 664.557 664.145 683.725 684.439 656.161 661.243 663.924
(1.250) (0.629) (1.415) (0.599) (1.313) (0.804) (0.000)

# firms with 1,000 employees 2,046.562 2,047.201 1,940.220 1,928.989 2,059.105 2,054.622 2,052.870
(1.151) (0.580) (1.263) (0.543) (1.230) (0.739) (0.000)

Constant term 1.669 0.365 –6.427 –7.413 5.032 –2.070 9.904
(1.248) (0.524) (1.257) (0.413) (9.457) (15.514) (0.000)

Observations 1,991 2,774 2,519 4,089 1,991 1,991 1,991
Number of California counties 32 of 58 58 of 58 32 of 58 58 of 58 32 of 58 32 of 58 32 of 58
Include employment miscodes? No No Yes Yes No No No
NAICS aggregation level 3-digit 3-digit 3-digit 3-digit 3-digit 3-digit 3-digit
County fixed effects? No No No No Yes No Yes
Industry fixed effects? No No No No No Yes Yes

(2) (7)(6)(5)(4)(3)(1)
Baseline

Notes:  The CBP for California in 2001 was obtained from the public web site, http://www.census.gov/epcd/cbp/download/01_data
/cbp01ca.txt.  In total, 5,371 observations are available at various levels of NAICS aggregation; only the three-digit codes were used in
the above models for uniquely identified counties.  Each column represents a separate regression model.  The CBP includes 26 counties
that are not identified/represented in the March CPS (CPS).  These counties are: Alpine, Amador, Calaveras, Colusa, Del Norte, Glenn,
Humboldt, Imperial, Inyo, Kings, Lake, Lassen, Mariposa, Mendocino, Modoc, Mono, Nevada, Plumas, San Benito, Santa Cruz, Shasta,
Sierra, Siskiyou, Tehama, Trinity, and Tuolumne.  Columns (2) and (4) show the results by including these counties; the other columns
have the same geographic representation as the 2003 March CPS.  In total, these 26 counties had a population of 1,540,112 in the
2000 Census, out of 33,871,648 in the state of California as a whole, and represent less than 5 percent of California’s population.  See
http://eire.census.gov/popest/data/counties.php for further information.  A CBP observation is considered a “miscode” if the total
employment is smaller than the minimum that could conceivably exist based on the number of firms in each category.  For example, if
there was one firm in the 5–9 category for a given county-industry observation, the observation would be considered a miscode if
employment was reported as fewer than five employees.  Columns (3) and (4) show the results by including these employment miscodes.
In all specifications, one can reject the hypothesis that the coefficients equal the midpoint values within that range (e.g., 2.5 for the 1–4
category, 7 employees for the 5–9 category).  Numbers are rounded to three decimal places.
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however, because within any given category, firms tend to be more concentrated on the

small end of the interval. Fortunately, the CBP data offers a way to estimate firm size in

each category. For each county/industry observation in the CBP, the CBP gives total

industry employment as well as number of firms in each category. I estimate the fol-

lowing median regression model:

(4)

where TOTEMPc,i is the total industry employment in the 2001 CBP in a county/

industry cell, and FIRMf,c,i are the nine firm-size groupings (f) in the CBP (“1 to 4

employees,” “5 to 9 employees,” “10 to 19 employees,” “20 to 49 employees,” “50 to 99

employees,” “100 to 249 employees,” “250 to 499 employees,” “500 to 999 employees”,

Robust rregression oof ttotal iindustry eemployment oon tthe nnumber
of ffirms iin eeach eemployment ccategory, bbased oon tthe 22001 CCBPAAppppeennddiixx TTaabbllee 55

# firms with 1–4 employees 1.551 1.496 1.551 1.576 1.533 1.518 1.531
(0.011) (0.007) (0.010) (0.006) (0.011) (0.011) (0.012)

# firms with 5–9 employees 6.730 6.619 6.865 6.681 6.998 7.263 7.108
(0.069) (0.040) (0.064) (0.035) (0.063) (0.069) (0.071)

# firms with 10–19 employees 13.167 14.156 13.578 14.032 12.713 12.082 12.260
(0.132) (0.076) (0.122) (0.066) (0.128) (0.144) (0.150)

# firms with 20–49 employees 30.367 30.022 29.843 29.708 30.411 30.329 30.062
(0.119) (0.069) (0.104) (0.059) (0.114) (0.128) (0.133)

# firms with 50–99 employees 68.505 67.234 68.455 66.830 69.104 70.141 71.020
(0.283) (0.163) (0.227) (0.141) (0.250) (0.266) (0.274)

# firms with 100–249 employees 143.848 143.825 143.785 149.385 142.910 147.912 145.554
(0.421) (0.242) (0.384) (0.208) (0.431) (0.459) (0.480)

# firms with 250–499 employees 353.571 369.848 368.217 358.427 358.740 338.140 350.221
(1.008) (0.582) (0.909) (0.493) (1.015) (1.109) (1.143)

# firms with 500–999 employees 690.639 675.761 692.311 714.163 701.791 681.049 695.061
(2.157) (1.248) (1.939) (1.051) (2.185) (2.347) (2.423)

# firms with 1,000 employees 1,971.589 1,890.994 1,632.176 1,620.351 1,879.470 1,999.288 1,880.949
(2.634) (1.524) (2.187) (1.184) (2.685) (2.884) (2.996)

Constant term 5.458 –0.546 –9.839 –11.437 6.951 0.023 –18.261
(2.077) (1.000) (1.682) (0.701) (15.140) (61.990) (65.727)

Observations 1,991 2,774 2,519 4,089 1,991 1,991 1,991
Number of California counties 32 of 58 58 of 58 32 of 58 58 of 58 32 of 58 32 of 58 32 of 58
Include employment miscodes? No No Yes Yes No No No
NAICS aggregation level 3-digit 3-digit 3-digit 3-digit 3-digit 3-digit 3-digit
County fixed effects? No No No No Yes No Yes
Industry fixed effects? No No No No No Yes Yes

(2) (7)(6)(5)(4)(3)(1)

Note: See Appendix D.

,
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and “1,000 or more employees”). The estimated coefficients from this model minimize

the sum of the absolute value of the residuals. The baseline results are presented in

Appendix Table 4, column 1.

The results in the first column are estimated on the “cleanest” CBP sample—1,991

county/industry observations, where industry is defined at the three-digit NAICS level.

These are the results that will be used to construct EMP10–19, EMP20–49, EMP50–99,

EMP100–249, and EMP250–499 in equations (1a)-(3b). In order to maintain as much

comparability to the CPS as possible, the geographic coverage is restricted to the

32 identified counties in the CPS. The sample in the first column removes observations

with miscoded employment. A CBP observation is considered a “miscode” if the total

employment is smaller than the minimum that could conceivably exist based on the num-

ber of firms in each category. For example, if there was one firm in the “5 to 9 employ-

ee” category for a given county-industry observation, the observation would be consid-

OLS rregression oof ttotal iindustry eemployment oon tthe nnumber oof
firms iin eeach eemployment ccategory, bbased oon tthe 22001 CCBPAAppppeennddiixx TTaabbllee 66

# firms with 1–4 employees 6.773 6.775 7.179 7.209 6.696 7.295 7.114
(0.244) (0.206) (0.265) (0.207) (0.248) (0.273) (0.279)

# firms with 5–9 employees –11.210 –11.104 –11.796 –11.713 –11.210 –12.394 –12.136
(1.668) (1.407) (1.810) (1.417) (1.679) (1.861) (1.873)

# firms with 10–19 employees 28.698 28.359 28.746 28.106 29.551 28.918 30.635
(3.691) (3.107) (3.994) (3.118) (3.731) (4.045) (4.093)

# firms with 20–49 employees 19.865 20.052 19.272 19.690 19.233 18.132 16.680
(3.300) (2.778) (3.573) (2.789) (3.340) (3.593) (3.641)

# firms with 50–99 employees 71.757 71.993 74.489 74.698 71.459 75.773 75.825
(7.290) (6.145) (7.899) (6.176) (7.359) (7.522) (7.583)

# firms with 100–249 employees 185.209 183.946 173.549 171.538 189.022 188.399 196.058
(12.302) (10.350) (13.262) (10.336) (12.510) (12.907) (13.170)

# firms with 250–499 employees 197.223 198.939 202.646 204.750 194.453 162.980 159.908
(29.094) (24.530) (31.187) (24.342) (29.329) (30.742) (30.955)

# firms with 500–999 employees 226.790 228.992 474.470 477.519 224.336 241.547 235.108
(62.464) (52.770) (66.720) (52.160) (63.052) (65.302) (65.887)

# firms with 1,000 employees 3,086.265 3,082.180 2,638.113 2,629.530 3,095.404 3,152.136 3,163.450
(57.278) (48.448) (59.129) (46.333) (57.908) (60.596) (61.233)

Constant term –146.886 –110.744 –279.714 –187.658 –22.289 –108.901 761.386
(61.184) (43.113) (58.421) (35.287) (447.731) (2,481.64) (2,546.16)

Observations 1,991 2,774 2,519 4,089 1,991 1,991 1,991
Number of California counties 32 of 58 58 of 58 32 of 58 58 of 58 32 of 58 32 of 58 32 of 58
Include employment miscodes? No No Yes Yes No No No
NAICS aggregation level 3-digit 3-digit 3-digit 3-digit 3-digit 3-digit 3-digit
County fixed effects? No No No No Yes No Yes
Industry fixed effects? No No No No No Yes Yes

(2) (7)(6)(5)(4)(3)(1)

Note: See Appendix D.
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ered a miscode if employment was reported as fewer than five employees. The coeffi-

cient estimates, β, reveal an employment level of 1.5 employees in firms with “1 to 4

employees,” a level of 7.2 for firms with “5 to 9 employees,” a level of 12.5 for firms

with “10 to 19 employees,” a level of 30.0 for firms with “20 to 49 employees,” a level

of 70.4 for firms with “50 to 99 employees,” a level of 146.9 for firms with “100 to 249

employees,” a level of 349.6 for firms with “250 to 499 employees,” a level of 664.6 for

firms with “500 to 999 employees,” and a level of 2,046.6 for firms with “1,000 or more

employees.” All of the coefficient estimates are very precisely estimated and each falls

within the correct employment range. One can strongly reject the hypothesis that the

coefficient estimates equal the midpoint value of the range. Instead, what clearly emerges

is that in virtually every case, the employment level is below the midpoint value. By using

the midpoint, we would tend to overstate the cost of HIA, because we would be more

likely to assign CPS respondents to larger firms.

The final six columns of Appendix Table 4 demonstrate the robustness of these

results. Column (2) reestimates the sample with 2,774 observations in all 58 California

counties. Columns (3) and (4) show the results by including employment miscodes, both

using the CPS geographic coverage and using the entire state. Columns (5) through (7)

MMooddeell eessttiimmaattiinngg tthhee rreellaattiioonnsshhiipp bbeettwweeeenn tthhee nnuummbbeerr ooff 
eessttaabblliisshhmmeennttss aanndd tthhee nnuummbbeerr ooff eemmppllooyyeeeess,, bbaasseedd oonn tthhee 22000011 CCBBPPAAppppeennddiixx TTaabbllee 77

Number of employees/100 –0.95 –0.26 –0.96 –1.91
(0.15) (0.08) (0.13) (0.39)

(Number of employees/100)2 — — — 0.26
— — — (0.10)

Constant term 11.24 10.83 11.45 11.64
(0.25) (0.57) (0.39) (0.22)

Restrict to firms with 10–499 employees? Yes No Yes Yes
Number of observations 5 9 5 5
Estimation procedure OLS OLS Median OLS
Adjusted / Pseudo R2 0.91 0.56 0.74 0.98
Probability(25–49|20–49 employees) 87.8% 89.0% 87.8% 86.4%
Probability(200–249|100–249 employees) 27.2% 38.4% 27.1% 26.9%

(4)(3)(2)(1)
Baseline

Notes:  The number of employees comes from the model estimated in Appendix Table 4, column (1), for each of the nine firm-size
groupings. The aggregate number of establishments in each category comes from the CBP. In each of the models above, the logarithm
of the number of establishments is used in the estimation. In California, there were 394,771 establishments with 1–4 employees,
138,517 with 5–9 employees, 95,576 with 10–19 employees, 70,768 with 20–49 employees, 25,126  with 50–99 employees, 13,898
with 100–249 employees, 3,306 with 250–499 employees, 1,201 with 500–999 employees, and 647 with 1,000 or more employees.
These aggregates are based on the same screens as in the model estimated in Appendix Table 4, column (1), that is, data available at
the three-digit NAICS level, without miscodes for employment, and in the counties covered by the March 2003 CPS. Numbers are round-
ed to two decimal places.
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return to the original sample but successively include county fixed effects, industry fixed

effects, and county and industry fixed effects. The most striking finding in these robust-

ness checks is that they are all extremely similar to the baseline estimate.

Appendix Tables 5 and 6 show the results from estimating equation (4) using robust

regression and ordinary least squares (OLS). Robust regression uses iteratively

reweighted least squares to estimate both the regression coefficients and the standard

errors. The procedure assigns weights to each of the observations. Those observations

with high leverage or influence receive lower weights. As with median regression, this

procedure reduces the impact of outlier observations. Appendix Table 5 reveals very

similar (and sensible) findings using robust regression. The conclusions are not sub-

stantively changed in any way compared with using median regression. Appendix Table

6 estimates the models using OLS, and the results show the influence of outlier obser-

vations. The OLS results reveal an employment level of 6.8 employees in firms with “1

to 4 employees,” a level of –11.2 for firms with “5 to 9 employees,” a level of 28.7 for

firms with “10 to 19 employees,” a level of 19.9 for firms with “20 to 49 employees,”

a level of 71.8 for firms with “50 to 99 employees,” a level of 185.2 for firms with “100

to 249 employees,” a level of 197.2 for firms with “250 to 499 employees,” a level of

226.8 for firms with “500 to 999 employees,” and a level of 3,086.3 for firms with

“1,000 or more employees.” Clearly, these estimates, which include a negative value,

are uninformative for imputing firm size.

The estimates from the baseline median regression will be used to impute firm size. It

is reassuring to know that these coefficient estimates from this model using the 2001

CBP are nearly identical to averages published by the state of California’s EDD for the

third quarter of 2001.91 The average employment in the EDD report was 1.3 for firms

size “0 to 4 employees,” 6.6 for firms size “5 to 9 employees,” 13.6 for firms size

“10 to 19 employees,” 30.6 for firms size “20 to 49 employees,” 69.0 for firms size

“50 to 99 employees,” 148.8 for firms size “100 to 249 employees,” 341.0 for firms size

“250 to 499 employees,” 679.9 for firms size “500 to 999 employees,” and 2,377.3 for

firms with “1,000 or employees.”

The final step in estimating the probabilities in equations (1a)–(3b) is computing

PR25–49|20–49 and PR200–249|100–249. These are the probabilities that an employee

in the 20 to 49 (100 to 249) grouping is actually in the 25 to 49 (200 to 249) category.

To do this, Appendix Table 7 regresses the logarithm of the number of employers on

firm size.

Firm size comes from the model estimated in Appendix Table 4, column (1), for five

firm-size groupings (“10 to 19 employees,” “20 to 49 employees,” “50 to 99 employees,”
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“100 to 249 employees”, and “250 to 499 employees”). The aggregate number of estab-

lishments in each category comes from the 2001 CBP. According to the CBP, in

California, there were 394,771 establishments with “1 to 4 employees,” 138,517 with

“5 to 9 employees,” 95,576 with “10 to 19 employees,” 70,768 with “20 to 49 employ-

ees,” 25,126 with “50 to 99 employees,” 13,898 with “100 to 249 employees,” 3,306

with “250 to 499 employees,” 1,201 with “500 to 999 employees,” and 647 with “1,000

or more employees.” These aggregates are based on the same screens as in the model

estimated in Appendix Table 4, column (1), that is, data available at the three-digit

NAICS level, without miscodes for employment, and in the counties covered by the

2003 March CPS.

From the model estimated in Appendix Table 7, column (1), we obtain the predicted

values and form a density function for all firms with 20 to 249 employees. From this den-

sity function, which tells us the probability of firms being in different firm-size intervals,

we compute the employee-weighted probability of being in firms of different sizes (using

firm size as the weight). The results of this exercise are shown toward the bottom of

Appendix Table 7. Unsurprisingly, the probability of being in a firm with 25 to 49 work-

ers, conditional on being in a firm with 20 to 49 workers, is quite high, 87.8 percent.

MMooddeell eessttiimmaattiinngg tthhee rreellaattiioonnsshhiipp bbeettwweeeenn tthhee nnuummbbeerr ooff 
eessttaabblliisshhmmeennttss aanndd tthhee nnuummbbeerr ooff eemmppllooyyeeeess,, bbaasseedd oonn tthhee 22000033 CCEEHHBBSSAAppppeennddiixx TTaabbllee 88

Number of employees/100 –1.07 –0.0044 –1.02 –2.76
(0.06) (0.0010) (0.07) (0.19)

(Number of employees/100)2 — — — 0.004
— — — (0.00039)

Constant term 6.58 3.64 6.35 7.77
(0.14) (0.08) (0.19) (0.18)

Restrict to firms with 10–499 employees? Yes No Yes Yes
Number of observations 251 555 251 251
Estimation procedure OLS OLS Median OLS
Adjusted / Pseudo R2 0.59 0.03 0.40 0.69
Probability(25–49|20–49 employees) 87.6% 89.4% 87.7% 85.0%
Probability(200–249|100–249 employees) 25.4% 42.8% 26.2% 20.2%

(4)(3)(2)(1)
Baseline

Notes:  The CEHBS was generously provided by the Kaiser Family Foundation and the Health Research and Educational Trust. The exact
number of California employees is directly reported for each firm in the CEHBS. In total, there were 3,222 establishments in the CEHBS
data, which includes firms that did not answer the auxiliary health insurance questions. The aggregate number of establishments is
derived by adding up the employer weights for each employee size. Thus, each observation in the models may represent multiple firms
of a given size from the CEHBS. In each of the models above, the logarithm of the number of establishments is used in the estimation.
Numbers are rounded to two decimal places.
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Being in a firm with 200 to 249 workers, conditional on being in a firm with 100 to 249

workers, is estimated to be 27.2 percent. These estimates form the basis for

PR25–49|20–49 and PR200–249|100–249 in assigning HIA eligibility.

The final three columns of Appendix Table 7 show the results from various other spec-

ifications. Column (2) estimates the model for all nine firm-size groupings (e.g., “1 to 4

employees,” “5 to 9 employees,” “10 to 19 employees,” “20 to 49 employees,” “50 to 99

employees,” “100 to 249 employees,” “250 to 499 employees,” “500 to 999 employees,”

and “1,000 or more employees”) and obtains a similar estimated probability for

PR25–49|20–49 but a considerably higher one for PR200–249|100–249 (38.4 percent

instead of 27.2 percent). Using these probabilities would lead to a higher estimate from

HIA than the baseline specification. The final two columns estimate the model using

median regression and including the square of firm size. Both lead to extremely similar

estimates of the probability as the baseline estimate.

Appendix Table 8 replicates this exercise using the CEHBS. One advantage of the

CEHBS over the CBP is that the exact number of California employees is directly report-

ed for each firm in the CEHBS. In total, there were 3,222 establishments in the CEHBS

data, which includes firms that did not answer the health insurance questions. These

3,222 firms are grouped by firm size, and the aggregate number of establishments is

derived by adding up the employer weights for each firm size. Thus, each observation in

the models in Appendix Table 8 may represent multiple firms of a given size from the

CEHBS. As with the models in Appendix Table 7, the logarithm of the number of estab-

lishments is used in the estimation. The baseline estimate follows the same restrictions

as in Appendix Table 7 (e.g., restricts the sample groups with firm sizes between 10 and

499) and uses 251 observations. Both the coefficient estimates and the derived proba-

bilities are similar to the CBP results. The probability of being in a firm with 25 to 49

employees, conditional on being in a firm with 20 to 49 employers, is estimated at 87.6

percent rather than 87.8 percent. The probability of being in a firm with 200 to 249

employees, conditional on being in one with 100 to 249 employees, is estimated at 25.4

percent rather than 27.2 percent. Thus, the results using the CEHBS are quantitatively

similar to those of the CBP. The final three columns of Appendix Table 8, using differ-

ent samples and estimation techniques, show similar patterns to Appendix Table 7.

With the information on average firm size from the CBP, as well as the probability of

being in firms of different sizes, one can effectively use equations (1a)–(3b) to arrive at

more accurate estimates of HIA eligibility. This information was applied to all CBP

observations in California—the 5,371 observations for all counties and all levels of indus-

try aggregation (zero-digit, two-digit, and three-digit). In instances when the CBP data
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was missing or miscoded (e.g., because of confidentiality concerns), then the following

steps were taken to impute the probability by looking “upstream.” First, for

industry/county observations that were missing the number of employers or total

employment at the three-digit NAICS level, I substituted the probability from the two-

digit industry code at the county level. Second, if that was not possible, I substituted the

probability from the three-digit code at the state level. Third, if neither of those was pos-

sible, the next step was to substitute the probability from the two-digit code at the state

level. Fourth, if none of those steps worked, the next step was to substitute the proba-

bility for all industries at the county level. Finally, for any remaining observations, I sub-

stituted the probability for all industries at the state level.

A similar procedure was done at other industry levels. For industry/county obser-

vations that were missing data at the two-digit NAICS level, I first substituted the

probability from the two-digit industry code at the state level. If that proved impos-

sible, I substituted the probability for all industries at the county level. Finally, for any

remaining observations, I substituted the probability for all industries at the state

level. For county level observations that were miscoded, I substituted the probability

derived from the state level.

The final step in assigning HIA coverage for individuals is merging these probabilities

of coverage from the CBP to the CPS. The key issue in doing this is that the March 2003

CPS does not directly provide NAICS code, but rather the Census coding of industry. Of

the 16,779 CPS respondents in the unweighted sample, 8,155 (or 48.6 percent) with work

in the previous calendar year had an assigned industry code. Of those 8,155 respondents

with a Census industry code, 7,157 respondents (87.8 percent) could be matched to a

three-digit NAICS code using a “road map” in the appendix of the CPS users’ manual.

Another 8,068 (98.9 percent) could be matched to a two-digit NAICS code, and 8,106

(99.4 percent) could be matched to a one-digit NAICS code.92 Of the 8,155 respondents,

6,316 (77.4 percent) could be matched by county (or MSA) and two- or three-digit NAICS

code for imputing the probability of HIA coverage. The remaining 1,839 respondents

could not be matched by both geography and industry, so the county-level probability was

used instead. There were 63 individuals who did not have a county (or MSA) code; they

were assigned the state-level probability. Overall, 99.2 percent of the working respondents

could be matched in one way or another to the CBP data.

For workers, a probability was assigned using equations (1a)–(3b) using their response

to the firm-size question, as well as their county of residence and industry.93 Using the

geographic and industry variation leads to large variations in the probabilities for dif-

ferent workers in the same firm-size category. For example, the likelihood that a CPS
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worker in the “100 to 499” firm-size group is eligible for family coverage is 51.4 per-

cent, with a standard deviation of 11.9 percent. The probability of a CPS worker in the

“25 to 99” group being eligible for single coverage is 48.6 percent, with a standard devi-

ation of 10.3 percent. Finally, the probability of a CPS worker in the “10 to 24” group

being eligible for single coverage with a tax credit is 19.4 percent, with a standard devi-

ation of 7.3 percent. Actual HIA eligibility was computed for each worker by drawing

from the uniform distribution and using the probability cutoffs generated by equations

(1a)–(3b) to assign groupings, when appropriate.

It is also necessary to create health insurance units (HIUs) to assign dependent coverage

for workers in large firms. I define HIUs in the conventional way—by including the head of

household, spouse, minor children under 18, unmarried children between 19 and 22 who

are full time students, and disabled children. The HIU definition does not include the

head’s parents, grandchildren, foster children, or unrelated individuals. Within a household,

separate HIUs are created for related and unrelated subfamilies. The analysis does not cre-

ate HIUs for domestic partners, so the impact of HIA is potentially understated.

AAppppeennddiixx 22:: TTeecchhnniiccaall aassssuummppttiioonnss uusseedd iinn ffoorrmmiinngg ccoosstt eessttiimmaatteess ooff HHIIAA
The previous cost analysis relied on two different sources of premium- and cost-sharing

information: the imputed employer contributions provided in the CPS and the premium-

and cost-sharing information from the CEHBS. Both sets of data revealed largely the

same story in terms of costs.

First, the imputed value of employer contributions, contained in the March 2003 CPS,

was utilized to estimate the cost of providing coverage in California. The median con-

tribution, for employers paying the entire premium amount in 2002, was $5,914 for  fam-

ily coverage and $3,621 for individual coverage. The 2003 CPS figures for family cover-

age are substantially lower than the median cost in the CEHBS ($5,914 versus $8,345),

while the cost for single coverage is somewhat higher ($3,621 versus $3,001). For one

set of cost estimates, these medians are taken as the “full cost” of an acceptable plan

and the total “fee” charged by MRMIB. Of this amount, the employer would be respon-

sible for 80 percent, or $4,731.20 for a family plan or $2,896.8 for a single plan.94

These CPS imputations appear very reasonable in light of other estimates. Brown et al.

(2002, footnote 7) find that in the private market the least expensive HMO that would pro-

vide comprehensive benefits and minimal cost sharing would cost a 26-year-old single person

$1,456 annually. For a family of three, the least expensive HMO providing comprehensive

benefits would cost $5,486 annually. Since the CPS estimate is for the median cost across

many types of plans and many types of individuals or families (rather than for the minimum
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cost for healthy young individuals in HMOs), the numbers are quite consistent.

Analogous figures from the March 2002 CPS show that the median contribution was

$5,101 for family coverage and $3,154 for individual coverage (Yelowitz, 2003). Thus, the

total costs increased by 15.9 percent for a family plan in the CPS data and 14.8 percent

for a single plan. The premium increase from the 2002 to 2003 March CPS is very sim-

ilar to the 15.8 percent increase in health insurance premiums published in KFF/HRET

(2004, Chart 7).95

In the case where employees currently receive employer-based coverage and pay none of

the premium, the estimated change in cost is $0 with the CPS premiums. In the case, how-

ever, where employees pay a portion of their premium, it would be unrealistic to assume

that the employer pays at least 80 percent of the cost. Doing so dramatically underestimates

the actual cost of meeting the “play” portion of the HIA mandate. To determine the cost

of coverage when employers pay only a portion of the premium, the difference between the

CPS imputed value of the employer contribution and 80 percent of the estimated cost of

the median plan was calculated (in cases where the imputed value of the employer contri-

bution was higher than the 80 percent fee, the estimated increased cost was $0).96 In cases

where eligible workers were provided no current employer-based coverage (either uninsured

or government insurance only) or cases where the employer does not contribute to their

employees’ premiums, 80 percent of the cost of the plan is used to estimate the cost of

these employers either “paying” or “playing” under the HIA mandate.

Finally, these HIA costs were lowered to account for the possibility of shifting pay-

ment responsibilities across workers in a family. In cases where the HIA family mandate

binds, the greater of the worker’s or spouse’s employer contribution was used for the

employer’s contribution, thus lowering the additional cost of HIA. For example, if a

spouse who worked at a small firm had a health plan with an employer contribution of

$4,000 toward family coverage, and the worker declined coverage from a large firm, then

the cost of the HIA mandate is computed as the difference between the $4,731.20 “fee”

and the $4,000 contribution, or $731.20. If both spouses worked at firms with 200 or

more employees, the mandated cost counts family coverage at one of the two firms only.

The motivation for using a second source of data, namely the CEHBS, is that the CPS

imputation for the employer’s contribution might be viewed as unsatisfactory because the

health care market has changed greatly since the 1977 NMCES. The CEHBS provides time-

ly, detailed data about both single and family health insurance plans for California employ-

ers. In addition to this health insurance data, it also provides information about firm size in

California and industry (broken out into mining, construction, manufacturing,
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transportation/utilities/communications, wholesale, retail, financial, service, and health

care).97 The CEHBS provides sample weights for covered California employees that allowed

me to construct the empirical distribution of health care premiums and cost sharing in each

relevant firm-size/industry grouping for workers. For example, if there were two firms in

the 100 to 499 grouping for retail, and one firm represented 1,000 covered California work-

ers (when weighted) and the other represented 9,000 covered California workers, a CPS

respondent in that firm-size/industry grouping would have a 10 percent chance of being

assigned the health insurance characteristics from the first firm and a 90 percent chance of

being assigned health insurance characteristics from the second firm.

One of the primary reasons for drawing from the empirical distribution in the CEHBS,

rather than using the mean cost-sharing information, is that the premium-sharing part of

the mandate provides a floor on the costs to the employer; even if the mean or median

cost sharing is close to satisfying the “premium-sharing” HIA requirements (which is

largely true for single coverage but not family coverage), there are still distributional

issues that will tend to understate costs. For example, if there were three employers of

the same size, one who paid 95 percent of premiums, the second who paid 80 percent,

and the third who paid 65 percent, then both the mean and median employer cost shar-

ing would be 80 percent. Yet, both measures understate the cost of HIA since the third

employer must increase the cost-sharing percentage.

Once the CEHBS premiums and cost-sharing information was assigned to the CPS

worker, the cost of the mandate was computed. Because the CEHBS data is in many

respects better, the calculation was somewhat different. First, there was no need to

extrapolate from a single plan to a family plan (or vice versa)—both are provided in the

CEHBS. Second, some firms may pay for more (less) than 80 percent of the premium

costs but offer less (more) generous benefits. I assume that if HIA mandates more (less)

generous benefits than the employer currently provides, it could decrease (increase) its

cost sharing to 80 percent and increase (decrease) its benefits with no increase in costs.

Thus, from the cost-sharing percentage and the total cost, I compute the employer’s cur-

rent contribution and compare that with 80 percent of the median CEHBS premium.

The employer’s part of the fee for a family plan in the CEHBS would be $6,676 and

either $1,920.64 or $2,400.80 for a single plan (depending on whether the firm was in

the 20 to 49 employee range or above it). From these fees, the employer’s actual con-

tribution was subtracted to compute the marginal cost of HIA.

Finally, as with the CPS premium imputations, these HIA costs were lowered to account

for the possibility of shifting payment responsibilities across workers in a family. The pro-

cedure was identical to the one used on the CPS premium imputations.
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1. Much of this information comes from the

California Healthcare Foundation (2003).

2. Pharmacy coverage is not required under Knox-

Keene, but plans that offer drug coverage are subject

to a series of statutory and regulatory requirements

specifying what must be covered, such as pain med-

icine for terminally ill patients and prescription con-

traceptive methods. See http://www.dmhc.ca.gov/

library/regulations/default.asp and http://www.

chcf.org/documents/insurance/HIMURegulatory

Oversight.pdf for more discussion of the Knox-

Keene requirements.

3. HIA (2003, p. 7): “2140. Except as otherwise pro-

vided in this part, every large employer and every

medium employer shall pay a fee as specified in this

chapter. 2140.1 The board shall establish the level of

the fee by determining the total amount necessary

to pay for health care for all enrollees, and if appli-

cable, their dependents eligible for the program.”

4. The HIA also regulates copayments and deductibles

by requiring the responsible agencies to review copay-

ments and deductibles for affordability for workers

and employers (Health Access California, 2004a).

HIA (p. 9): “2150.1 (a) The board shall establish the

required enrollee and dependent deductibles, coin-

surance or copayment levels for specific benefits,

including total annual out-of-pocket cost.”

5. KFF/HRET, October 5, 2003, “The Health

Insurance Act of 2003 (SB 2): Updated Findings

from the 2002 California Employer Health Benefits

Survey,” accessed from http://www.kff.org/

statepolicy/3376.cfm, Chart 6.

6. In an early version of the bill, the authors of HIA

wrote, “The Legislature finds and declares that

employers who do not provide health benefits to

their workers have an unfair competitive advantage

over those employers who provide health benefits.”

See page 2 of http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/pub/

bill/sen/sb_0001-0050/sb_2_bill_20030623_

amended_asm.pdf. This language was taken out of

the final version of HIA.

7. HIA (2003, p. 9): “For enrollees making a contri-

bution for family coverage and whose wages are less

than 200 percent of the federal poverty guidelines

for a family of three, as specified annually by the

United States Department of Health and Human

Services, the applicable enrollee contribution shall

not exceed 5 percent of wages. For enrollees mak-

ing a contribution for individual coverage and

whose wages are less than 200 percent of the fed-

eral poverty guidelines for an individual, the appli-

cable enrollee contribution shall not exceed 5 per-

cent of wages.”

8. Crowd out of health insurance is often associated

with individual consumers dropping private health

insurance in favor of free Medicaid insurance. See

Cutler and Gruber (1996) and Yelowitz (2000) for

evidence from the 1980s and 1990s. 

9. One could argue that because government responsi-

bility for providing health care will fall, government

expenditures will fall and the taxes used to finance

these expenditures may fall as well. This is likely to

be true for Medicaid recipients, whose current insur-

ance would be crowded out by private health insur-

ance. It is less clear that Medicare or Champus/

Tricare recipients would drop their coverage, how-

ever. To a first approximation, HIA might be better

described as shifting who pays the tax to provide

health care for this group of workers.

10. One implication of the inter-employer transfer that is

rarely discussed is that coordination of health care

coverage becomes more disjointed for married cou-

ples. If both spouses are working, each is potentially

covered under a different health plan, as would

teenage children who work and meet eligibility

requirements. HIA (2003, p. 5) “ ‘Dependent’ means

the spouse, domestic partner, minor child, or child

18 years of age and over who is dependent on the

enrollee, as specified by the board. ‘Dependent’ does

not include a dependent who is provided coverage by

another employer or who an eligible enrollee as a

consequence of that dependent’s employment sta-

tus.” Since many health insurance plans have a

“family-wide” deductible level (regardless of family

size), it is possible that splitting family members

across health plans results in higher out-of-pocket costs.

Endnotes
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11. For example, the California Medical Association

recently published a paper arguing against cutting

Medi-Cal. In their first talking point on why cutting

Medi-Cal will hurt the California economy, the

CMA stated, “For every dollar cut from the

General Fund related to Medi-Cal, California loses

one federal matching dollar. California not only

loses one matching dollar but also business activity,

which has an enormous impact on California’s

economy” (CMA, 2003a, p. 3).

12. HIA (2003, p. 10): “A group health insurance policy

shall not include Medicare supplement, vision-only,

dental-only, and Champus-supplement insurance.”

13. See Madrian (1994) for empirical evidence on job

lock arising from the link between employment and

health insurance. The Kennedy-Kassebaum Act

(known as HIPAA) was designed to ease the prob-

lem of job lock—the reluctance to move from one

company to another for fear of losing health bene-

fits. Yet the fact that HIA creates certain labor

market groups that are uncovered (e.g., small

employers and part-time workers) exacerbates

some kinds of job lock while at the same amelio-

rating other kinds.

14. Throughout this report, the term “cost” will reflect

the increased costs to employers (unless explicitly

noted otherwise). This is the most sensible way to

look at the effects of HIA, because ultimately the

“pay-or-play” mandate is a redistribution from

employers to currently insured employees through

lower premium sharing, to the state and federal

government through crowd out of government

health insurance, to people who directly purchase

health coverage through the employer mandate,

and to hospitals and physicians by covering the

uncompensated costs of the uninsured.

15. The disemployment effects are calculated using the

Neumark and Wascher (2000) employment elastici-

ty estimate of –0.22.

16. For more information on these groups, see

http://www.epionline.org/,http://www.calchamber.

com/, ht tp ://www.heal thpol icy.u c l a . e d u /,

http://www.iir.berkeley.edu/, and http://www.

calphys.org/html/bb395.asp

17. The difference in cost estimates arises mainly

because of health care inflation.

18. See Yelowitz (2004) for a rebuttal to the arguments

of Brown (2004) and Kominski (2004).

19. See, for example, http://www.chcf.org/topics/sb2/

index.cfm?itemID=21732.

20. The same fact sheet also asserts that all health

insurance premiums will fall as a consequence of

HIA, resulting in a savings of $1.2 billion for

employers, because of a 3 percent reverse cost shift

on the premium base from reductions in uncom-

pensated care. Taking all of these facts together,

the estimate would therefore be in the range of

$500 million from the fully phased in mandate.

21. Although lost in the general discussion of

Proposition 72 in the popular media, some

researchers are extremely careful to word their esti-

mates in ways to minimize this cost. For example,

Kominski (2004) says, “Proposition 72, if fully

implemented, would result in no more than

$2,699,023,514 in total after-tax premium costs for

employers and employees.” By grouping employers

and employees together, he can legitimately ignore

the increased premium-sharing costs that employers

face, because of the commensurate reductions in

costs for employees.

22. KFF/HRET, October 5, 2003, “The Health

Insurance Act of 2003 (SB2): Updated Findings

from the 2002 California Employer Health Benefits

Survey,” accessed from http://www.kff.org/

statepolicy/3376.cfm, Charts 9–11.

23. For example, a full-time, full-year worker earning

the minimum wage in California would be respon-

sible for $702 in premiums, which represents 8.4

percent of the total cost the median family plan,

based on 2003 California Employer Health

Benefits Survey.

24. See http://aspe.hhs.gov/poverty/04poverty.shtml.

25. Note, however, that shifting the responsibility for

paying for dependent coverage across employers

(across spouses) is not necessarily neutral in terms

of employer costs, even though some studies treat

it this way. For example, Dube and Reich (2003, p.

8) adjust the number of CPS dependents down-

ward because “some of these workers who are not

insured through their own employer are depend-

ents of spouses. These individuals do not represent

added costs to employers but rather shifts in costs
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between employers.” Dube and Reich’s contention

about employer’s cost is correct only when the first

spouse’s employer was paying 80 percent of the

premium costs before the mandate. In this case, the

mandate would be neutral. It is possible for

employer costs to rise, however. For example,

assume that one spouse works for a small employer

that provides family coverage, and the other spouse

works for a large employer and turns down cover-

age. Based on 2003 estimates from the California

Employer Health Benefits Survey, the median fami-

ly plan costs $8,345, and the large employer would

be responsible for $6,676 (80 percent) of this cost.

If the small employer were contributing less than

$6,676 to the cost of the plan, then there is a new

net cost to employers as a whole. For example, if

the small employer made an annual contribution of

$5,000, then $1,676 would be a new cost for

employers as a whole for this family.

26. For example, Health Access California (a statewide

health care consumer advocacy coalition) repeated-

ly emphasizes the savings to the state government.

The organization states in the SB 2 talking points:

“SB 2 provides savings to the state budget, since

taxpayers foot some of the cost for those whose

employers don’t provide coverage. Most on Medi-

Cal and Healthy Families are in working families”

(Health Access California, 2004a). It also repeats

this thinking in the arguments against Proposition

72 “saves taxpayers money: Rather than requiring

new public dollars drawn from other spending pri-

orities or broad based taxes, SB 2 would actually

save taxpayer money, including the costs of unin-

sured workers who now go onto state public insur-

ance programs or into county emergency rooms”

(Health Access California, 2004b). In its assess-

ment of the economic impact, Health Access

California finds that “if their employers pay into

the fund, the fund will pay the state share of costs

for any worker or dependent that voluntarily

enrolls in Medi-Cal or Healthy Families. Since

employers would serve as a ‘gateway’ to get already-

eligible workers and their family member enrolled

in public insurance programs, this will bring in

Federal matching funds. This shift is estimated to

save the state budget $620 million–$900 million”

(Health Access California, 2003a). Finally, it states

“SB 2 is part of the solution to the state budget cri-

sis. This is projected to provide $620 million to

$900 million in state budget savings, since many of

those on Medi-Cal or Healthy Families are in work-

ing families” (Health Access California, 2003b). As

discussed earlier, in CMA (2003c), the CMA stated

that “this legislation is also expected to provide

$700 million in savings to the state’s Medi-Cal sys-

tem and reduce inappropriate use of emergency

rooms and the workers’ comp system by workers

who lack health insurance.” The CMA web site also

published the results of a recent voter survey. In

describing the specific provisions of SB 2 to meas-

ure public opinion of 800 voters who participated

in the 2002 gubernatorial election conducted

September 9–11, 2003, the Feldman group said the

following: “Q.21 Now taxpayers are paying most of

the cost of health care for people whose employers

fail to provide insurance. By requiring these

employers to provide health coverage or pay into

an employer pool, taxpayers will save almost a bil-

lion dollars at a time when the state is facing huge

deficits” (CMA, 2003b). Dube (2003a) finds that

650,000 Medicaid recipients are eligible for SB 2,

and that by shifting the responsibility for their cov-

erage from the federal government and state gov-

ernment to employers, California would save $620

million annually.

27. For example, in a newspaper article that came out

immediately after Yelowitz (2003) was released, E.

Richard Brown claimed my report was flawed from

the start because it was based on the CPS rather

than the CHIS. The article neglected to mention

that Brown is the principal investigator for the

CHIS. See Tom Abate, “Health Bill Under Attack,”

San Francisco Chronicle, October 2, 2003

((http://sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?file=/chronicle/

archive/2003/10/02/BUG7122DCG1.DTL). See

also my response (http://sfgate.com/cgi-bin/

article.cgi?file=/chronicle/archive/2003/10/26/

BUGM72J2IB1.DTL).

28. The estimate also assumes that all of these unin-

sured people are instead covered by employers who

pay at least 80 percent of the premiums for the

appropriately mandated health plan. If the unin-
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sured were instead on government health insur-

ance, privately purchased health insurance, or in a

employer that paid less than 80 percent of the

costs, then the revised cost estimate would fall

between the estimates listed above.

29. Some researchers (such as Kominski, 2004) have

discounted the cost estimates by as much as 44 per-

cent, by assuming all employers face the highest

corporate tax rate of 35 percent and a state corpo-

rate tax rate of 8.84 percent (43.84 percent). As

Baker et al. (2004) point out, however, even assum-

ing these statutory rates, such a discount ignores

the fact that state corporate taxes are deductible

from federal taxes. With this federal deduction, the

correct cumulative marginal rate would be 40.746

percent (35 percent + 0.65*8.84 percent). The

California corporate income tax is a flat 8.84 per-

cent for most businesses and 10.84 percent for

financial institutions.

30. See Friedman (2003).

31. This could lead to increased tax revenue from per-

sonal income tax returns.

32. The GAO examined the following types of corpo-

rate tax returns: 1120, U.S Corporation Income Tax

Return; 1120A, U.S. Corporations Short-Form

Income Tax Return; 1120L, U.S. Life Insurance

Company Income Tax Return; 1120PC, U.S.

Property and Casualty Company Income Tax

Return; 1120REIT, U.S. Income Tax Return for Real

Estate Investment Trusts; 1120-RIC, U.S. Income

Tax Return for Regulated Investment Companies;

and 1120F, U.S. Income Tax Return of a Foreign

Corporation (GAO, 2004, p. 4, footnote 4). The

GAO included “all types of corporations except for

subchapter S corporations” (GAO, 2004, p. 4).

33. Part of the reason for low marginal tax rates is

that corporate profits can be quite volatile from

year to year.

34. Baker et al. (2004) raise the interesting point that

SB 2 also affects schools and nonprofit organiza-

tions. Under no circumstances should the costs to

these sectors be downweighted by the corporate

income tax, because they are clearly not subject to

it.

35. The current study uses data from 2002 instead of

2001 and finds substantially larger cost estimates.

Kyser et al. (2003) use employment information

from 2001 and premium data from 2002. Baker et

al. (2004) use employment information from 2001

and premium data from 2003 to arrive at the $3.4

billion cost estimate for business. They then inflate

their estimates by an annual inflation rate of 11.5

percent to arrive at the cost expressed in nominal

2007 dollars. Dube and Reich (2003) use premium

data from 2002. The CMA estimate does not pro-

vide a baseline year for the premium data.

36. See http://www.kff.org/statepolicy/loader.cfm?url=/

commonspot/security/getfile.cfm&PageID=32778,

Chart 7, p. 21.

37. The “Yes on 72” web site states that “the amount

California families pay for premiums has increased

70% in the last three years,” which is substantially

more than the 44.4 percent growth rate implied by

the CEHBS data. If both numbers are correct, then

employer cost sharing must have fallen during these

years. See http://www.yesonprop72.com/site/

pp.asp?c=efIOISMEG&b=47408.

38. At the time I was conducting my study, the March

2002 data was the most recent available.

39. Assuming a zero marginal corporate income tax

rate is obviously too low, but the true effective rate

is likely to be much closer to this. If one believes

that the approach taken in the current study, or

Yelowitz (2003), is inappropriate, one could dis-

count the “bottom-line” cost estimates by 40 per-

cent. Even with such a discount, however, the costs

to employers are still much higher than other exist-

ing estimates. The procedure by which some stud-

ies downweight employer costs must assume that

all corporations are “C” corporations with more

than $10 million in profits per year. If any corpo-

rations are either “S” corporations or have annual

profits less than $10 million, then the benefits of

corporate tax deductibility are overstated.

40. Returning to a previous example, assume that one

spouse works for a small employer that provides

family coverage and the other spouse works in a

large employer and turns down coverage. The cur-

rent study counts as the marginal cost the differ-

ence between the mandated cost and the spouse’s

employer’s contribution, or $1,676. In Yelowitz

(2003), the marginal cost for such a family was
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modeled as $6,676. In terms of the total mandated

cost, however, the conclusions are not substantive-

ly changed. The estimates of the full mandate

ranged between $13.1 billion and $13.9 billion by

counting the entire cost, versus the $12.8 million to

$13.2 billion estimates here.

41. The sources of the data are

http://www.calmis.cahwnet.gov/htmlf i le/

county/coshtm.htm and http://www.kff.org/

statepolicy/6070-index.cfm.

42. Medium employers are defined in their study as

employers with 20 to 249 employees. They may

understate the true cost to employers since some of

the workers in firms with 200 or more employees

will receive family coverage, while they may over-

state the true cost since the employers in firms with

20 to 49 employees receive a 20 percent credit.

43. Because there is no way with the California EDD

data to separate out part-time and full-time work-

ers, or those who have been on the job for three or

more months, one expects that the number of

uninsured workers must be overstated.

44. See http://www.kff.org/statepolicy/3376.cfm.

45. In my current study, I find the pretax cost of the

HIA mandate to the uninsured to be approximate-

ly $4.4 billion. The most comparable estimate in

Baker et al. (2004) paper to my own is the $5.485

billion estimate in their Table 8. Part of this differ-

ence must surely be attributed to the fact that my

estimate of the number of eligible uninsured work-

ers in the 2002 calendar year is nearly 300,000

lower than their estimate from 2001.

46. See http://laborcenter.berkeley.edu/newsletter/

fall03.pdf, p. 5.

47. The question asked only about covering the unin-

sured worker, not the entire family as the SB 2 man-

date requires for employers with 200 or more

employees.

48. See http://www.yesonprop72.com/site/pp.asp?c=

efIOISMEG&b=47408.

49. Although not stated explicitly in their appendix, I

assume this means that there are 2.2 dependents

per family plan, on average (2.2 depend-

ents*$2,085 cost per dependent) = ($7,471 family

cost-$2,845 single cost).

50. See http://www.calmis.cahwnet.gov/FILE/INDSIZE/

CAL$SF1.HTM. The 2001 EDD data groups all

employers with 100 to 249 employees, but only

23,270 of the 133,957 covered employers have

more than 100 employees.

51. See http://www.bls.census.gov/cps/overmain.htm.

52. One important difference in survey quality between

the CHIS and CPS is the response rate. The overall

response rate for CHIS is a composite of the screen-

er completion rate and the extended interview com-

pletion rate. Brown et al. (2002, p. 73) report that for

the adult survey, the overall response rate was 37.7

percent in 2001. This is lower than the 2000

California Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System

response rate of 43.4 percent and lower than the

1999 National Survey of America’s Families response

rate of 51.7 percent. In contrast, the CPS has a large

percentage of in-person interviews, which improves

coverage and reliability and leads to a very high

response rate. Interviewers use laptop computers to

administer the interviews, asking questions as they

appear on the screen and directly entering the

responses obtained. Households are interviewed

eight times over the course of sixteen months. During

the first and the fifth interviews, an interviewer usu-

ally visits the sample unit. Almost all of the remaining

interviews are conducted by telephone. Even though

the CPS is a voluntary survey, the March interview of

recent years has between 92 and 93 percent of the eli-

gible households providing basic labor force infor-

mation and between 80 and 82 percent of the eligi-

ble households completing the Annual Demographic

Survey supplement. For the March 2002 basic CPS,

the nonresponse rate was 8.3 percent. The nonre-

sponse rate for the March supplement was an addi-

tional 8.6 percent, for a total supplement nonre-

sponse rate of 16.2 percent. Put differently, the response

rate was 83.8 percent for the data used in Yelowitz

(2003). See http://www.bls.census.gov/cps/ads/

1995/sdacodes.htm,http://www.bls.census.gov/

cps/ads/1995/smethovr.htm, and http://www.bls.

census.gov/cps/ads/2002/S&A_02.pdf for additional

discussion.

53. This accords exactly with the sample sizes given in

http://webapp.icpsr.umich.edu/cocoon/ICPSR

STUDY/03912.xml. The CPS sample size of 16,679

(11,483 adults) is smaller than that of the CHIS for
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California, but the CPS can be used to make com-

parisons with the nation as a whole, whereas the

CHIS cannot. Westat conducted the CHIS 2001

data collection for the CHIS project. The staff

interviewed one randomly selected adult in each

household. Altogether, there were 55,428 adult

interviews, plus an over sample of certain races to

give 57,848 adults.

54. See http://ferret.bls.census.gov/macro/032003/

health/h05_000.htm.

55. See http://eire.census.gov/popest/data/counties.php for

further information. The following 24 counties

were uniquely identified in the CPS: Alameda,

Butte, Contra Costa, El Dorado, Kern, Los

Angeles, Marin, Merced, Monterey, Orange, Placer,

Sacramento, San Diego, San Francisco, San

Joaquin, San Luis Obispo, San Mateo, Santa

Barbara, Santa Clara, Sonoma, Stanislaus, Tulare,

Ventura, and Yolo. In addition, more than 99 per-

cent of individuals were identified with a county

code, MSA code, or PMSA code. For the 15 per-

cent of CPS’s where no county code was given, vir-

tually all had an MSA or PMSA code. Each of these

pairs of counties was identified within one MSA

coding: Fresno/Madera, Riverside/San Bernardino,

Napa/Solano, and Sutter/Yuba. Overall, then, 32

of 58 counties are identified in the CPS. For these

MSA areas that are not uniquely identified by coun-

ty, the CBP data was aggregated up to the MSA

level before making computations.

56. Because of the expansion in the CPS in recent years,

some of the concerns about sample size have dimin-

ished. See http://www.ahrq.gov/chip/content/

target_population/CPS_adv_and_limits.htm for some

concerns researchers had with earlier versions of the

March supplement. Almost all states in the CPS cur-

rently have sample sizes in excess of 1,000 households.

57. While the health insurance questions in the CPS are

asked at one point in time (March) about the entire

previous year, the CHIS collected data over a 12-

month period between November 2000 and

October 2001. Thus, the annual health insurance

estimates largely cover the year 2000, not 2001.

58. The number of uninsured in California in the CPS

differs from CHIS by about 50 percent.

Nonetheless, my analysis will reveal that even with

the larger number of uninsured in the CPS, the

uninsured are not the primary cost driver of the

HIA mandate. Moreover, the “misclassified” unin-

sured in the CPS must have some other sort of

insurance in the CHIS—either employer, private, or

government. Only in the case when these misclas-

sified people have employer-provided insurance

that pays at least 80 percent of the premiums

would they not contribute to the employer’s

increased cost. Not all misclassifications in the CPS

lead to the HIA costs being overstated. As noted by

Brown et al. (2003), “The CPS may underestimate

the number of people on Medicaid. Based on stud-

ies conducted by the Urban Institute, HCFA (now

CMS) administrative data show 20 to 30 percent

more Medicaid enrollees than the CPS responses

indicate. It has been speculated that respondents

do not think of Medicaid as health insurance and

that the data reflect this perception.” Since shifting

from Medicaid to employer insurance entails a cost

to the employer, this undercount of Medicaid par-

ticipation would inappropriately reduce the cost

estimates. Brown et al. (2002) have an extensive

discussion of the differences between the CPS and

CHIS, and the interested reader is directed to their

study for the case of using the CHIS instead of the

CPS (see, especially, pages 67–75). In constructing

CPS health insurance categories, I classified indi-

viduals into 113 different categories—for some of

these individuals, the fact that they are in different

categories may reflect transitions in health insur-

ance status over the year, rather than dual coverage

at a point-in-time. A data set like the Survey of

Income and Program Participation could be fruitful

for examining the dynamics of coverage over time.

59. The CPS explicitly asks about private insurance cov-

erage, employer-based coverage, employer-based in

one’s own name, direct privately purchased insur-

ance, Medicare, Medicaid, and Champus. It defines

“uninsured” as not being in any of the other cate-

gories. The health insurance definitions can be

found at http://www.census.gov/hhes/hlthins/

hlthinsvar.html. If the CPS respondent has employ-

er-provided insurance in his or her own name, an

imputed employer contribution ranging from

$0–$9,999 is given. In addition, information on
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premium cost sharing is provided: “Did ...’s former

or current employer or union pay for all, part, or

none of the health insurance premium?” The CPS

also asks explicitly whether the plan was a single or

family plan and identifies which dependents in the

household are covered under the family plan. From

my review of the Adult CHIS survey, it does not

specifically ask the adult respondent about family

coverage and asks only about spousal coverage if

the respondent does not have own coverage. While

the CHIS asks about premium cost sharing, this

information is not available in the public-use file.

The public-use file does not contain all of the vari-

ables in the CHIS 2001 source dataset. There are

two advantages of the CHIS, however. The CHIS

asks the respondent whether the employer offered

coverage and asks about uninsurance in three time

frames (Brown et al., 2002, p. 2).

60. See http://www.census.gov/hhes/hlthins/

hlthinsintro.html.

61. The labor market questions in the CPS are better

suited to analyze the effects of HIA than are the

labor market questions in the CHIS. Almost all of

the labor market questions in the CHIS are asked

of the sampled adult, not the spouse. The CHIS

asks about usual hours worked, firm size, and

monthly earnings for respondent (as well as health

insurance coverage). The CHIS has five groupings

for firm size: 1 to 9, 10 to 50, 51 to 99, 100 to 999,

and 1,000 or more. In contrast, the CPS has six

groupings: 1 to 9, 10 to 24, 25 to 99, 100 to 499,

500 to 999, and 1,000 or more. The CPS unam-

biguously provides finer groupings than the CHIS

for firms with 100 to 999 employees (two group-

ings rather than one), which is critical for imputing

the family mandate from HIA for firms with 200 or

more employees. In addition, this firm-size ques-

tion is not asked of the spouse in the CHIS. The

CHIS asks only two relevant questions about the

spouse’s labor market experience and health cover-

age—whether s/he has coverage (if the respondent

does not) and earnings last month. See California

Health Interview Survey (2004).

62. See http://www.bls.census.gov/cps/ads/1995/

sdacodes.htm.

63. The Census Bureau estimates employer contribu-

tions through a model developed from a statistical

match of the March CPS and the 1977 NMCES.

The March supplement collects information on the

number of persons who were covered at any time

during the previous calendar year by a health insur-

ance plan obtained through an employer or union.

The supplement also collects information on

whether the employer paid for all, part, or none of

the cost of the plan. The best data source available

for measuring the amount employers contribute to

health plans was the 1977 NMCES. The survey had

a relatively large sample size and included data on

contributions that were obtained by conducting

interviews with the employers of persons who were

in the household portion of the NMCES sample.

The procedure for estimating the value of employ-

er contributions for people and families on the

March 1993 CPS data file involved several steps.

First, an enhanced NMCES data file was prepared

by adding two variables not on the original file.

The two variables were total earnings during the

year and usual hours worked per week. The vari-

ables were created by statistically matching NMCES

and CPS using the appropriate demographic and

economic variables that were available from both

sources. The match made it possible to assign the

earnings and full-time/part-time variables to the

NMCES file. Second, the enhanced NMCES was

used to estimate a model that related employer

contributions to a set of explanatory variables. The

variables chosen were ones that are also available

on the CPS file. The list of variables included (1)

type of plan (family or individual), (2) proportion

of the cost paid for by the employer (part or all),

(3) level of earnings, (4) type of worker (full time

or part time), (5) industry, (6) occupation, (7) sec-

tor (private or government), (8) region, (9) resi-

dence, (10) personal characteristics, such as age,

race, marital status, and education. Third, the

model was run on the March 1993 CPS file to

obtain estimates of the amount of employer con-

tributions for each worker whose employer paid all

or part of the cost of his or her health plan. The

model was run after deflating 1992 earnings to

1977 dollars. The estimates produced by this

model were then inflated to 1992 estimates by mul-
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tiplying the 1977 level estimates by the 1977 to 1992

change in firm contributions per covered (U.S.

Department of Commerce, Bureau of Census, 1993).

64. Much of this section follows the discussion in the

Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation and the Health

Research and Educational Trust (2004).

Information about the CEHBS can be obtained at

http://www.kff.org/statepolicy/cehbs-archives.cfm.

65. The Kaiser Family Foundation is a nonprofit, pri-

vate operating foundation dedicated to providing

information and analysis on health care issues to

policymakers, the media, the health care communi-

ty, and the general public. The Foundation is not

associated with Kaiser Permanente or Kaiser

Industries. The Health Research and Educational

Trust (HRET) is a private, not-for-profit organiza-

tion involved in research, education, and demon-

stration programs addressing health management

and policy issues. Founded in 1944, HRET collab-

orates with health care, government, academic,

business, and community organizations across the

United States to conduct research and disseminate

findings that help shape the future of health care. I

am indebted to Ben Finder for assistance with the

CEHBS data.

66. This section follows closely the discussion in

http://www.census.gov/epcd/cbp/view/cbpview.html.

67. The CBP for California in 2001 was obtained from

the public web site http://www.census.gov/epcd/

cbp/download/01_data/cbp01ca.txt.

68. Details on imputing HIA eligibility are discussed in

detail in Appendix 1.

69. The columns in Appendix Table 2 for firms with

“20 or more employees” are used to construct the

estimates. These estimates use the following lines

from that table: 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 22, 25, 28, 31,

34, 37, 40, 43, 44, 45, 48, 49, 52, 53, 54, 57, 58, 61,

62, 63, 66, 67, 70, 71, 72, 75, 76, 79, 80, 81, 84, 85,

88, 89, 90, 93, 94, 97, 98, 99, 102, and 103.

70. The estimates for the number of workers/

dependents whose employer pays for some or none

of their coverage use the following lines from

Appendix Table 2: 3, 4, 8, 9, 12, 13, 23, 24, 26, 27,

29, 30, 32, 33, 35, 36, 38, 39,41, 42, 46, 47, 50, 51,

55, 56, 59, 60, 64, 65, 68, 69, 73, 74, 77, 78, 82, 83,

86, 87, 91, 92, 95, 96, 100, 101, 104, and 105. The

estimates for the number of workers/dependents

whose employer pays for none of their coverage

use the following lines: 4, 9, 13, 24, 27, 30, 33, 36,

39, 42, 47, 51, 56, 60, 65, 69, 74, 78, 83, 87, 92, 96,

101, and 105.

71. This estimate comes from line 113 of Appendix

Table 2.

72. This estimate uses the following lines from

Appendix Table 2: 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21,

106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, and 113.

73. These estimates use the following lines from

Appendix Table 2: 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21,

106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, and 112.

74. For privately purchased health insurance, the esti-

mate uses line 14 from Appendix Table 2. For gov-

ernment health insurance, the estimate uses lines

15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, and 21.

75. The figures in Tables 4 and 5 below use the cov-

ered employee weights from the CEHBS. The

March 2003 CPS reports that 10,502,375

Californians had employer coverage in their own

name at some point in the 2002 calendar year.

76. When the sample is restricted to firms with 50 or

more employees, the median premium is $3,022 for

a single plan and $8,482 for a family plan, higher

than the $3,001 and $8,345 figures reported here.

By using the median premium costs for all firms,

the cost estimates in this study likely understate the

true cost of HIA.

77. Many advocates claim most businesses will not be

affected, but many employees clearly will be. For

example, Health Access California (2003b) claims,

“Less than 2% of all employers would even be affect-

ed directly by the potential of a fee.” Their estimates

appear to count only affected business that do not

offer insurance, not the businesses that pay less than

80 percent of premiums. The CMA (2003c) claims,

“SB 2 is actually a moderate and reasonable step that

would affect less than 5 percent of California

employers.”

78. Hawaii enacted an employer health insurance man-

date in 1974, by requiring employers to provide

health care coverage for all employees who work at

least 20 hours per week. The state’s “Prepaid Health

Care Act” requires that workers pay no more than 1.5

percent of their wages for their share of the cost of
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coverage. According to the National Center for Policy

Analysis, since the law exempts people who work less

than 20 hours per week, many companies employ

only part-time workers, and unemployment is high.

See http://www.ncpa.org/iss/hea/2002/

pd012302d.html and http://www.ncpa.org/iss/hea/

for a more general discussion of state health insur-

ance mandates. Several other states have attempted

to pass mandatory health-coverage bills that failed

legal challenges under ERISA, including

Massachusetts and Oregon.

79. Even advocates of Proposition 72 think of HIA in

this type of framework. Health Access California

(2003b) states, “The impact of SB 2 would be sim-

ilar to an increase in the minimum wage, a broad-

based requirement on all businesses, but that would

only affect a small portion of actual businesses and

jobs, on the low end of wages and benefits. SB2

would essentially set a ‘minimum wage’ for health

benefits.”

80. See Yelowitz (1995) for an example of this kind of

“notch” in the context of Medicaid health insur-

ance. Baker et al. (2004) discuss the employment

notch from HIA at 20 employees.

81. The responses outlawed by HIA could also lead to

expensive lawsuits for an employer. The “No on

72” web site says, “Employers face lawsuits and

substantial penalties if they are accused of reducing

hours or taking other measures to avoid covering

employees. They also face a 200 percent penalty if

the premium is not paid to the state for ‘whatever’

reason. There is no provision in the bill for employ-

ers to appeal any action taken against them by the

state in disputes over payment.” The web site also

explains that “a business is prohibited from taking

action to avoid the coverage requirements of Prop

72. This includes dividing a business into smaller

entities to get under the employment thresholds.

The authors of the bill included specific provisions

to treat businesses with common ownership and

control as a single entity subject to the requirements

of Prop 72.” Because of the penalties and restric-

tions on economic adjustment, some less costly

economic responses are not possible. For example,

the HIA provision on hours of work reduces the

likelihood of “hours bunching,” as seen with

Hawaii’s experience with the 1974 Pre-Paid Health

Care Act. Thurston (1997) finds that the percentage

of Hawaiian workers employed fewer than 20 hours

per week (and thus exempt from the law) was sig-

nificantly higher than the national average.

82. The hourly wage rate is imputed by dividing annu-

al wage and salary earnings by the product of usual

hours worked per week and number of weeks

worked per year. The figures above include workers

with imputed wage rates under the California min-

imum wage, which is due in part, to measurement

error in hours of work, weeks worked, and earn-

ings in the CPS data.

83. The hourly wage cutoffs for the “at-risk” group were

arrived at by computing the full-time, full-year earn-

ings for a worker at the California minimum wage

(e.g., $6.75*2,080 hours) and adding to that the

CPS or CEHBS family premium cost ($5,914 and

$8,345) with the assumption that the firm is respon-

sible for 90 percent of the premium costs (instead

of 80 percent) because of the poverty subsidy.

84. All tax revenue figures assume that the state, feder-

al, Social Security and Medicare, and EITC mar-

ginal tax rates remain unchanged (meaning that the

household does not move into another tax brack-

et). The figures also assume 100 percent wage shift-

ing and no disemployment effects for low-wage

workers. Recall that HIA imposes a mandate on

both employers and employees. Newly insured

workers automatically get a pay reduction since

HIA allows employers to pay as little as 80 percent

of the mandated cost (with employees paying the

rest). Thus, the tax revenue figures compute the tax

loss based on the total cost of the mandate, not the

employer’s cost. Marginal tax rates are assigned

using CPS tax questions and information from the

California Franchise Tax Board, the Social Security

Administration, and the Internal Revenue Service.

The information on tax liabilities and filing status

in the CPS, along with these other sources, is used

to infer the marginal tax rate for the EITC and

state. In all cost calculations, the household is

assumed to be a nonitemizer.

85. To the extent that different California counties

have a local income tax, the revenue losses here

are understated.
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86. For workers with imputed wage rates under the

California minimum wage, their wage rate was

assumed to be at the California minimum. To

determine the 1.4 million “at-risk” workers for

whom employers could not fully wage shift, I divid-

ed the mandated cost by 2,080 hours (full-time/full-

year work). If the worker’s net wage after HIA was

under the California minimum, this worker was “at

risk.”

87. Baker et al. (2004) provide a cursory look at this

issue, but their analysis is not compelling.

88. As discussed in Yelowitz (1995), a means-tested

program like Medicaid does entail some disin-

centive effects for work through the “Medicaid

notch.” Such an outreach program would not

entail the sort of involuntary job loss that is like-

ly to occur with HIA, however.

89. CPS respondents appear to modestly underestimate

their firm size, perhaps because they do not know

the true scope of a firm’s operations. Based on all

CPS workers, 21.6 percent of employees are in

firms with 1 to 9 workers, 9.5 percent are in firms

with 10 to 24 workers, 13.7 percent are in firms

with 25 to 99 workers, 13.0 percent are in firms

with 100 to 499 workers, 4.7 percent are in firms

with 500 to 999 workers, and 37.4 percent are in

firms with 1,000 or more workers. In an effort to

assess the accuracy of the responses, I compared

them with the more reliable CEHBS data, which

surveyed benefits managers. These percentages are

not directly comparable with the CEHBS, however.

The CEHBS data does not survey employers in

agriculture, forestry, fishing, hunting, public admin-

istration, or the armed forces. It also surveys only

employers with three or more workers, which

excludes very small employers and self-employed

persons. When the CPS is restricted to non-self-

employed workers in the industries common to the

CEHBS sample, 16.0 percent of employees are in

firms with 1 to 9 workers, 10.2 percent are in firms

with 10 to 24 workers, 15.0 percent are in firms

with 25 to 99 workers, 14.5 percent are in firms

with 100 to 499 workers, 5.3 percent are in firms

with 500 to 999 workers, and 39.1 percent are in

firms with 1,000 or more workers. When the

CEHBS responses are appropriately weighted, the

following results emerge: approximately 8.8 percent

of employees are in firms with 3 to 9 workers, 10.5

percent are in firms with 10 to 24 workers, 15.8

percent are in firms with 25 to 99 workers, 16.3

percent are in firms with 100 to 499 workers, 5.9

percent are in firms with 500 to 999 workers, and

42.6 percent are in firms with 1,000 or more work-

ers. Thus, when compared across similar industries,

the firm size differences between the CPS and

CEHBS are fairly small. The most important dif-

ferences are that the CPS respondents underreport

being in firms with 1,000 or more workers by 3.5

percentage points compared with the CEHBS, and

underreport being in firms with 100 to 499 work-

ers by 1.8 percentage points. They overreport being

in very small firms by 7.2 percentage points, but

part of this may reflect the inability to exclude

firms with one or two people in the CPS. If any-

thing, the results suggest that the HIA imputation

will understate the costs of SB 2 because CPS

respondents report modestly smaller firm sizes

compared with CEHBS.

90. To illustrate, imagine that firms are uniformly dis-

tributed over this interval, so that there is one firm

with 25 employees, another firm with 26 employ-

ees, etc. Overall, there are 4,650 employees at firms

with sizes between 25 and 99. The likelihood of

being in a firm with exactly 25 employees equals

0.54 percent (25/4650), while the likelihood of

being in a firm with exactly 99 employees equals

2.13 percent (99/4650). Larger firms contribute

more to the employee’s probability. The likelihood

of being in a firm with between 25 and 49 employ-

ees is the sum of the probabilities between 25 and

49, or 19.89 percent ( (25+26+...+49)/4650).

91. See http://www.calmis.cahwnet.gov/FILE/INDSIZE/

CAL$SF1.HTM.

92. With the exception of military personnel, problem

referrals, and uncodables, all Census industry codes

could be linked to one-digit NAICS codes (the

exceptions being Census codes 9890, 9970, 9990,

9670, 9680, 9690, 9770, 9780, 9790, and 9870).

These cases constituted about 0.7 percent of the

weighted sample of workers. With these excep-

tions, as well as “Not specified manufacturing

industries,” “Sporting goods, camera, and hobby
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and toy stores,” and “Not specified retail trade,” all

Census industry codes could be linked to two-digit

NAICS codes (that is, all Census codes except the

ones above and 3990, 5270, and 5790). As shown

below, this constitutes about 1.07 percent of the

unweighted sample of workers. These cases consti-

tuted about 1.17 percent of the weighted sample of

workers. Finally, most Census industry codes could

be linked to the three-digit NAICS codes. In addi-

tion to the ones above, the exceptions were “Not

specified type of mining,” “Not specified utilities,”

“Construction,” “Knitting mills,” “Not specified

metal industries,” “Not specified wholesale trade,”

“Radio and television broadcasting and cable,”

“Banking and related activities,” “Securities, com-

modities, funds, trusts, and other financial invest-

ments,” “Commercial, industrial, and other intangi-

ble assets rental and leasing,” “Justice, public order,

and safety activities,” “Administration of environ-

mental quality and housing programs,” and

“Administration of economic programs and space

research.” Besides the codes listed above, the addi-

tional Census codes that could not be linked at the

three-digit NAICS level include 480, 690, 770,

1670, 2990, 4590, 6670, 6870, 6970, 7190, 9470,

9490, and 9570. Approximately 12.5 percent of the

weighted sample of workers could not be linked to

these three-digit codes. Thus, the overwhelming

majority of respondents can be linked at the three-

digit level, and virtually everyone else can be linked

at the two-digit level in assigning HIA eligibility.

93. The HIA also has a number of requirements relat-

ed to employment, in addition to firm size. In the

analysis, a worker would not be assigned HIA eli-

gibility unless he or she also met an hours require-

ment of 25 hours worked per week and a job

tenure requirement. The actual hours requirement

from HIA is less stringent than the criteria listed

here since it only requires 1,200 hours per year (or

approximately 23 hours per week rather than 25).

This assumption would therefore understate the

number of eligible workers. For job tenure, if the

respondent worked more than 12 weeks in the

year, he or she is deemed eligible (thus, I assume

weeks of work is continuous). Dube (2003b) finds

that an overwhelming percentage of the uninsured

meet the job tenure requirement.

94. Because of a state tax credit for firms with 20 to 49

employees, the analysis takes the “fee” to be 64 per-

cent of the full cost of single coverage, or

$2,317.44.

95. In fact, the 2001 to 2003 CEHBS data reveal

double-digit premium increases. Almost all of the

existing work on the HIA uses 2001 premium data,

which is now outdated. Such data underestimates

the true costs of HIA with any of the methodolo-

gies that are currently used.

96. In reality, one observes either an employer contri-

bution for a single plan or a family plan in the CPS.

If the respondent has a single (family) plan where

the employer pays all of the cost, I assume the same

is true for the family (single) plan as well. If the

respondent chooses a single (family) plan that pays

for some or none of the costs, I scale the employer

contribution proportionally upward (downward) to

compute the family (single) plan contribution. I

scale the employer contribution from single plans

upward by 63.3 percent ($5,914/$3,621) to com-

pute the employer contribution for a family plan,

and I scale the employer contribution from family

plans downward by 61.2 percent ($3,621/$5,914).

The employer’s cost would then depend on these

contributions, the “fee” discussed in the text, and

actual HIA eligibility.

97. Almost all Census industry codes could be matched

to one of the CEHBS industry groupings. For

respondents in industries that could not be

matched, the CEHBS premium and cost-sharing

information was imputed using firm size alone for

all industries in the sample.
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